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Introduction

The origins. The basic ideas and structures of `modern di�erential geom-
etry' �rst appeared in Bernard Riemann's habilitation lecture \ �Uber die Hy-
pothesen die der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen" (\On the hypotheses which lie
at the foundation of geometry"), presented in the summer of 1854. Without
possessing a perfected terminology, Riemann introduced what we would call to-
day a topological manifold. He also used requirements of di�erentiability, so he
dealt actually with di�erentiable manifolds. This structure was called by him
\mehrfach ausgedehnte Mannigfaltigkeit" (\multiple extended manifold"). The
�rst problem which he discussed in detail was to equip with a metric struc-
ture such a manifold. He proposed measuring `in�nitesimals' (in the simplest
case tangent vectors) and integrating over a curve to �nd its length. Riemann
pointed out that there is no reason why the length should be assumed to be in-
dependent of the position, or more generally, of the position and the direction.

Adopting the old-fashioned notation and terminology for the moment, let
x(t), where t is a real parameter, be a curve on a manifold. A metric determi-
nation �xes the length of the piece of the curve between x(t0) and x(t1). Themost general formula proposed by Riemann is∫ t1

t0
F (x(t), _x(t))dt.

To obtain a reasonable length-concept, the function F must be positive, if
_x(t) 6= 0. One also wants the length to be independent of the parametrization
and of the direction of traversal of the curve; these lead to the requirement

F (x, λv) = |λ|F (x, v)
for all tangent vector v at x and real number λ. Finally, it is also reasonable to
make a restrictive convexity assumption about F . (At the beginning of Chapter
6 of our dissertation we give a precise formulation of these requirements as
condition (F1)-(F4) for a Finsler function F : TM → R.) All the requirements
are satis�ed by the pointwise positive de�nite forms

F 2(x, v) :=∑
i,j

gij(x)vivj , gij = gji.

Riemann restricted himself to this metric determination, but he did not repu-
diate the more general (not necessarily quadratic) fundamental function F . In
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this connection he said: \The investigation of this more general species would
not call for essentially di�erent principles, but would be considerably time-
consuming...". (\Die Untersuchung dieser allgemeiner Gattung w�urde zwar keine
wesentlich andere Principien erfordern, aber ziemlich zeitranbend sein...". See:
Bernhard Riemann's gesammelte mathematische Werke und wissenschaftlicher
Nachlass. Herausgegeben unter Mitwirkung von R. Dedekind und H. Weber. 2.
Auage: Teubner, Leipzig, 1892. Reprint: Dover, New York, 1953.)

The more general metric determinations were �rst studied by Paul Finsler
on the suggestion of C. Carath�eodory in his G�ottingen dissertation �Uber Kurven
und Fl�achen in allgemeinen R�aumen (1918; Nachdruck Birkh�auser, Basel 1951).
It turned out that in such a general space a metric tensor given by

gij(x, v) := 1
2

∂2F 2
∂vi∂vj

(x, v)
may also be introduced, and - at least in the �rst steps - \essentially di�erent
principles" are indeed not required. However, all geometric data will depend not
only on the points x, but also on the tangent vectors v. The geometry of such
\general metric spaces" was called Finsler geometry by J. H. Taylor in 1927.

Finsler geometry has become a quite extensive and active research area. The
greatest impetus to its development is due to the professor of German Univer-
sity in Prague, Ludwig Berwald (1883-1942). His ideas and methods inuenced
decisively the Debrecen School of Finsler Geometry, represented in its golden
period by O. Varga, A. Rapcs�ak, A. Mo�or, L. Tam�assy, Gy. So�os and J. Merza.

In spite of the di�erent languare and computational technique, the present
work is also debt to Ludwig Berwald.

Straight lines. Riemann's habilitation lecture began with the following
statements:

\As is well-known, geometry presupposes the concept of space, as well as
assuming the basic principles for constructions in space... . The relationship
between these presuppositions is left in the dark... ." (M. Spivak's translation.)

In Finsler geometry the role of \space" is played by a (smooth) manifold,
it provides points for the geometry. The Finsler function makes \constructions
in space" possible: with its help one can de�ne `straight lines', called geodesics,
which have properties analogous to those of straight lines in Euclidean space.
In the Euclidean n-space Rn, a straight line may be de�ned as either a curve
α : R → Rn such that α′′ = 0, or a curve which represents the shortest path
between points. Now we briey sketch how the second approach works in Finsler
geometry.

Let M denote our base manifold, and let τ : TM → M be its tangent bundle.
Suppose, for simplicity, that M admits a global coordinate system (ui)ni=1. Then(xi, yi)ni=1, where

xi := ui ◦ τ , yi(v) := v(ui)
is a global coordinate system for TM . Let F : TM → R be a Finsler function,
i.e., a function with the properties mentioned above. Take two points p0, p1 in
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M , and consider the functional

F : γ 7→ F(γ) :=
∫ 1
0 F ◦ _γ =

∫ 1
0 F ( _γ(t))dt ∈ R

from the set of all (piecewise) smooth curves γ : [0, 1]→ M from p0 to p1. TheEuler-Lagrange equations of this functional are traditionally written in the form
∂F

∂xi
− d

dt

∂F

∂yi
= 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,

and its solutions, i.e., the curves γ : [0, 1]→ M satisfying
∂F

∂xi
◦ _γ −

(
∂F

∂yi
◦ _γ
)′

= 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
are called the extremals of F, or F -extremals in the calculus of variations, and
geodesics in Finslerian context. It is a fundamental fact that one can formulate
another variational problem, which leads to the same class of geodesics. Consider
the energy function E := 12F 2 associated to F , and de�ne a new functional E

on the above set of curves by

γ 7→ E(γ) :=
∫ 1
0 E ◦ _γ =

∫ 1
0 E( _γ(t))dt.

We show that every E-extremal γ, with _γ(τ) 6= 0 for some τ ∈ [0, 1], satis�es
E( _γ(t)) = 1

2λ2 , t ∈ [0, 1]
for some positive real number λ, and it is an extremal of F. Conversely, if γ is
an extremal of F parametrized in such a way that the above relation holds for
some positive λ ∈ R, then γ is also an E-extremal.

Suppose that γ is an extremal of E, i.e. satis�es
∂E

∂xi
◦ _γ −

(
∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)′

= 0.
First we prove that the energy function is constant along the velocity curves
_γ : [0, 1]→ TM .

For any t ∈ [0, 1], we have

(E ◦ _γ)′(t) = �γ(t)E =
(
(γi′(t)

(
∂

∂xi

)
_γ(t)

+ γi′′(t)
(

∂

∂yi

)
_γ(t)

)
E =(

∂E

∂xi
◦ _γ
)
(t)γi′(t) +

(
∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)
(t)γi′′(t).

Since, taking into account the Euler-Lagrange equations of E,
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((

∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)

γi′
)′

(t) =
(

∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)′

(t)γi′(t) +
(

∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)
(t)γi′′(t) =(

∂E

∂xi
◦ _γ
)
(t)γi′(t) +

(
∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)
(t)γi′′(t),

it follows that
(E ◦ _γ)′(t) =

((
∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)

γi′
)′

(t).
However, E is positive-homogeneous of degree 2, which implies by Euler's rela-
tion ((

∂E

∂yi
◦ _γ
)

γi′
)′

(t) =
((

∂E

∂yi
yi

)
◦ _γ
)′

(t) = 2(E ◦ _γ)′(t).
Thus we �nd (E ◦ _γ)′ = 2(E ◦ _γ)′, therefore E ◦ _γ is indeed constant. So if _γ
is not identically zero, then there is a positive real number λ such that for all
t ∈ [0, 1],

E( _γ(t)) = 1
2λ2.

Now suppose that a curve γ satis�es this relation. Then we also have
F ( _γ(t)) = λ , t ∈ [0, 1];

and conversely. Since
∂E

∂xi
= F

∂F

∂xi
, ∂E

∂yi
= F

∂F

∂yi
,

it follows that along _γ
∂E

∂xi
− d

dt

∂E

∂yi
= λ

(
∂F

∂xi
− d

dt

∂F

∂yi

)
, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} .

This concludes the proof of our assertions.
We exhibit a further, more sophisticated method for introducing \straight

lines" in Finsler geometry. This method, at least implicitly, is of basic impor-
tance for our dissertation.

If F : TM → M is a Finsler function, then there exists a unique C1 vector
�eld S on TM , which is smooth on the slit tangent manifold ◦

TM , and has
coordinate expression of form

S = yi ∂

∂xi
− 2Gi ∂

∂yi
,

where
Gi = 1

4gij

(
∂2F 2

∂xr∂yj
yr − ∂F 2

∂xj

)
,

(gij) := (gij)−1 , gij := 1
2

∂2F 2
∂yi∂yj

= ∂2E
∂yi∂yj

.
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(We continue to suppose that M admits a global coordinate system.) The func-
tions Gi are positive-homogeneous of degree 2, so S is a spray, called the canon-
ical spray of the Finsler manifold. (An intrinsic de�nition of S will be reviewed
in Chapter 6; confer the above coordinate expressions with the concise formula
(6.20).)

The velocity curve (or \canonical lift") _γ : [0, 1]→ TM of a curve
γ : [0, 1]→ M is an integral curve of S, i.e., S ◦ _γ = �γ holds, if and only if, the
components γi := ui ◦ γ of γ satisfy the relations

γi′′ + 2Gi ◦ _γ = 0 (i ∈ {1, . . . , n}).
It may immediately be seen that these curves are just the E-extremals.

Principles and method. A substantial part of Finsler geometry may be
developed purely in terms of the canonical spray determined by the Finsler func-
tion. Briey,

a large part of Finsler geometry is spray geometry.
Throughout the Dissertation, our guiding principle will be this observation.

The remarks made on \straight lines" in the previous section justify, that
\the principles of constructions" based on the spray approach give the same
geometry as the classical approach when the straight lines, i.e., geodesics, are
de�ned as F-extremals.

It seems to us, that the above principle has already clearly been recognized
by Berwald. In his epoch-making posthumus paper \ �Uber Finslersche und Car-
tansche Geometrie IV" (ref. [17]) his starting point is a system of second-order
ordinary di�erential equations of form

xi′′ + 2Gi(x, x′) = 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,

where the functions Gi are of class C1 on their domain, smooth on the set of non-
zero tangent vectors, and have positive-homogeneity of degree 2. This means in
present-day language, that Berwald takes a spray as his starting point. Next,
on Riemannian analogy, he derives the equation of a�ne deviation, which leads
him to the a�ne deviation tensor K (see also our Remark after 4.9). In our
language and by our apparatus, it may be given by the formula

K(X̃) := V[S,HX̃],
where S is the given spray, H is the \nonlinear connection" or Ehresmann
connection determined by S, V is the vertical map complementary to H, and X̃

is section along ◦
τ := τ �

◦
TM . In terms of coordinates, H is represented by the

\Christo�el symbols" Gi
j := ∂Gi

∂yj . Using partial di�erentiation with respect to
the directions, i.e., the operators ∂

∂yi , from the type (11) tensorK Berwald builds
a type (12) tensor R, called the \Grundtensor der a�nen Kr�ummung", and a
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type (13) tensor H called by him the \a�ne Kr�ummungtensor". Our formalism
presents these tensors as follows:

R(X̃, Ỹ ) = 1
3(∇vK(Ỹ , X̃)−∇vK(X̃, Ỹ )),

H(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ = ∇vR(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ ).
Actually, we follow in their introduction a somewhat di�erent path. We de�ne
the tensor R as the integrability tensor of the Ehresmann connection H, and
the tensor H as a partial curvature of the curvature of the Berwald derivative
arising from H. Having them, we show that R and H can be obtained from K
by the above formulas.

Following Berwald, we may also construct from the a�ne deviation tensor
(called also Jacobi endomorphism) a projectively invariant tensor, the projective
deviation tensor or Weyl endomorphism

W◦ = K−K1+ 1
n + 1(∇vK − tr∇vK)⊗ δ,

where K := 1
n−1 trK, 1 is the unit tensor, and δ is given by v 7→ (v, v).

All of the tensors mentioned until now have an analogous tensor in Rieman-
nian geometry. However, from the curvature of the induced Berwald derivative,
one can obtain a further partial curvature, the so-called Berwald curvature B,
which is non-Riemannian in the sense that it vanishes, if S is the geodesic spray
of a Riemannian metric. From B one can construct another projectively invari-
ant tensor, the Douglas curvature

D := B− 1
n + 1(trB� 1+ (∇vtrB)⊗ δ).

In the presence of a Finsler function F we derive the tensors K, R, H, W◦,
B, D from the canonical spray determined by F , and we de�ne the conceptually
most important special classes of Finsler manifolds (isotropic, Berwald, Douglas,
weakly Berwald,...) also by some speci�c property of their canonical spray. For
example, Berwald manifolds may be de�ned as Finsler manifolds whose canoni-
cal spray is of class C2, i.e., is an a�ne spray, and may be characterized by the
vanishing of the Berwald curvature. A great success of modern Finsler geometry
is their complete description achieved by Z. I. Szab�o [55], [56].

We have two basic tensors in Finsler geometry which depend immediately on
the metric structure, and hence cannot be de�ned in terms of spray geometry:
the

Cartan tensor C[ := 12∇vg = 12∇v∇v∇vE

and the
Landsberg tensor P := − 12∇hg = − 12∇h∇v∇vE
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(∇h is the \h-Berwald" or horizontal derivative arising from the canonical
spray). The stretch tensor � de�ned by

1
2�(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ) := ∇hP(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hP(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃, Ũ)

belongs obviously also to this category. The vanishing of the Cartan tensor char-
acterizes the Riemannian manifolds in the class of Finsler manifolds. The mean-
ing of the vanishing of P is still in the dark. Matsumoto's conjecture \all posi-
tive de�nite Finsler manifolds with vanishing Landsberg curvature are Berwald
manifolds" has not been proved until now, but we also do not know any regular
counterexample.

Giving a de�nite priority of the spray structure, in this Dissertation we build
in an essentially self-contained manner the part of spray-Finsler geometry which
we need to treat our speci�c problems. We do all these in the pull-back bundle
framework, applying exclusively coordinate-free methods. Briey, we apply the
pull-back formalism. Thus, for example, we re-prove our earlier result published
in [8], where we used classical tensor calculus. The self-containedness of our ex-
position also means that we prove most of the classically well-known auxiliary
results whose formulation and proof is not available (in our best knowledge) in
our context. Homogeneity properties, Ricci and Bianchi identites belong typi-
cally to this category. Since the translation from classical tensor calculus to an
index-free formalism is not always automatical, we were forced to do this work
in most cases.

In its contents an methods our exposition is somewhere in a half-way
between Z. Shen's monograph [52] and J. Szilasi's study [57]: it follows a more
rigorous formalism than the former, but simpler and is more near to the spirit
of classical Finsler geometry than the latter.



Chapter 1

Conventions and basic

de�nitions

(A) By a manifold we shall always mean an at least two-dimensional, locally
Euclidean, second countable, connected Hausdor� space with a smooth struc-
ture. If M and N are manifolds, C∞(M,N) denotes the set of smooth maps
from M to N ; C∞(M) := C∞(M, R). The tangent space TpM of M at a point
p ∈ M is the real vector space of linear functions v : C∞(M)→ R, which satisfy

v(fg) = v(f)g(p) + f(p)v(g) ; f, g ∈ C∞(M).
Then, for all p ∈ M , dimTpM = dimM =: n. If

TM := ⋃
p∈M

TpM (disjoint union)

and τ(v) := p, if v ∈ TpM , then τ : TM → M is the tangent bundle of
M . The tangent bundle of the tangent manifold TM is τTM : TTM → TM .
τ and τTM are examples of vector bundles, which will be briey discussed in (C).

X(M) := {X ∈ C∞(M,TM)|τ ◦X = 1M} is the C∞(M)-module of vector
�elds on M , its dual X∗(M) is the module of 1-forms on M . If X ∈ X(M), LXdenotes the Lie derivative with respect to X, and iX is the substitution operator
or contraction by X. d stands for the exterior derivative operator.

If o ∈ X(M) is the zero vector �eld, ◦
TM := TM\o(M), ◦

τ := τ �
◦
TM , then

◦
τ : ◦

TM → M is said to be the slit tangent bundle of M . φ∗ ∈ C∞(TM,TN)
is the tangent linear map (or derivative) of φ ∈ C∞(M,N). If I ⊂ R is an
open interval and c : I → M is a smooth curve, then _c := c∗ ◦ d

du is the
velocity vector �eld of c. (Here d

du is the canonical vector �eld on the real
line.) The vertical lift of a function f ∈ C∞(M) is f v := f ◦ τ ∈ C∞(TM),
the complete lift f c ∈ C∞(TM) of f is de�ned by f c(v) := v(f), v ∈ TM . For
any vector �eld X on M there is a unique vector �eld Xc ∈ X(TM) such that

1



2 CHAPTER 1. CONVENTIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS

Xcf c = (Xf)c for any function f ∈ C∞(M). Xc is called the complete lift of X.
(B)We shall use wedge products in various contexts, without any numerical

factor. For example, if α and β are 1-forms on M , then their wedge product is
α ∧ β := α⊗ β − β ⊗ α,

where the symbol ⊗ denotes tensor product. If A is a type (11) tensor on M ,
which may be interpreted as an endomorphism of X(M), and β ∈ X∗(M), then
the wedge product A ∧ β is the skew-symmetric type (12) tensor given by

A ∧ β(X, Y ) = β(Y )A(X)− β(X)A(Y ) ; X, Y ∈ X(M).
If K is a type (11) tensor �eld on ◦

TM , i.e., an endomorphism of the C∞( ◦TM)-
module X( ◦TM) and η ∈ X( ◦TM), then we de�ne the Fr�olicher-Nijenhuis bracket
[K, η] by

[K, η]ξ := [Kξ, η]−K[ξ, η] ; ξ ∈ X( ◦TM).
Then [K, η] is again a type (11) tensor on ◦

TM ; it is just the negative of the Lie
derivative LηK. We also associate to K two graded derivations iK and dK of
the Grassmann algebra of di�erential forms on ◦

TM , prescribing their operation
on smooth functions and 1-forms by the following rules:

iKF := 0 , iKdF := dF ◦K ; F ∈ C∞( ◦TM);(1.1)

dK := iK ◦ d− d ◦ iK .(1.2)
Then the degree of iK is 0, and the degree of dK is 1. On functions dK operates
by

dKF = iKdF = dF ◦K,

so for any vector �eld ξ on ◦
TM we have

dKF (ξ) = dF (K(ξ)) = K(ξ)F.

(C) We recall that a smooth map π : E → M is said to be a (real) vector
bundle of rank k (k ∈ N\ {0}) or k-vector bundle over M , if the following
conditions are satis�ed:

(VB1) For all p ∈ M , the �bres Ep := π−1(p) are k-dimensional real vector
spaces.

(VB2) To each point p ∈ M there is a neighbourhood U ⊂ M of p and a di�eo-
morphism ϕ : U × Rk → π−1(U) such that
(i) π ◦ ϕ = pr1, where pr1 is the natural projection of U × Rk onto its

�rst factor;
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(ii) for each point q ∈ U , the map
ϕq : Rk → Eq , v 7→ ϕq(v) := ϕ(q, v)

is a linear isomorphism.
Then M , E and π are called the base manifold, the total manifold and the
projection of the bundle, respectively. When there is no danger of confusion,
we say merely that `E is a vector bundle over M ' or `E is a vector bundle'.
A smooth map σ : M → E is a section of the vector bundle π : E → M , if
π ◦ σ = 1M , i.e., we have σ(p) ∈ Ep for all p ∈ M . The set

Sec(π) := {σ ∈ C∞(M,E) | π ◦ σ = 1M}

of all sections of π is a C∞(M)-module with the pointwise operations
(σ1 + σ2)(p) := (σ1)(p) + (σ2)(p) , (fσ)(p) := f(p)σ(p)

(σ1, σ2, σ ∈ Sec(π) , f ∈ C∞(M) , p ∈ M).
Let (Sec(π))∗ denote the dual of the C∞(M)-module Sec(π). By a π-tensor

of type (rs), where (r, s) ∈ N× N\ {(0, 0)}, we mean a C∞(M)-multilinear map
((Sec(π))∗)r × (Sec(π))s → C∞(M).

These form a C∞(M)-module which we denote by Tr
s(π). We extend the de�-

nition by putting T00(π) := Sec(π).
The π-tensors of type (rs) over M may naturally be interpreted as the sections

of an appropriate vector bundle over M . Namely, let T r
s Ep be the space of the

type (rs) tensors over the �ber Ep, and let
T r

s E := ⋃
p∈M

T r
s Ep (disjoint union).

Then there is a unique smooth structure on T r
s E which makes the natural

projection
πr

s : T r
s E → M

into a vector bundle with �bres T r
s Ep, p ∈ M . Now it may be shown that the

C∞(M)-modules Tr
s(π) and Sec(πr

s) are canonically isomorphic.
(D) Let π : E → M be a k-vector bundle. A covariant derivative operator,

briey a covariant derivative in π (or on E) is a map
D : X(M)× Sec(π)→ Sec(π) , (X, σ) 7→ DXσ,

which is tensorial in X, R-linear in σ, and satis�es the following product rule:
DXfσ = (Xf)σ + fDXσ for f ∈ C∞(M).

∇Xσ is called the covariant derivative of σ in the direction of X.
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Although a covariant derivative operator is de�ned by its action on global
sections, it may be shown by a standard bump function argument that it is
actually a local operator: if two sections coincide in a neighbourhood of a point,
then their covariant derivatives are the same at the point. Note that, by an
abuse of language, a covariant derivative in the tangent bundle τ : TM → M is
mentioned as a covariant derivative on the manifold M .

We de�ne the covariant di�erential of a tensor A ∈ Tr
s(π) as the type ( r

s+1
)

tensor DA given by
DA(X, s1, . . . , sr, σ1, . . . , σs) := (DXA)(s1, . . . , sr, σ1, . . . , σs) :=

X(A(s1, . . . , sr, σ1, . . . , σs))−
r∑

i=1
A(s1, . . . , DXsi, . . . , sr, σ1, . . . , σs)−(1.3)

s∑
j=1

A(s1, . . . , sr, σ1, . . . , DXσj , . . . , σs),
where si ∈ (Sec(π))∗, i ∈ {1, . . . , r}; σj ∈ Sec(π), j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, and if s is a
`π-one-form', i.e., s ∈ (Sec(π))∗, then

(DXs)(σ) := X(s(σ))− s(DXσ).(1.4)
The curvature of D is the map

RD : X(M)× X(M)× Sec(π)→ Sec(π),
(X, Y, σ) 7→ RD(X, Y )σ := DXDY σ −DY DXσ −D[X,Y ]σ.(1.5)

Then RD is tensorial (i.e., C∞(M)-linear) in X, Y and σ, and skew-symmetric
in X and Y :

R(X, Y )σ = −R(Y, X)σ.

With �xed vector �elds X, Y on M , the map
RD(X, Y ) : Sec(π)→ Sec(π) , σ 7→ RD(X, Y )σ

is an endomorphism of the C∞(M)-module Sec(π), so it may be interpreted as
a type (11) π-tensor in a natural manner. We de�ne the covariant derivatives

DZ(RD(X, Y )) ∈ End(Sec(π)) ∼= T11(π) , Z ∈ X(M)
by

(DZ(RD(X, Y )))(σ) := DZ(RD(X, Y )σ)−RD(X, Y )DZσ , σ ∈ Sec(π).(1.6)
Now we can formulate the following classical result, quoted as di�erential
Bianchi identity :

S(X,Y,Z)(DX(RD(Y, Z))−RD([X, Y ], Z)) = 0.(1.7)
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Here, and in the sequel, S(X,Y,Z) means cyclic sum over X, Y and Z.
The proof is easy. Since the relation is tensorial, we may assume that [X, Y ] =

[Y,Z] = [Z,X] = 0. Then, for any section σ in Sec(π) we have
S(X,Y,Z)(DX(RD(Y,Z))−RD([X, Y ], Z))(σ) =

(DX(RD(Y, Z)))(σ) + (DY (RD(Z,X)))(σ) + (DZ(RD(X, Y )))(σ) (1.6)=
DX(RD(Y, Z)σ) + DY (RD(Z,X)σ) + DZ(RD(X, Y )σ)−RD(Y,Z)DXσ −

RD(Z,X)DY σ −RD(X, Y )DZσ = DXDY DZσ −DXDZDY σ + DY DZDXσ −
DY DXDZσ + DZDXDY σ −DZDY DXσ −DY DZDXσ + DZDY DXσ −

DZDXDY σ + DXDZDY σ −DXDY DZσ + DY DXDZσ = 0.
(E) The main scenes of our considerations will be the pull-back bundles of

the tangent bundle τ : TM → M over τ and ◦
τ , i.e., the vector bundles

π : TM ×M TM → TM and ◦
π : ◦

TM ×M TM →
◦
TM ,

respectively. Here
TM ×M TM := {(u, v) ∈ TM × TM | τ(u) = τ(v)},

π : (u, v) ∈ TM ×M TM 7→ u ∈ TM ,
π−1(u) = {u} × Tτ(u)M ;

and, similarly,
◦
TM ×M TM := {(u, v) ∈ ◦

TM × TM | ◦
τ(u) = τ(v)},

◦
π : (u, v) ∈ ◦

TM ×M TM 7→ u ∈
◦
TM ,

◦
π
−1(u) = {u} × T◦

τ(u)M .
The vector space structure of a �bre π−1(u) is given by the operations

(u, v1) + (u, v2) := (u, v1 + v2) ; v1, v2 ∈ Tτ(u)M ;
λ(u, v) := (u, λv) , v ∈ Tτ(u)M , λ ∈ R.

Then, obviously, π−1(u) is canonically isomorphic to Tτ(u)M . Similarly, the
�bres ◦

π
−1(u) are vector spaces, canonically isomorphic to the tangent spaces

T◦
τ(u)M (u ∈ ◦

TM).
In what follows, throughout the Dissertation, π and ◦

π will be the shorthands
for the pull-back bundles

π : TM ×M TM → TM and ◦
π : ◦

TM ×M TM →
◦
TM ,

respectively.
The sections of π are smooth maps X̃ : TM → TM ×M TM of form

v ∈ TM 7−→ X̃(v) = (v,X(v)) ∈ TM ×M TM ,
X ∈ C∞(TM,TM) , τ ◦X = τ .
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We have a canonical section
δ : v ∈ TM 7−→ δ(v) := (v, v) ∈ TM ×M TM ,

and any vector �eld X on M induces a section
X̂ : v ∈ TM 7−→ X̂(v) := (v,X(τ(v))) ∈ TM ×M TM ,

called a basic section of π or a basic vector �eld along τ . The C∞(TM)-module
Sec(π) of sections of π is generated by the basic sections. If

X(τ) := {X ∈ C∞(TM,TM)|τ ◦X = τ},
then X(τ) is naturally isomorphic to Sec(π), so the two modules will be identi�ed
without any comment, whenever it is convenient. As in the general case of a k-
vector bundle (see (C)), we may consider the C∞(TM)-modules Tr

s(π) of the
π-tensors over TM , and, similarly, the C∞( ◦TM)-modules Tr

s( ◦π) of ◦
π-tensors

over ◦
TM ; (r, s) ∈ N × N. Note that Tr

s(π) may naturally be interpreted as a
submodule of Tr

s( ◦π). From obvious reason, the elements of Tr
s(π) and Tr

s( ◦π) willalso be mentioned as tensors along τ and ◦
τ , respectively.

If A is a type ( 1
s+1
) tensor along ◦

τ , where s ∈ N, then we de�ne its trace
trA ∈ T0

s( ◦π) by
(trA)(X̃1, . . . , X̃s) := tr(Z̃ 7−→ A(Z̃, X̃1, . . . , X̃s)

)
,

for X̃1, . . . , X̃s, Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π).
More e�ectively, the trace operator may be introduced inductively as follows:
Step 1 There is a unique C∞( ◦TM)-linear map

tr : T11( ◦π)→ C∞( ◦TM) , A 7→ trA
such that for all 1-form α̃ ∈ T01( ◦π) and section X̃ in Sec( ◦π) we have

tr(α̃⊗ X̃) := α̃(X̃).(1.8)
This may be shown by a standard argument, see e.g. [44], Lemma 2.6.
Step 2 Let X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π). First we de�ne a non-conventional substitution

operator
jX̃ : T1

s+1(π)→ T1
s(π) , A 7→ jX̃A

by
jX̃A(Ỹ1, . . . , Ỹs) := A(Ỹ1, X̃, Ỹ2, . . . , Ỹs)

for Ỹ1, . . . , Ỹs in Sec( ◦π). Using this operator, let the trace of a tensor
A ∈ T1

s+1( ◦π) (s ≥ 1) be the type (1s) tensor trA such that for any section X̃ in
Sec( ◦π),

iX̃trA = tr(jX̃A).(1.9)
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The e�ect of the trace operator on components is summation over the con-
travariant index and the �rst covariant index. It may be shown that if α̃ is a
symmetric type (0s) tensor along ◦

τ (s ≥ 2), then
tr(α̃⊗ δ) = iδα̃,(1.10)

where iδ is the 'conventional' substitution operator.
(F) We have a canonical injective strong bundle map

i : TM ×M TM −→ TTM

given by
i(v, w) := _c(0) , if c(t) := v + tw,

and a canonical surjective strong bundle map
j : TTM −→ TM ×M TM , w ∈ TvTM 7−→ j(w) := (v, τ∗(w))

such that the sequence
0 −→ TM ×M TM

i−→ TTM
j−→ TM ×M TM −→ 0

is an exact sequence of vector bundle maps. i and j induce C∞(TM)-
homomorphisms at the level of sections, which will be denoted by the same
letters. So we also have the exact sequence

0 −→ X(τ) i−→ X(TM) j−→ X(τ) −→ 0
of module homomorphisms. Xv(TM) := iX(τ) is the module of vertical vector
�elds on TM , Xv := iX̂ is the vertical lift of X ∈ X(M). If α is a 1-form on M ,
then there exists a unique 1-form αv on TM such that

αv(Xv) = 0 , αv(Xc) = (α(X))v
for all X ∈ X(M). αv is said to be the vertical lift of α.

C := iδ is a canonical vertical vector �eld on TM , the Liouville vector �eld.
For any vector �eld X on M we have

[C,Xv] = −Xv , [C,Xc] = 0.(1.11)
J := i ◦ j is a tensor �eld on TM of type (11); it is called the vertical endo-

morphism. For all vector �elds X on M we have
JXv = 0 , JXc = Xv;

therefore
Im(J) = Ker(J) = Xv(TM) , J2 = 0.
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The following useful relations may be veri�ed immediately:
[J, C] = J ; [J, Xv] = [J, Xc] = 0 , X ∈ X(M).(1.12)

(G) We de�ne the vertical di�erential ∇vF ∈ T01(π) of a function
F ∈ C∞(TM) by

∇vF (X̃) := (iX̃)F , X̃ ∈ Sec(π).(1.13)
We note that

∇vF ◦ j = dJF,(1.14)
where dJ is the graded derivation associated to the vertical endomorphism by
(1.1) and (1.2). The vertical di�erential of a section Ỹ ∈ Sec(π) is the type (11)tensor ∇vỸ ∈ T11(π) given by

∇vỸ (X̃) =: ∇ṽ
X

Ỹ := j[iX̃, η] , X̃ ∈ Sec(π),(1.15)
where η ∈ X(TM) is such that jη = Ỹ . (It is easy to check that the result does
not depend on the choice of η.) Using the Leibnizian product rule as a guiding
principle, the operators ∇ṽ

X
may uniquely be extended to a tensor derivation

of the tensor algebra of Sec(π). Forming the vertical di�erential of a tensor
over Sec(π), we use the convention applied in (1.3): if, e.g., A ∈ T12(π), then
∇vA ∈ T13(π) is given by
∇vA(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) := (∇ṽ

X
A)(Ỹ , Z̃) = ∇ṽ

X
A(Ỹ , Z̃)−A(∇ṽ

X
Ỹ , Z̃)−A(Ỹ ,∇ṽ

X
Z̃).

A type (0s) or (1s) tensor A along ◦
τ is said to be homogeneous of degree k,

where k is an integer, if
∇v

δA = kA.



Chapter 2

Ehresmann connections and

Berwald derivatives

By an Ehresmann connection over M we mean a map
H : TM ×M TM → TTM

satisfying the following conditions:
(C1) H is �bre preserving and �brewise linear, i.e., for every v ∈ TM ,

Hv := H � {v} × Tτ(v)M is a linear map from {v} × Tτ(v)M ∼= Tτ(v)Minto TvTM .
(C2) j ◦ H = 1TM×M TM , i.e., \H splits".
(C3) H is smooth over ◦

TM ×M TM .
(C4) If o : M → TM is the zero vector �eld, then H(o(p), v) = (o∗)p(v), for all

p ∈ M and v ∈ TpM .
We associate to an Ehresmann connection H
the horizontal projector h := H ◦ j, the vertical projector v := 1

T
◦
TM

− h,
the vertical map V := i−1 ◦ v : T

◦
TM →

◦
TM ×M TM ,

the almost complex structure F := H ◦ V − i ◦ j = H ◦ V − J.
We have the following basic relations:

h2 = h , v2 = v ; J ◦ h = J , h ◦ J = 0 ; J ◦ v = 0 , v ◦ J = J;
F2 = −1 , J ◦ F = v , F ◦ J = h;

F ◦ h = −J , h ◦ F = F ◦ v = J+ F , v ◦ F = −J.

9
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The horizontal lift of a vector �eld X ∈ X(M) (with respect to H) is
Xh := H ◦ X̂ =: HX̂ = hXc.

It may be shown (see e.g. [57]) that for all vector �elds X, Y on M we have
J[Xh, Y h] = [X, Y ]v , h[Xh, Y h] = [X, Y ]h.(2.1)

By the tension of H we mean the type (11) tensor �eld t along ◦
τ given by

t(X̃) := V[HX̃, C] , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π).
Then

it(X̂) = [Xh, C] , X ∈ X(M).

H is said to be homogeneous if its tension vanishes. We de�ne the torsion and
the curvature of H by

T(X̃, Ỹ ) := V[HX̃, iỸ ]− V[HỸ , iX̃]− j[HX̃,HỸ ]
and

R(X̃, Ỹ ) := −V[HX̃,HỸ ]
(X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π)), respectively. Evaluating on basic vector �elds, we obtain the
more expressive relations

iT(X̂, Ŷ ) = [Xh, Y v]− [Y h, Xv]− [X, Y ]v
and

iR(X̂, Ŷ ) = −v[Xh, Y h].
Now we recall an elementary, but crucial construction of Ehresmann connec-

tions. To this end, at this point we introduce the concept of a semispray and
spray, the latter will play the leading role in the Dissertation.

By a semispray over a manifold M we mean a map S : TM → TTM
satisfying the following conditions:
(S1) τTM ◦ S = 1TM ;
(S2) S is smooth over ◦

TM ;
(S3) JS = C (or, equivalently, jS = δ).

A semispray S is said to be a spray, if it satis�es the additional conditions
(S4) S is of class C1 over TM ;
(S5) [C,S] = S, i.e., S is positive-homogeneous of degree 2.
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If a spray is of class C2 (and hence smooth) over TM , then it is called an
a�ne spray. Following S. Lang's terminology [30], we say that a smooth map
S : TM → TTM is a second-order vector �eld over M , if it satis�es conditions
(S1) and (S3). Notice, however, that by a `spray' Lang means a second-order
vector �eld satisfying the homogeneity condition (S5), i.e., an `a�ne spray' in
our sense.

Given a semispray S over M , by a celebrated result of M. Crampin [18] and
J. Grifone [27], there exists a unique Ehresmann connection H over M such that

H(X̂) = 1
2 (Xc + [Xv, S])(2.2)

for all vector �elds X on M .H is said to be the Ehresmann connection associated
to (or generated by) H. The torsion of this Ehresmann connection vanishes.
Furthermore, we have

H(δ) = 1
2(S + [C,S]).

If, in particular, S is a spray, then H(δ) = S, and H is homogeneous, i.e., its
tension also vanishes.

We de�ne the h-Berwald di�erentials ∇hF ∈ T01( ◦π) (F ∈ C∞( ◦TM)) and
∇hỸ ∈ T11( ◦π) (Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π)) by the following rules:

∇hF (X̃) := (HX̃)F , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π);(2.3)

∇hỸ (X̃) := ∇h̃
X

Ỹ := V[HX̃, iỸ ] , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π).(2.4)
The operators ∇h̃

X
(X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π)) may also uniquely be extended to the whole

tensor algebra of Sec( ◦π) as tensor derivations. Forming the h-Berwald di�erential
of an arbitrary tensor, we adopt the same convention as in the vertical case and
in general, see (1.3). We note that the tension of H is just the h-covariant
di�erential of the canonical section, i.e., t = ∇hδ. So the homogeneity of H
means that

∇hδ = 0.(2.5)
We may also consider the graded derivation dh associated to the horizontal

projector h = H ◦ j; then we have
∇hF ◦ j = dhF (F ∈ C∞( ◦TM)).(2.6)

From the operators ∇v and ∇h we build the Berwald derivative
∇ : (ξ, Ỹ ) ∈ X( ◦TM)× Sec( ◦π) 7−→ ∇ξỸ := ∇v

VξỸ +∇h
jξỸ ∈ Sec( ◦π).

Then, by (1.15) and (2.4),
∇ξỸ = j[vξ,HỸ ] + V[hξ, iỸ ].

In particular,
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∇iX̃ Ỹ = ∇ṽ
X

Ỹ , ∇HX̃ Ỹ = ∇h̃
X

Ỹ ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π);

∇Xv Ŷ = 0 , i∇Xh Ŷ = [Xh, Y v] ; X, Y ∈ X(M).(2.7)
Lemma 2.1 (hh-Ricci identity for functions). Let H be a torsion-free Ehres-
mann connection over M . If f : ◦

TM → R is a smooth function, then for any
sections X̃, Ỹ in Sec( ◦π) we have

∇h∇hf(X̃, Ỹ )−∇h∇hf(Ỹ , X̃) = −iR(X̃, Ỹ )f.(2.8)
Proof. It is enough to show that formula (2.8) is true for basic vector �elds

X̂, Ŷ ∈ Sec( ◦π). Then
(∇h∇hf)(X̂, Ŷ ) = (∇Xh(∇hf)) (Ŷ ) = XhY hf −∇hf(∇Xh Ŷ ) =

XhY hf − (H∇Xh Ŷ )f = XhY hf −HV[Xh, Y v]f =
XhY hf − (F+ J)[Xh, Y v]f = XhY hf − F[Xh, Y v]f ,

and in the same way
(∇h∇hf)(Ŷ , X̂) = Y hXhf − F[Y h, Xv]f .

So we obtain
∇h∇hf(X̂, Ŷ )−∇h∇hf(Ŷ , X̂) = [Xh, Y h]f − F([Xh, Y v]− [Y h, Xv])f T=0=

[Xh, Y h]f − (F[X, Y ]v)f = ([Xh, Y h]− [X, Y ]h)f = ([Xh, Y h]− h[Xh, Y h])f =
v[Xh, Y h]f = −iR(X̂, Ŷ )f ,

which proves our assertion. �

Proposition 2.2 (general Bianchi identity). If H is a torsion-free Ehresmann
connection and R is the curvature of H, then for any vector �elds X, Y , Z on
M we have

S(X,Y,Z)(∇hR)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = 0.(2.9)

Proof.
(∇hR)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇XhR)(Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇Xh(R(Ŷ , Ẑ))−R(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ)−

R(Ŷ ,∇XhẐ) = V[Xh, iR(Ŷ , Ẑ)]−R(V[Xh, Y v], Ẑ)−R(Ŷ ,V[Xh, Zv]) =
V([Xh, [Y, Z]h − [Y h, Zh]) + V[(J+ F)[Xh, Y v], Zh] + V[Y h, (J+ F)[Xh, Zv]] =

V([Xh, [Y, Z]h]− [Xh, [Y h, Zh]] + [F[Xh, Y v], Zh] + [Y h,F[Xh, Zv]]).
By the Jacobi identity, S(X,Y,Z)[Xh, [Y h, Zh]] = 0. Hence, applying the vanishing
of the torsion of H we obtain:
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S(X,Y,Z)(∇hR)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = V S(X,Y,Z)[Xh, [Y, Z]h]+
V([F[Xh, Y v], Zh] + [F[Y h, Zv], Xh] + [F[Zh, Xv], Y h])+
V([Y h,F[Xh, Zv]] + [Xh,F[Zh, Y v]] + [Zh,F[Y h, Xv]]) =

V S(X,Y,Z)[Xh, [Y,Z]h] + V[F([Xh, Y v]− [Y h, Xv]), Zh] + V[F([Y h, Zv]−
[Zh, Y v]), Xh] + V[F([Zh, Xv]− [Xh, Zv]), Y h] = V([Xh, [Y,Z]h] + [[Y, Z]h, Xh] +

[Y h, [Z,X]h] + [[Z,X]h, Y h] + [Zh, [X, Y ]h] + [[X, Y ]h, Zh]) = 0.
�



Chapter 3

The Berwald curvature of

an Ehresmann connection

In this section we specify an Ehresmann connection H over M , and consider
the Berwald derivative ∇ = (∇h,∇v) induced by H. As in the general theory,
we denote by R∇ the curvature tensor of ∇. By the Berwald curvature of H we
mean the type (13) tensor �eld B along ◦

τ given by
B(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ := R∇(iX̃,HỸ )Z̃ = ∇iX̃∇HỸ Z̃ −∇HỸ∇iX̃ Z̃ −∇[iX̃,HỸ ]Z̃,(3.1)

where X̃, Ỹ , Z̃ are vector �elds along ◦
τ .

Lemma 3.1 For any vector �elds X, Y ,Z on M we have
B(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ = j[Xv,F[Y h, Zv]] = (∇v∇hẐ)(X̂, Ŷ ),(3.2)

or, equivalently,
iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ = [Xv, [Y h, Zv]] = [[Xv, Y h], Zv].(3.3)

Proof.
B(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ := R∇(Xv, Y h)Ẑ = ∇Xv∇Y hẐ −∇Y h∇Xv Ẑ −∇[Xv,Y h]Ẑ =

∇Xv(V[Y h, Zv]) = j[Xv,H ◦ V[Y h, Zv]] =
j[Xv, (F+ J)[Y h, Zv]] = j[Xv,F[Y h, Zv]].

On the other hand,
(∇v∇hẐ)(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇Xv(∇hẐ)(Ŷ ) = ∇Xv∇Y hẐ = j[Xv,H∇Y hẐ] =

j[Xv,H ◦ V[Y h, Zv]] = j[Xv,F[Y h, Zv]],
thus relations (3.2) hold. To prove the remainder, observe that

0 = [J, Xv](F[Y h, Zv]) = [v[Y h, Zv], Xv]− J[F[Y h, Zv], Xv] =
−[Xv, [Y h, Zv]] + J[Xv,F[Y h, Zv]],

14
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and hence
iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ (3.2)= J[Xv,F[Y h, Zv]] = [Xv, [Y h, Zv]].

Finally, using the Jacobi identity we obtain that [Xv, [Y h, Zv]] = [[Xv, Y h], Zv].
�

Lemma 3.2 The Berwald curvature of an Ehresmann connection is symmet-
ric in its �rst and third variable. If the torsion of the Ehresmann connection
vanishes, then the Berwald curvature is totally symmetric.

Proof. Keeping the notation of the previous lemma, iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ =
[Xv, [Y h, Zv]]. Since

0 = [Xv, [Y h, Zv]] + [Y h, [Zv, Xv]] + [Zv, [Xv, Y h]] =
[Xv, [Y h, Zv]]− [Zv, [Y h, Xv]] = iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ − iB(Ẑ, Ŷ )X̂,

B is indeed symmetric in its �rst and third variable. If the Ehresmann connection
has vanishing torsion, then

[Xh, Zv]− [Zh, Xv]− [X, Z]v = 0 (X, Z ∈ X(M)),
and hence

iB(Ŷ , X̂)Ẑ = [Y v, [Xh, Zv]] = [Y v, [Zh, Xv]] + [Y v, [X, Z]v] =
[Y v, [Zh, Xv]] = iB(Ŷ , Ẑ)X̂.

Thus, if the torsion vanishes,
iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ = iB(Ẑ, Ŷ )X̂ = iB(Ẑ, X̂)Ŷ =
iB(Ŷ , X̂)Ẑ = iB(Ŷ , Ẑ)X̂ = iB(X̂, Ẑ)Ŷ .

�

Lemma 3.3 The tension and the Berwald curvature of an Ehresmann connec-
tion are related by

B(X̂, Ŷ )δ = ∇vt(X̂, Ŷ ) ; X, Y ∈ X(M).(3.4)
Proof. By an important identity, due to J. Grifone, for any vector �eld ξ on

TM we have
J[Jξ, S] = Jξ,(3.5)

where S is an arbitrary semispray over M ([27],[62]). Since H◦ δ is a semispray
over M , this implies that

∇iX̃δ = j[iX̃,H ◦ δ] = X̃ ; X̃ ∈ X(τ).
So we obtain
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B(X̂, Ŷ )δ = R∇(Xv, Y h)δ = ∇Xv∇Y hδ −∇Y h∇Xvδ −∇[Xv,Y h]δ =
∇Xv(t(Ŷ ))−∇Y hX̂ − V[Xv, Y h] = ∇Xv(t(Ŷ ))− V[Y h, Xv] + V[Y h, Xv] =

(∇Xvt)(Ŷ ) = (∇vt)(X̂, Ŷ ),
as was to be proved. �

Corollary 3.4 If the torsion and the vertical di�erential of the tension of an
Ehresmann connection vanishes, then its Berwald curvature has the property

δ ∈
{

X̃, Ỹ , Z̃
}
⇒ B(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ = 0.(3.6)

�

Lemma 3.5 The Berwald curvature of a homogeneous Ehresmann connection
is homogeneous of degree −1, i.e.,

∇v
δB = ∇CB = −B.

Proof. Using the �rst relation in (1.12), the Jacobi identity (repeatedly) and
the homogeneity of H, for any vector �elds X, Y , Z on M we get

i (∇CB) (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = i∇C(B(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ) = J[C,HB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ] =
[J, C]HB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ − [iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ, C] = iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ − [[Xv, [Y h, Zv]], C] =

iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ + [[[Y h, Zv], C], Xv] + [[C,Xv], [Y h, Zv]] =
[[[Y h, Zv], C], Xv] = −[[[Zv, C], Y h], Xv] + [[C, Y h], Zv], Xv] =

−[[Zv, Y h], Xv] = −[Xv, [Y h, Zv]] = −iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ.
This proves the lemma. �

Lemma 3.6 (vh-Ricci formulae for functions and sections). If F is a smooth
function on ◦

TM and Z̃ is a section along ◦
τ , then for any sections X̃, Ỹ in

Sec( ◦π) we have
∇v∇hF (X̃, Ỹ ) = ∇h∇vF (Ỹ , X̃);(3.7)

∇v∇hZ̃(X̃, Ỹ )−∇h∇vZ̃(Ỹ , X̃) = B(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃.(3.8)
Proof. The expression on the left-hand side of (3.7) is

∇v∇hF (X̃, Ỹ ) = (∇iX̃∇
hF )(Ỹ ) = (iX̃)(HỸ )F −∇hF (∇iX̃ Ỹ ) =

(iX̃)(HỸ )F − (H∇iX̃ Ỹ )F = (iX̃)(HỸ )F − h[iX̃,HỸ ]F .
The right-hand side of (3.7) can be written in the form

∇h∇vF (Ỹ , X̃) = (∇HỸ∇
vF )(X̃) = (HỸ )(iX̃)F −∇vF (∇HỸ X̃) =

(HỸ )(iX̃)F − (i∇HỸ X̃)F = (HỸ )(iX̃)F − v[HỸ , iX̃]F ,
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so their di�erence is
[iX̃,HỸ ]F + v[HỸ , iX̃]F − h[iX̃,HỸ ]F = 0.

This proves relation (3.7). Relation (3.8) may be checked by a similar calculation:
We have, on the one hand,

∇v∇hZ̃(X̃, Ỹ ) = ∇iX̃∇HỸ Z̃ −∇H∇iX̃ Ỹ Z̃.
On the other hand,

∇h∇vZ̃(Ỹ , X̃) = ∇HỸ∇iX̃ Z̃ −∇i∇HỸ X̃ Z̃.
Since H∇iX̃ Ỹ − i∇HỸ X̃ = h[iX̃,HỸ ]− v[HỸ , iX̃] = [iX̃,HỸ ], it follows that
the di�erence of the left-hand sides is indeed B(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃. �

Lemma 3.7 (vh-Ricci formula for covariant tensors). Let A ∈ T0
s( ◦π), s ≥ 1.

For any sections X̃, Ỹ , Z̃1, . . . Z̃s along ◦
τ we have

∇v∇hA(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃1, . . . Z̃s)−∇h∇vA(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃1, . . . Z̃s) = −
s∑

i=1
A(Z̃1, . . . ,B(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃i, . . . , Z̃s).

(3.9)

Proof. For brevity, we sketch the argument only for a type (02) tensor A. It
may easily be shown that the left-hand side of (3.9) is tensorial in its �rst two
variables (actually, in all variables), so we may chose in the role of X̃ and Ỹ

basic vector �elds X̂, Ŷ . Then
∇v∇hA(X̂, Ŷ , Z̃1, Z̃2) = Xv(Y hA(Z̃1, Z̃2))−XvA(∇Y hZ̃1, Z̃2)−

XvA(Z̃1,∇Y hZ̃2)−Y hA(∇Xv Z̃1, Z̃2)+A(∇Y h∇Xv Z̃1, Z̃2)+A(∇Xv Z̃1,∇Y hZ̃2)−
Y hA(Z̃1,∇Xv Z̃2) +A(∇Y hZ̃1,∇Xv Z̃2) +A(Z̃1,∇Y h∇Xv Z̃2);

∇h∇vA(Ŷ , X̂, Z̃1, Z̃2) = Y h(XvA(Z̃1, Z̃2))− Y hA(∇Xv Z̃1, Z̃2)−
Y hA(Z̃1,∇Xv Z̃2)−[Y h, Xv]A(Z̃1, Z̃2)+A(∇[Y h,Xv]Z̃1, Z̃2)+A(Z̃1,∇[Y h,Xv]Z̃2)−

XvA(∇Y hZ̃1, Z̃2) +A(∇Xv∇Y hZ̃1, Z̃2) +A(∇Y hZ̃1,∇Xv Z̃2)−
XvA(Z̃1,∇Y hZ̃2) +A(∇Xv Z̃1,∇Y hZ̃2) +A(Z̃1,∇Xv∇Y hZ̃2),

and after substraction we get
∇v∇hA(X̂, Ŷ , Z̃1, Z̃2)−∇h∇vA(Ŷ , X̂, Z̃1, Z̃2) =
A(∇Y h∇Xv Z̃1 −∇Xv∇Y hZ̃1 −∇[Y h,Xv]Z̃1, Z̃2)+
A(Z̃1,∇Y h∇Xv Z̃2 −∇Xv∇Y hZ̃2 −∇[Y h,Xv]Z̃2) =
−A(B(X̂, Ŷ )Z̃1, Z̃2)−A(Z̃1,B(X̂, Ŷ )Z̃2).

�
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Proposition 3.8 An Ehresmann connection H over M has vanishing Berwald
curvature, if and only if, there exists a (necessarily unique) covariant derivative
operator D on the base manifold M such that for any vector �elds X, Y on M
we have

[Xh, Y v] = (DXY )v .(3.10)
Proof. The su�ciency of the condition is immediate: if there exists a covari-

ant derivatve operator D on M satisfying (3.10), then for all vector �elds X, Y ,
Z on M we have

iB(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) (3.3)= [Xv, [Y h, Zv]] (3.10)= [Xv, (DY Z)v] = 0,
since the Lie bracket of vertically lifted vector �elds vanishes.

Conversely, if H has vanishing Berwald curvature, then for all vector �elds
X, Y, Z in X(M),

[Xv, [Y h, Zv]] = 0.
This implies that [Y h, Zv] is a vertical lift, so we may de�ne a map

D : X(M)× X(M)→ X(M) , (Y, Z) 7→ DY Z

by
(DY Z)v := [Y h, Zv].

It is easy to check, that D is a covariant derivative operator on M . For example,
if f ∈ C∞(M), then

(DY fZ)v := [Y h, (fZ)v] = [Y h, f vZv] = (Y hf v)Zv + f v[Y h, Zv] =
(Y f)vZv + (fDY Z)v = ((Y f)Z + fDY Z)v ,

hence
DY fZ = (Y f)Z + fDY Z.

Similarly,
(DfY Z)v := [(fY )h, Zv] = [f vY h, Zv] =

−(Zvf v)Y h + f v[Y h, Zv] = f v[Y h, Zv] = (fDY Z)v ,

which implies that
DfY Z = fDY Z.

The other rules are immediate consequences of the de�nition of D. �

Relation (3.10) can also be written in the form
∇ĥ

X
Ŷ = D̂XY ,

so it is reasonable to call an Ehresmann connection h-basic or briey basic, if
it has vanishing Berwald curvature, since in this case the Christo�el symbols of
the h-covariant derivative do not depend on the direction. More generally, we
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say that an Ehresmann connection is weakly Berwald if the trace of its Berwald
curvature vanishes.

We shall use similar terminology for sprays. A spray will be called Berwald, if
its associated Ehresmann connection has vanishing Berwald curvature, and will
be called weakly Berwald if the Berwald curvature of its associated Ehresmann
connection is traceless.



Chapter 4

The a�ne curvature of an

Ehresmann connection

We continue to assume that an Ehresmann connection H is speci�ed over
M , and consider the Berwald derivative ∇ = (∇h,∇v) determined by H. By the
a�ne curvature of H we mean the type (13) tensor H along ◦

τ given by
H(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ := R∇(HX̃,HỸ )Z̃ ; X̃, Ỹ , Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π).

This tensor was essentially introduced by L. Berwald ([17]) in terms of the classi-
cal tensor calculus and in the more speci�c context of an Ehresmann connection
associated to a spray. So we think that it is appropriate to preserve his termi-
nology. To indicate the meaning of the a�ne curvature, we remark, that if an
Ehresmann connection is basic with base covariant derivative D on M , then its
a�ne curvature may be indenti�ed with the curvature of D. More precisely, we
have

iH(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ = (RD(X, Y )Z)v ; X, Y, Z ∈ X(M).
According to Z. Shen's usage, we say that an Ehresmann connection is
R-quadratic if ∇vH = 0, i.e., the a�ne curvature \depends only on the po-
sition".

Now we formulate and prove in our setting some basic relations found by
Berwald. The �rst observation, roughly speaking, is that the a�ne curvature is
just the vertical di�erential of the curvature of H. The exact relation between
H and R is formulated in
Lemma 4.1 For all X̃, Ỹ , Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π),

H(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ = ∇vR(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ ).(4.1)
Proof. It is enough to check that (4.1) is true for basic vector �elds X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ

along ◦
τ . Then, on the one hand,

20
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H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ := ∇Xh∇Y hẐ −∇Y h∇XhẐ −∇[Xh,Y h]Ẑ (2.7)=
∇XhV[Y h, Zv]−∇Y hV[Xh, Zv]−∇h[Xh,Y h]Ẑ (2.4),(2.1)=
V[Xh, [Y h, Zv]]− V[Y h, [Xh, Zv]]− V[[X, Y ]h, Zv] =
V([Xh, [Y h, Zv]] + [Y h, [Zv, Xh]] + [Zv, [X, Y ]h]) =

V([−Zv, [Xh, Y h]]+[Zv, [X, Y ]h]) = V[Zv, [X, Y ]h−[Xh, Y h]] = V[Zv, iR(X̂, Ŷ )].
On the other hand,
∇vR(Ẑ, X̂, Ŷ ) = (∇ZvR) (X̂, Ŷ ) (2.7)= ∇Zv(R(X̂, Ŷ )) (1.15)= j[Zv,HR(X̂, Ŷ )] =
−j[Zv,HV[Xh, Y h]] = −j[Zv,F[Xh, Y h] + J[Xh, Y h]] = −j[Zv,F[Xh, Y h]].

Now, taking into account the second relation in (1.12),
0 = [J, Zv]F[Xh, Y h] = [JF[Xh, Y h], Zv]− J[F[Xh, Y h], Zv] =

[v[Xh, Y h], Zv]− J[F[Xh, Y h], Zv] = [Zv, iR(X̂, Ŷ )] + J[Zv,F[Xh, Y h]] =
iV[Zv, iR(X̂, Ŷ )] + J[Zv,F[Xh, Y h]],

hence
∇vR(Ẑ, X̂, Ŷ ) = −j[Zv,F[Xh, Y h]] = V[Zv, iR(X̂, Ŷ )] = H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ.

�

Lemma 4.2 If H is a homogeneous Ehresmann connection, then the curvature
of H may be reproduced from the a�ne curvature, namely, we have

R(X̃, Ỹ ) = H(X̃, Ỹ )δ ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).(4.2)
Proof.

H(X̃, Ỹ )δ := ∇HX̃∇HỸ δ −∇HỸ∇HX̃δ −∇[HX̃,HỸ ]δ
(2.5)=

−∇v[HX̃,HỸ ]δ = −j[v[HX̃,HỸ ],H ◦ δ].
Since H ◦ δ = S is a spray, we obtain that

H(X̃, Ỹ )δ = −i−1J[JF[HX̃,HỸ ], S] (3.5)= −i−1JF[HX̃,HỸ ] =
−V[HX̃,HỸ ] = R(X̃, Ỹ ),

as we claimed. �

Corollary 4.3 If an Ehresmann connection is homogeneous, then its curvature
R is homogeneous of degree 1, i.e., ∇CR = R.

Proof. For any vector �elds X, Y on M ,
(∇CR)(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇vR(δ, X̂, Ŷ ) (4.1)= H(X̂, Ŷ )δ (4.2)= R(X̂, Ŷ ).
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�

Lemma 4.4 The a�ne curvature of a homogeneous Ehresmann connection is
homogeneous of degree zero, i.e., ∇CH = 0.

Proof. By a similar technique as above, we have for any vector �elds X, Y, Z
on M :

i(∇CH)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = i∇C(H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ) (4.1)= i∇C∇Zv(R(X̂, Ŷ )) =
i∇Cj[Zv,HR(X̂, Ŷ )] = J[C,h[Zv,HR(X̂, Ŷ )]] = J[C, [Zv,HR(X̂, Ŷ )]] =

−J([Zv, [HR(X̂, Ŷ ), C]] + [HR(X̂, Ŷ ), [C,Zv]]) =
−J([h[C,HR(X̂, Ŷ )], Zv]− [HR(X̂, Ŷ ), Zv]) = 0,

since
HR(X̂, Ŷ ) (4.3)= H∇C(R(X̂, Ŷ )) = Hj[C,HR(X̂, Ŷ )] = h[C,HR(X̂, Ŷ )].

�

Lemma 4.5 (Bianchi identities). Let H be a torsion-free Ehresmann connec-
tion, and let (∇v,∇h) be the Berwald derivative determinded by H. For any
sections X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ in Sec( ◦π) we have

S(X̃,Ỹ ,Z̃)H(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ = 0(4.3)
and

∇vH(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hB(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃, Ũ) +∇hB(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ , Ũ) = 0.(4.4)
Proof. Since the expressions on the left-hand sides are tensorial in each vari-

ables, we may use basic vector �elds X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û in our calculations.
First we show the cyclicity property (4.3) of H. Taking into account the �rst

partial result in the proof of 4.1, we get
iH(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ = [Zv, iR(X̂, Ŷ )] = [Zv,−v[Xh, Y h]] =

[Zv, [X, Y ]h]− [Zv, [Xh, Y h]] = [Zv, [X, Y ]h] + [Xh, [Y h, Zv]] + [Y h, [Zv, Xh]].
In the same way,

iH(Ŷ , Ẑ)X̂ = [Xv, [Y, Z]h] + [Y h, [Zh, Xv]] + [Zh, [Xv, Y h]],
iH(Ẑ, X̂)Ŷ = [Y v, [Z,X]h] + [Zh, [Xh, Y v]] + [Xh, [Y v, Zh]].

Now adding these three relations and applying the vanishing of the torsion of
H repeatedly, we obtain

i(H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ +H(Ŷ , Ẑ)X̂ +H(Ẑ, X̂)Ŷ ) = [Xh, [Y h, Zv]− [Zh, Y v]] +
[Y h, [Zv, Xh]− [Xv, Zh]]+[Zh, [Xh, Y v]− [Y h, Xv]]+[Xv, [Y, Z]h]+[Y v, [Z,X]h]+

[Zv, [X, Y ]h] = [Xh, [Y, Z]v]− [[Y, Z]h, Xv] + [Y h, [Z,X]v]− [[Z,X]h, Y v] +
[Zh, [X, Y ]v]− [[X, Y ]h, Zv] = ([X, [Y,Z]] + [Y, [Z,X]] + [Z, [X, Y ]])v = 0,
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which proves that the cyclic symmetrization of H is 0.
For (4.4), we use the di�erential Bianchi identity proved in the context of

general vector bundles in Chapter 1, (D). Applying (1.7) to the curvature tensor
R∇ and the triplet (Xv, Y h, Zh), we obtain:

0 = ( S(Xv,Y h,Zh)(∇Xv(R∇(Y h, Zh))−R∇([Xv, Y h], Zh)))(Û) (1.6)=
∇Xv(R∇(Y h, Zh)Û) +∇Y h(R∇(Zh, Xv)Û)−R∇(Zh, Xv)∇Y hÛ +
∇Zh(R∇(Xv, Y h)Û)−R∇(Xv, Y h)∇ZhÛ −R∇([Xv, Y h], Zh)Û −

R∇([Y h, Zh], Xv)Û −R∇([Zh, Xv], Y h)Û =
∇Xv(H(Ŷ , Ẑ)Û)−∇Y h(B(X̂, Ẑ)Û) +B(X̂, Ẑ)∇Y hÛ +∇Zh(B(X̂, Ŷ )Û)−

B(X̂, Ŷ )∇ZhÛ +R∇(i∇Y hX̂, Zh)Û +R∇(Xv, [Y h, Zh])Û −R∇(i∇ZhX̂, Y h)Û =
∇vH(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)−∇Y h(B(X̂, Ẑ)Û) +B(∇Y hX̂, Ẑ)Û +B(X̂, Ẑ)∇Y hÛ +
∇Zh(B(X̂, Ŷ )Û)−B(∇ZhX̂, Ŷ )Û −B(X̂, Ŷ )∇ZhÛ +B(X̂, [̂Y, Z])Û .

Since the torsion of H vanishes,
[̂Y, Z] = V[Y, Z]v = V[Y h, Zv]− V[Zh, Y v] = ∇Y hẐ −∇Zh Ŷ ,

and hence
B(X̂, [̂Y, Z])Û = B(X̂,∇Y hẐ)Û −B(X̂,∇Zh Ŷ )Û .

Thus �nally we obtain
0 = ∇vH(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)−∇Y h(B(X̂, Ẑ)Û) +B(∇Y hX̂, Ẑ)Û +B(X̂,∇Y hẐ)Û +

B(X̂, Ẑ)∇Y hÛ +∇Zh(B(X̂, Ŷ )Û)−B(∇ZhX̂, Ŷ )Û −B(X̂,∇Zh Ŷ )Û −
B(X̂, Ŷ )∇ZhÛ = ∇vH(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)−∇hB(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ, Û) +∇hB(Ẑ, X̂, Ŷ , Û).

This concludes the proof. �

Remark. If the Berwald curvature is totally symmetric, then ∇hB is also
totally symmetric in its last three variables. (This may be seen immediately.)
So it follows that if an Ehresmann connection has vanishing torsion and hence
totally symmetric Berwald tensor, then we also have

∇vH(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hB(Ỹ , Z̃, X̃, Ũ) +∇hB(Z̃, Ỹ , X̃, Ũ) = 0.(4.5)
Lemma 4.6 (hh-Ricci formulae for sections and 1-forms). If H is a torsion-free
Ehresmann connection, then for any section Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π) and 1-form α̃ ∈ T01( ◦π)we have

∇h∇hZ̃(X̂, Ŷ )−∇h∇hZ̃(Ŷ , X̂) = H(X̂, Ŷ )Z̃ −∇vZ̃(R(X̂, Ŷ )),(4.6)

∇h∇hα̃(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)−∇h∇hα̃(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ) = −α̃(H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)−∇vα̃(R(X̂, Ŷ ), Ẑ),
(4.7)

(X, Y, Z ∈ X(M)).
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Proof.
∇h∇hZ̃(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇Xh(∇hZ̃)(Ŷ ) = ∇Xh∇Y hZ̃ −∇hZ̃

(
∇Xh Ŷ

) =
∇Xh∇Y hZ̃ −∇H∇

Xh Ŷ Z̃ = ∇Xh∇Y hZ̃ −∇HV[Xh,Y v]Z̃,
and, similarly,

∇h∇hZ̃(Ŷ , X̂) = ∇Y h∇XhZ̃ −∇HV[Y h,Xv]Z̃.
Hence

∇h∇hZ̃(X̂, Ŷ )−∇h∇hZ̃(Ŷ , X̂) =
∇Xh∇Y hZ̃ −∇Y h∇XhZ̃ +∇HV([Y h,Xv]−[Xh,Y v])Z̃ =

H(X̂, Ŷ )Z̃ +∇[Xh,Y h]−(F+J)[X,Y ]v Z̃ = H(X̂, Ŷ )Z̃ +∇[Xh,Y h]−[X,Y ]hZ̃ =
H(X̂, Ŷ )Z̃ −∇iR(X̂,Ŷ )Z̃ = H(X̂, Ŷ )Z̃ −∇vZ̃(R(X̂, Ŷ )),

which proves relation (4.6). Relation (4.7) can be checked in the same way. �

Now we suppose that the Ehresmann connection H is associated to a spray
S. Then, as we have already mentioned, H is homogeneous and torsion-free. The
type (11) tensor �eld K along ◦

τ de�ned by
K(X̃) := V[S,HX̃] , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π)(4.8)

is said to be the a�ne deviation tensor (L. Berwald [17]) or the Jacobi endo-
morphism (W. Sarlet et al. [34]) of the spray S, or of the Ehresmann connection
associated to S. The homogeneity of S implies that S = Hδ, so it follows that

K(X̃) = V[Hδ,HX̃] = −R(δ, X̃) = R(X̃, δ).(4.9)
Corollary 4.7 The a�ne deviation tensor of a spray is homogeneous of degree
2.

Proof. For any vector �eld X on M

(∇CK)(X̂) = ∇C(K(X̂)) (4.9)= ∇C(R(X̂, δ)) =
(∇CR)(X̂, δ) +R(X̂, δ) 4.3= 2R(X̂, δ) = 2K(X̂).

This proves our claim. �

In view of (4.9), the a�ne deviation can immediately be obtained from the
curvature of the Ehresmann connection. The converse is also true:
Proposition 4.8 Let S be a spray over M , and let H be the Ehresmann con-
nection associated to S. Then the curvature and the a�ne deviation of H are
related by

R(X̃, Ỹ ) = 1
3(∇vK(Ỹ , X̃)−∇vK(X̃, Ỹ )) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).(4.10)
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Proof. Let X, Y be vector �elds on M . Then
∇vK(Ŷ , X̂) = (∇Y vK) (X̂) = ∇Y v(K(X̂)) (4.9)= ∇Y v(R(X̂, δ)) =

(∇Y vR) (X̂, δ) +R(∇Y vX̂, δ
)+R(X̂,∇Y vδ

) = ∇vR(Ŷ , X̂, δ) +R(X̂, Ŷ ).
Similarly,

∇vK(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇vR(X̂, Ŷ , δ) +R(Ŷ , X̂),
therefore
∇vK(Ŷ , X̂)−∇vK(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇vR(Ŷ , X̂, δ)−∇vR(X̂, Ŷ , δ) + 2R(X̂, Ŷ ) (4.1)=
H(X̂, δ)Ŷ −H(Ŷ , δ)X̂ + 2R(X̂, Ŷ ) = H(X̂, δ)Ŷ +H(δ, Ŷ )X̂ + 2R(X̂, Ŷ ) 4.5=

−H(Ŷ , X̂)δ + 2R(X̂, Ŷ ) = H(X̂, Ŷ )δ + 2R(X̂, Ŷ ) 4.2= 3R(X̂, Ŷ ).
�

Corollary 4.9 For the trace of the curvature of a spray we have
trR = 1

3(∇vtrK− tr∇vK).(4.11)
Proof. For any section X̃ in Sec( ◦π),

(trR)(X̃) := tr(Z̃ 7→ R(Z̃, X̃)) (4.10)= 1
3tr(Z̃ 7→ (∇vK(X̃, Z̃)−∇vK(Z̃, X̃))) =

−1
3(tr∇vK)(X̃) + 1

3tr(Z̃ 7→ (∇iX̃K)(Z̃)) (*)= 1
3(∇iX̃(trK)− (tr∇vK)(X̃)) =

1
3(∇vtrK− tr∇vK)(X̃),

using at step (*) that trace operators and covariant derivatives commute. �

Remark. As we have already mentioned in the Introduction, Berwald's
starting point in his famous posthumus paper [17] is a SODE of form

(xi)′′ + 2Gi(x, x′) = 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,(4.12)
where

Gi ∈ C1(τ−1(U)) ∩ C∞(◦τ−1(U)) , CGi = 2Gi

(U ⊂ M is a coordinate neighbourhood).
As a �rst step, Berwald deduces the following `equation of a�ne deviation':

D2ξi

ds
+ Ki

j

(
x,

dx

ds

)
ξj = 0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,

where
Dξi

ds
:= dξi

ds
+ Gi

rξ
r , Gi

r := ∂Gi

∂yr
,
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and the functions
Ki

j := 2∂Gi

∂xj
−

∂Gi
j

∂xr
yr + 2Gi

jrG
r −Gi

rG
r
j , (i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n})

are the components of a type (11) tensor, called a�nen Abweichungstensor by
Berwald. It may easily be checked that our tensor K is indeed an intrinsic form
of the tensor obtained by him in this way.

In the second step, Berwald introduces the `Grundtensor der a�nen
Kr�ummung', giving its components by

Ki
jk := 1

3
(

∂Ki
k

∂yj
−

∂Ki
j

∂yk

)
.

Proposition 4.8 shows that this is just the curvature of the Ehresmann connec-
tion which may be associated to the SODE (4.12).

Finally, in the third step, Berwald de�nes the `a�ne Kr�ummungstensor' by
its components

Ki
hjk := ∂Ki

jk

∂yh
.

In view of Lemma 4.1, this is just our tensor H.
Some very speci�c forms of the Jacobi endomorphism lead to important

special classes of sprays. Namely (cf. [28], [69]), we say that a spray is
at, if

K = λ1Sec(◦π) , λ ∈ C∞( ◦TM);(4.13)
isotropic, if

K = λ1Sec(◦π) + α̃⊗ δ ; λ ∈ C∞( ◦TM) , α̃ ∈ T01( ◦π).(4.14)
Condition of atness is very strong: it implies that K, and hence R and H

vanish. Indeed, we have
λδ = (λ1)(δ) (4.13)= K(δ) (4.9)= R(δ, δ) = 0,

whence λ = 0 andK = 0. (If S is only a semispray, then such a radical conclusion
is not possible.)

We show that in the isotropic case we have
λ = 1

n− 1trK,

tr(α̃⊗ δ) = α̃(δ) = −λ = 1
1− n

trK,

∇C α̃ = α̃ , i.e., α̃ is homogeneous of degree 1 .

To this end, observe �rst that
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0 = R(δ, δ) (4.9)= K(δ) (4.14)= λ(δ) + α̃(δ)δ = (λ + α̃(δ))δ,
hence α̃(δ) = −λ. Now, taking the trace of both sides of (4.14), we obtain

trK = nλ + α̃(δ) = nλ− λ = (n− 1)λ,
whence λ = 1

n−1 trK. Since K is homogeneous of degree 2 by Corollary 4.7, trK
has the same homogeneity property, so

∇CtrK = tr∇CK = 2trK.

Then α̃⊗ δ = K−
( 1

n−1 trK
)1 is also homogeneous of degree 2, so we have

2(α̃⊗ δ) = ∇C(α̃⊗ δ) = (∇C α̃)⊗ δ + α̃⊗ δ,

hence
∇C α̃⊗ δ = α̃⊗ δ,

and, therefore, for all X ∈ X(M) we have
(∇C α̃)(X̂)δ = α̃(X̃)δ.

This implies the desired relation ∇C α̃ = α̃.
We note �nally that the 1-form α̃ is unique. Indeed, if a 1-form β̃ also satis�es

(4.14), then for all X ∈ X(M),
(K− λ1)(X̂) = α̃(X̂)δ and (K− λ1)(X̂) = β̃(X̂)δ,

which implies the equality α̃ = β̃.
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Projectively related sprays

We recall (for details, see [52], [60], [61], [62]) that two sprays S and S
over M are said to be (pointwise) projectively related, if there exists a function
P : TM → R, C1 on TM , smooth on ◦

TM , such that
S = S − 2PC.(5.1)

The projective factor P in (5.1) is necessarily positive-homogeneous of degree
1, i.e., CP = P . If A is a geometric object associated to S, then we denote by A
the corresponding geometric object determined by S. The following well-known
relations may easily be checked:

If H is the Ehresmann connection associated to S, then
H = H− P i−∇vP ⊗ C,(5.2)

h = h− PJ− (∇vP ◦ j)⊗ C = h− PJ− dJP ⊗ C,(5.3)

Xh = Xh − PXv − (XvP )C (X ∈ X(M)),(5.4)

V = V + P j+ (∇vP ◦ j)⊗ δ = V + P j− dJP ⊗ δ.(5.5)
We also have the less immediate

Lemma 5.1
∇h = ∇h − P∇v −∇vP ⊗∇C +∇vP � 1+∇v∇vP ⊗ δ,(5.6)

where the symbol � denotes symmetric product (without any numerical factor),
and 1 ∈ T11(π) is the unit tensor.

Proof. Let X̃ and Ỹ be vector �elds along ◦
τ . Then

28
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∇HX̃ Ỹ = V[HX̃, iỸ ] (5.2)= V[HX̃ − P iX̃ −∇vP (X̃)C, iỸ ] =
V[HX̃, iỸ ] + V

(iỸ (P )iX̃ − P [iX̃, iỸ ])+ V
(iỸ (iX̃P )C − iX̃(P )[C, iỸ ]) (5.5)=

V[HX̃, iỸ ]− P j[iỸ ,HX̃]− (J[iỸ ,HX̃]P )δ + iỸ (P )X̃ − P i−1[iX̃, iỸ ] +
iỸ (iX̃P )δ − iX̃(P )i−1[iδ, iỸ ].

An easy calculation shows that
i−1[iX̃, iỸ ] = ∇iX̃ Ỹ −∇iỸ X̃,

i−1[iδ, iỸ ] = ∇C Ỹ −∇iỸ δ = ∇C Ỹ − Ỹ ,
so we obtain
∇h(X̃, Ỹ ) = ∇HX̃ Ỹ = ∇HX̃ Ỹ − P∇iỸ X̃ − (i∇iỸ X̃)Pδ + iỸ (P )X̃ − P∇iX̃ Ỹ +

P∇iỸ X̃ + (iỸ (iX̃)P )δ − iX̃(P )∇C Ỹ + iX̃(P )Ỹ = ∇HX̃ Ỹ − P∇ṽ
X

Ỹ −
∇vP (X̃)∇C Ỹ +∇vP (X̃)Ỹ +∇vP (Ỹ )X̃−(i∇iỸ X̃

)
Pδ+(i∇iỸ X̃ − i∇iX̃ Ỹ

)
Pδ+

(iX̃(iỸ )P )δ = (∇h − P∇v −∇vP ⊗∇C +∇vP � 1+∇v∇vP ⊗ δ)(X̃, Ỹ ).
�

Corollary 5.2 For all vector �elds X, Y on M ,
∇Xh Ŷ = ∇Xh Ŷ + (XvP )Ŷ + (Y vP )X̂ + Xv(Y vP )δ,(5.7)

∇S Ŷ = ∇S Ŷ + PŶ + (Y vP )δ.(5.8)
Proof. Since

∇v(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇Xv Ŷ = 0,
∇C Ŷ = j[C, Y v] = −jY v = 0,

for basic vector �elds X̂, Ŷ relation (5.6) leads to (5.7). As to the second relation,
observe that
h S = (h− PJ− (∇vP ◦ j)C)(S − 2PC) = S − PC − (CP )C = S − 2PC = S.
Hence

∇S Ŷ = ∇h S Ŷ = ∇h
δŶ

(5.6)= ∇h
δŶ − P∇v

δŶ −∇vP (δ)∇C Ŷ +∇vP (δ)Ŷ +
∇vP (Ŷ )δ +∇v∇vP (δ, Ŷ )δ = ∇S Ŷ + PŶ + (Y vP )δ,

since
∇v∇vP (δ, Ŷ ) = ∇C(∇vP )(Ŷ ) = C(Y vP ) =
[C, Y v]P + Y v(CP ) = −Y vP + Y vP = 0.
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�

It was shown in [62], that the Berwald curvatures of S and S and their traces
are related by

B = B−∇v∇vP � 1−∇v∇v∇vP ⊗ δ(5.9)
and

trB = trB− (n + 1)∇v∇vP,(5.10)
respectively.

From relation (5.10) it follows at once that the trace of the Berwald curvature
is a projective invariant of the spray, if and only if, the projective factor satis�es
the PDE

∇v∇vP = 0.(5.11)
However, this relation gives also the criterion of the projective invariance of the
Berwald curvature.

Indeed, if P satis�es (5.11), then (5.9) yields B = B. Conversely, if B = B,
then trB = trB, and (5.10) implies that ∇v∇vP = 0.

Now we determine the solutions of this PDE in an index-free manner.
Proposition 5.3 The Berwald curvature of a spray S is invariant under a
projective change S = S − 2PC, if and only if, the projective factor is of form

P = iξα
v =: α , α ∈ X∗(M),(5.12)

where ξ is an arbitrary second-order vector �eld over M .
Proof. First we check that the functions given by (5.12) solve (5.11). To do

this, observe that for any vector �eld Y on M ,
Y vα = (α(Y ))v.(5.13)

Indeed,
Y vα = Y viξαv = LY v iξα

v = iξLY vαv + i[Y v,ξ]αv.
The �rst term on the right-hand side vanishes, since for any vector �eld X on
M we have

(LY vαv)(Xv) = Y v(αv(Xv))− αv([Y v, Xv]) = 0,
(LY vαv)(Xc) = Y v(αv(Xc))− αv([Y v, Xc]) = Y v(α(X))v − αv([Y,X]v) = 0.

As for the second term, it is known (see e.g. [57], 3.2, Corollary) that
[Y v, ξ] = Y c + η , η ∈ Xv(TM),

therefore
Y vα = αv ([Y v, ξ]) = αv(Y c) + αv(η) = (α(Y ))v,
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as we claimed.
Now, for any vector �elds X, Y on M ,

∇v∇vα(X̂, Ŷ ) = (∇Xv∇vα) (Ŷ ) = Xv(∇vα(Ŷ )) = Xv(Y vα) (5.13)= Xv(α(Y ))v = 0,
therefore the functions α, where α ∈ X∗(M), solve our PDE (5.11).

We show that these solutions satisfy the homogeneity condition Cα = α.
We may suppose that ξ is homogeneous of degree two, i.e., [C, ξ] = ξ, since the
de�nition of α does not depend on the choice of ξ. Then we obtain

Cα = LCiξα
v = iξLCαv − i[ξ,C]αv = i[C,ξ]αv = iξα

v = α,

since LCαv = 0.
Conversely, if ∇v∇vP = 0, then for all X, Y ∈ X(M),

0 = ∇v∇vP (X̂, Ŷ ) = (∇Xv(∇vP ))(Ŷ ) = Xv(Y vP ).
Then Y vP is the vertical lift of a smooth function on M , therefore it is of form

Y vP = (α(Y ))v (5.13)= Y vα , α ∈ X∗(M).
Since Y is arbitrary, this implies that

P = α + f v , f ∈ C∞(M).
However, the homogeneity condition CP = P forces that f = 0, since Cα = α
and Cf v = 0. �

Corollary 5.4 A Berwald or a weakly Berwald spray remains of that type under
a projective change, if and only if, the projective factor is given by (5.12).

�

It was discovered by J. Douglas [23] that from the Berwald curvature it is
possible to construct a projectively invariant tensor. After him, this tensor is
said to be the Douglas curvature of the given spray; we denote it by D in the
following. An index-free description of the Douglas curvature is due to J. Szilasi
and Sz. Vattam�any [60]. They worked on the bundle τTM : TTM → TM and
applied the Fr�olicher-Nijenhuis formalism of vector-valued forms. In our setting
their de�nition reads as follows:

D := B− 1
n + 1(trB� 1+ (∇vtrB)⊗ δ).(5.14)

Directly from (5.9) and (5.10), we see that D is indeed invariant under any
projective change of the given spray. Observe that for weakly Berwald sprays
the Berwald and the Douglas curvature coincide.
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We say that a spray is a Douglas spray if its Douglas curvature vanishes. It
is immediate from (5.14) that a spray is a Berwald spray, if and only if, it is a
weakly Berwald Douglas spray.

As the Berwald curvature, the a�ne deviation tensor (i.e., the Jacobi endo-
morphism), and hence the curvature and the a�ne curvature of a spray S are
not invariant under a projective change S := S − 2PC of S. It may be shown
by a straightforward but quite lengthy calculation ([52],[63]), that the change
of the Jacobi endomorphism is given by

K = K+ λ1Sec(◦π) + α̃⊗ δ,

where λ ∈ C∞( ◦TM) and α̃ is a 1-form along ◦
τ . The second-degree homogeneity

of the Jacobi endomorphism implies that λ is homogeneous of degree 2, α̃ is
homogeneous of degree 1. Since K(δ) = K(δ) = 0, it follows that α̃(δ) = −λ,
hence

trK = trK+ nλ + α̃(δ) = trK+ (n− 1)λ.

Explicitly (see [63]),
λ = P 2 − SP , α̃ = 3(∇hP − P∇vP ) +∇vσ̃.

However, one can construct also from the Jacobi endomorphism projectively in-
variant tensors. Following del Castillo [22],mutatis mutandis, we de�ne theWeyl
endomorphism (or, by Berwald's terminology, the projective deviation tensor)
W◦ of a spray S by

W◦ := K− 1
n− 1(trK)1+ 3

n + 1(trR)⊗ δ + 2− n

n2 − 1(∇vtrK)⊗ δ.(5.15)
Now, on the analogy of (4.10) and (4.1), let

W(X̃, Ỹ ) := 1
3(∇vW◦(Ỹ , X̃)−∇vW◦(X̃, Ỹ ));(5.16)

and
W∗(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ := ∇vW(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ )(5.17)

(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π)). Then W◦, W and W∗ are projectively invariant. Using
Berwald's terminology [17], we call W and W∗ the fundamental projective cur-
vature tensor and the projective curvature tensor of the spray, respectively. No-
tice that in his book [52] Z. Shen also has constructed a projectively invariant
tensor of type (11), called Weyl curvature, but it di�ers from the Weyl endo-
morphism W◦. W◦, W and W∗ have the same homogeneity properties as the
corresponding a�ne curvature tensors K, R and H. It may also be shown, as
Berwald has already pointed out, that the statements

W◦ = 0 , W = 0 and W∗ = 0
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are equivalent. When dimM = 2, the vanishing of these tensors holds auto-
matically; we shall check this in the Finslerian case in Chapter 9. In dimension
greater than 2 a spray is isotropic, if and only if, one and hence all of the ten-
sors W◦, W and W∗ vanishes. For two recent proofs of this fundamental fact
we refer to [20] and [69]; in the next Chapter we shall present a new index-free
argument in the context of Finslerian sprays. To complete the story, in Chapter
9 we shall show that the canonical spray of any 2-dimensional Finsler manifold
is isotropic.

For these purposes, it will be useful to represent the Weyl endomorphism in
a more convenient form.
Lemma 5.5 The Weyl endomorphism of a spray can be written in the form

W◦ = K−K1+ 1
n + 1(∇vK − tr∇vK)⊗ δ,(5.18)

where K := 1
n−1 trK.

Proof. In (5.15) we replace trK by (n− 1)K and trR by the right-hand side
of (4.11). Then we obtain
W◦ = K−K1+ n− 1

n + 1∇vK ⊗ δ − 1
n + 1(tr∇vK)⊗ δ + 2− n

n + 1∇vK ⊗ δ =
K−K1+ 1

n + 1(∇vK − tr∇vK)⊗ δ.
�



Chapter 6

Basic facts on Finsler

manifolds

By a Finsler function over M we mean a function F : TM → R satisfying
the following conditions:
(F1) F is smooth on ◦

TM .
(F2) F is positive-homogeneous of degree 1 in the sense that for each non-

negative real number λ and each vector v ∈ TM , we have
F (λv) = λF (v).

(F3) The metric tensor
g := 1

2∇v∇vF 2 ∈ T02( ◦π)
is (�brewise) non-degenerate.

A Finsler manifold is a pair (M,F ) consisting of a manifold M and a Finsler
function on its tangent manifold.

By (F1) and (F2), F is continuous on TM and identically zero on σ(M).
The function E := 12F 2 is called the energy function of the Finsler manifold
(M,F ). It is continuous on TM , smooth on ◦

TM , and also indentically zero on
σ(M). By (F2), E satis�es

E(λv) = λ2E(v)
for all v ∈ TM and non-negative λ ∈ R, i.e., E is positive-homogeneous of
degree 2. Over ◦

TM this holds, if and only if, CE = 2E. It may be shown (see
e.g. [70]) that, actually, E is of class C1 on TM .

For any vector �elds X, Y on M we have
g(X̂, Ŷ ) = Xv(Y vE),(6.1)

34
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from which it follows immediately that g is symmetric. More generally, if X̃ and
Ỹ are in Sec( ◦π), then

g(X̃, Ỹ ) = (iX̃)(iỸ )E − (i∇iX̃ Ỹ )E = (iX̃)(iỸ )E − J[iX̃,HỸ ]E,(6.2)
where H is an arbitrary Ehresmann connection over M . In particular, we get

g(δ, δ) = 2E.(6.3)
A further elementary property of the metric tensor is that it is homogeneous of
degree 0, i.e.,

∇v
δg = ∇Cg = 0.(6.4)

Indeed, for any vector �elds X, Y on M ,
(∇Cg) (X̂, Ŷ ) = Cg(X̂, Ŷ ) (6.1)= C(Xv(Y vE)) = [C,Xv](Y vE) + Xv(C(Y vE)) =

−XvY vE + Xv([C, Y v]E + Y v(CE)) = −2Xv(Y vE) + 2Xv(Y vE) = 0.
A Finsler manifold (M,F ) is said to be positive de�nite if the condition
(F4) F (v) > 0 whenever v ∈

◦
TM

is also satis�ed. It may be shown (see [33]) that in this case the metric tensor
is (�brewise) positive de�nite.

The type (03) tensor
C[ := 1

2∇vg = 1
2∇v∇v∇vE(6.5)

is said to be the Cartan tensor of the Finsler manifold (M,F ). The vector-valued
Cartan tensor is the type (12) tensor C determined by the requirement

g(C(X̃, Ỹ ), Z̃) = C[(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) ; X̃, Ỹ , Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π).
In classical tensor calculus, this change of type is accomplished by `raising a
covariant index of C['.

Due to the non-degeneracy of g, there exists a unique vector �eld ∗
C along ◦

τ
such that for each section X̃ in Sec( ◦π),

g(∗C, X̃) = trC(X̃).(6.6)
∗
C is said to be the Cartan vector �eld of (M,F ). This elegant construction is
taken from [41].

It may easily be seen that C[ is totally symmetric: for any sections X̃1, X̃2,
X̃3 in Sec( ◦π) and any permutation σ : {1, 2, 3} → {1, 2, 3} we have

C[(X̃σ(1), X̃σ(2), X̃σ(3)) = C[(X̃1, X̃2, X̃3).
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Since g is homogeneous of degree 0, it follows that C[ is homogeneous of degree
−1, i.e.,

∇v
δC[ = ∇CC[ = −C[.(6.7)

As a consequence of the total symmetry of C[ and the 0-homogeneity of g, we
get

δ ∈
{

X̃, Ỹ , Z̃
}

⇒ C[(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) = 0.(6.8)
Indeed,

2C[(δ, Ỹ , Z̃) = ∇vg(δ, Ỹ , Z̃) = (∇Cg) (Ỹ , Z̃) = 0.
Obviously, the vector-valued Cartan tensor also has an analogous property:

C(X̃, δ) = C(δ, X̃) = 0 , for all X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π).(6.9)
Using this, we obtain the following result, which can also be found in [41].
Lemma 6.1 The Cartan vector �eld of a Finsler manifold is g-orthogonal to
the canonical section, i.e., g(∗C, δ) = 0.

Proof. Let, as usual, iδC(X̃) := C(δ, X̃) , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π). Then iδC = 0 by (6.9),
and we have

g(∗C, δ) := trC(δ) = iδtrC = tr(iδC) = 0.
�

It is also known (see e.g. [70] again) that the following assertions are equi-
valent for a positive de�nite Finsler manifold (M,F ):
(i) The energy function E of (M,F ) is of class C2 (and hence smooth) on

TM .
(ii) E is the norm associated to a Riemannian metric on M .
(iii) There exists a Riemannian metric γ on M , such that

g(X̂, Ŷ ) = γ(X, Y ) ◦ τ,

for all vector �elds X, Y ∈ X(M).
(iv) The Cartan tensor of (M,F ) vanishes.

Surprisingly, a much stronger result, due to A. Deicke [21] is also true.
Namely, a positive de�nite Finsler manifold reduces to a Riemannian mani-
fold (in the sense of (ii) and (iii)), if and only if, its vector-valued Cartan tensor
is traceless. By (6.6), relations trC = 0 and ∗

C = 0 are equivalent.
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The 1-form
θ : X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π) 7→ θ(X̃) := g(X̃, δ) ∈ C∞( ◦TM)

is said to be the canonical 1-form or Hilbert 1-form of (M,F ). It may be seen
immediately that

θ = F∇vF = ∇vE.(6.10)
The section

` := 1
F

δ(6.11)
is traditionally called the normalized support element �eld of (M,F ). To justify
the attribute 'normalized' we note that

g(`, `) = 1.(6.12)
Indeed,

g(`, `) = 1
F 2 g(δ, δ) (6.3)= 1

F 2 · 2E = F 2
F 2 = 1.

The dual form of ` is
`[ := 1

F
θ = ∇vF(6.13)

since
`[(`) = 1

F 2 θ(δ) = 1
F 2 g(δ, δ) = 1.(6.14)

By the angular metric tensor of (M,F ) we mean the type (02) tensor
η := g − `[ ⊗ `[ = g −∇vF ⊗∇vF(6.15)

along ◦
τ . We obtain:

1
F

η = ∇v∇vF.(6.16)
Indeed, for any vector �elds X, Y , Z on M we have

1
F

η(X̂, Ŷ ) = 1
F
(g(X̂, Ŷ )−∇vF (X̂)∇vF (Ŷ )) (6.1)=

1
F
(12Xv(Y vF 2)− (XvF )(Y vF )) = 1

F
(Xv((Y vF )F )− (XvF )(Y vF )) =

Xv(Y vF ) = (∇v∇vF )(X̂, Ŷ ).
We note that (6.13) and (6.16) imply

∇v`[ = 1
F

η.(6.17)
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Lemma 6.2 If (M,F ) is a Finsler manifold, then for any vector �elds X, Y ,
Z on M we have

∇v∇v∇vF (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = 2
F

C[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)− 1
F 2 S(X̂,Ŷ ,Ẑ)`[ ⊗ η(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ).(6.18)

Proof.
∇v∇v∇vF (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) (6.16)= ∇Xv

( 1
F

η

)
(Ŷ , Ẑ) =

Xv
( 1

F

)
η(Ŷ , Ẑ) + 1

F
∇Xv(g − `[ ⊗ `[)(Ŷ , Ẑ) = − 1

F 2 (XvF )η(Ŷ , Ẑ) +
1
F
(∇Xvg) (Ŷ , Ẑ)− 1

F
(∇Xv`[) (Ŷ )`[(Ẑ)− 1

F
`[(Ŷ ) (∇Xv`[) (Ẑ) =

1
F
∇vg(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)− 1

F 2∇vF (X̂)η(Ŷ , Ẑ)−
1
F
(∇v`[) (X̂, Ŷ )`[(Ẑ)− 1

F
`[(Ŷ )∇v`[(X̂, Ẑ) (6.5),(6.13),(6.17)=

2
F

C[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)− 1
F 2
(
`[ ⊗ η(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) + `[ ⊗ η(Ẑ, X̂, Ŷ ) + `[ ⊗ η(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ)) =

2
F

C[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)− 1
F 2 S(X̂,Ŷ ,Ẑ)`[ ⊗ η(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ),

taking into account in the last step that
∇v`[(X̂, Ẑ) = 1

F
η(X̂, Ẑ) = 1

F
(g(X̂, Ẑ)− (XvF )(ZvF )) =

1
F
(g(Ẑ, X̂)− (ZvF )(XvF )) = ∇v`[(Ẑ, X̂).

�

Remark. Let Sym denote the symmetrizer de�ned by
(SymÃ)(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) := S(X̃,Ỹ ,Z̃)A(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃),

if A ∈ T03( ◦π). Let λ := ∇vF
F , µ := ∇v∇vF . Then

1
F 2 `[ ⊗ η = ∇vF

F
⊗ µ,

and (6.18) may be written in the more concise form
∇vµ = 2

F
C[ − Sym(λ⊗ µ).(6.19)

If (M,F ) is a Finsler manifold, then the 2-form
1
2d(∇F 2 ◦ j) = ddJE
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is (�brewise) non-degenerate on ◦
TM by (F3). So there exists a unique map

S : TM → TTM

de�ned to be zero on o(M), and de�ned on ◦
TM to be the unique vector �eld

such that
iSddJE = −dE.(6.20)

Then, actually, S is a spray over M , i.e., has the properties (C1)-(C6). A very
instructive, but quite forgotten proof of this fundamental fact may be found in
F. Warner's quoted paper [70]. The spray S will be called the canonical spray
of the Finsler manifold (M,F ). As we have indicated in the Introduction, the
structure of a Finsler manifold is considerably determined by the properties
of its canonical spray. This is reected by the fact that the conceptually most
important special classes of Finsler manifolds may be de�ned entirely in terms
of their canonical sprays. Namely, a Finsler manifold is said to be
a Berwald manifold, if its canonical spray is a Berwald spray, i.e., its Berwald
cuvature vanishes;
a weakly Berwald manifold, if its canonical spray is weakly Berwald, i.e., its
Berwald curvature is traceless;
a Douglas manifold, if its canonical spray has vanishing Douglas curvature;
isotropic, if its canonical spray is isotropic.

Positive de�nite Berwald manifolds have been completely classi�ed by Z. I.
Szab�o [55], see also [56]. The sytematic investigation of Douglas manifolds was
initiated by S. B�acs�o and M. Matsumoto, and in their papers [3]-[7] the theory
has been considerably developed. A good account on weakly Berwald manifolds
is the paper [11] by S. B�acs�o and R. Yoshikawa.

As we have already remarked and we shall prove soon, isotropic Finsler
manifolds may be characterized by the vanishing of their Weyl endomorphism.
Naturally, by the Weyl endomorphism, fundamental projective curvature tensor
and curvature tensor of a Finsler manifold we mean the corresponding data of
its canonical spray.

If H is the Ehresmann connection associated to S according to (2.2), then
(i) H is homogeneous and torsion-free;
(ii) H is conservative in the sense that

dF ◦ H = 0 ⇔ XhF = XhE = 0 , X ∈ X(M).(6.21)
Property (i), as we have already learnt, holds for any Ehresmann connection

associated to a spray. Here the new and surprising phenomenon is property
(ii), which expresses that the Finsler function (and hence the energy function)
is a �rst integral of the horizontally lifted vector �elds. We call this Ehresmann
connection the canonical connection of the Finsler manifold. We note that other
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terms - Barthel connection, Cartan's nonlinear connection, Berwald connection -
are also frequently used in the literature. A recent index-free proof of (ii) can be
found in [64]. In the last section we shall show that the canonical connection of a
Finsler manifold (M,F ) is unique in the sense that there is only one Ehresmann
connection over M which satis�es conditions (i), (ii).

Warning. The Berwald connection H : TM ×M TM → TTM associated
to the canonical spray of a Finsler manifold and the Berwald derivative ∇ =
(∇h,∇v) induced by H are essentially di�erent objects: the latter is a covariant
derivative operator (`linear connection') in a (special) vector bundle. It will
sometimes be mentioned as the Finslerian Berwald derivative.

Now we are in a position to give a new index-free proof of the following
classical result.
Theorem 6.3 (Berwald - del Castillo - Szab�o). A Finsler manifold is isotropic,
if and only if, its Weyl endomorphism is the zero transformation.

Proof. Consider an n-dimensional Finsler manifold (M,F ). Let S be the
canonical spray of (M,F ), and K the Jacobi endomorphism of S. First we show
that

∇vF ◦K = 0.
Indeed, for any vector �eld X on M ,

∇vF (K(X̂)) = iK(X̂)F = v[S, Xh]F = [S, Xh]F − h[S, Xh]F = 0,
since the horizontal vector �elds kill the Finsler function.

Now suppose that (M,F ) is isotropic. Then the Jacobi endomorphism of S
can be written in the form

K = K1+ α̃⊗ δ , K := 1
n− 1trK , α̃ ∈ T01( ◦π)

(see the last paragraphs of Chapter 4). By our previous observation, for any
vector �eld X on M we have

0 = ∇vF (K(X̂)) = ∇vF (KX̂) +∇vF (α̃(X̂)δ) = K(XvF ) + α̃(X̂)CF =
K∇vF (X̂) + α̃(X̂)F ,

hence α̃ = −K
F ∇

vF . So it follows that the Jacobi endomorphism of an isotropic
Finsler manifold may be written in the form

K = K(1− 1
F
∇vF ⊗ δ) = K(1− `[ ⊗ `),(6.22)

therefore its Weyl endomorphism takes the form
W◦ = 1

n + 1(∇vK − tr∇vK− (n + 1)K
F
∇vF )⊗ δ.

Now we evaluate the vertical di�erential ∇vK at a pair (X̂, Ŷ ) of basic vector
�elds:
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∇vK(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇Xv(K(Ŷ )) = ∇Xv(KŶ − K

F
(Y vF )δ) =

(XvK)Ŷ −Xv(K
F
(Y vF ))δ − K

F
(Y vF )X̂ = (∇vK ⊗ 1)(X̂, Ŷ ) +

K

F 2 (XvF )(Y vF )δ − 1
F
(XvK)(Y vF )δ − K

F
Xv(Y vF )δ − K

F
(1⊗∇vF )(X̂, Ŷ ).

Thus we �nd
∇vK = ∇vK ⊗ 1+ K

F 2∇vF ⊗∇vF ⊗ δ

− 1
F
∇vK ⊗∇vF ⊗ δ − K

F
∇v∇vF ⊗ δ − K

F
1⊗∇vF .

In the next step we calculate the trace of the right-hand side of this relation,
term by term.

In view of (1.9), for any basic vector �eld X on M we have
iX̂tr(∇vK ⊗ 1) = tr(∇vK ⊗ X̂) (1.8)= ∇vK(X̂),

hence
tr(∇vK ⊗ 1) = ∇vK.

Applying (1.10),
tr(∇vF ⊗∇vF ⊗ δ) = iδ(∇vF ⊗∇vF ) = ∇vF (δ)∇vF = (CF )∇vF = F∇vF .

By our inductive de�nition (1.9) again,
iX̂tr(∇vK ⊗∇vF ⊗ δ) = tr(∇vK ⊗XvF ⊗ δ) =
XvF tr(∇vK ⊗ δ) (1.8)= (XvF )CK = 2K∇vF (X̂),

since the second-degree homogeneity of K implies that the function K is also
(positive-)homogeneous of degree 2.

As to the fourth term,
tr(∇v∇vF ⊗ δ) (1.10)= iδ∇v∇vF = ∇C∇vF = 0,

since for all X ∈ X(M),
(∇C∇vF )(X̂) = C(XvF ) = [C,Xv]F + Xv(CF ) = −XvF + XvF = 0.

Finally,
iX̂tr(1⊗∇vF ) = tr(1⊗XvF ) = tr((XvF )1) = (XvF )tr1 = n∇vF (X̂),

hence
tr(1⊗∇vF ) = n∇vF .

To sum up,
tr∇vK = ∇vK + K

F
∇vF − 2K

F
∇vF − n

K

F
∇vF = ∇vK − (n + 1)K

F
∇vF ,
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whence
W◦ = 1

n + 1(∇vK −∇vK + (n + 1)K
F
∇vF − (n + 1)K

F
∇vF )⊗ δ = 0.

Thus we proved that if (M,F ) is isotropic, then its Weyl endomorphism is
zero.

Conversely, suppose that W◦ = 0. Then, by (5.18), for any vector �eld on
M we have

K(X̂) = KX̂ − 1
n + 1(∇vK − tr∇vK)(X̂)δ.

Hence relation ∇vF ◦K = 0 yields
K∇vF (X̂) = 1

n + 1(∇vK − tr∇vK)(X̂)∇vF (δ),
whence 1

n + 1(∇vK − tr∇vK) = K

F
∇vF,

and so
K = K(1− K

F
∇vF ⊗ δ).

This concludes the proof. �

Remark. The property
'an at least 3-dimensional isotropic Finsler manifold has zero Weyl

endomorphism'
was discovered and proved by Berwald [17]. The converse is due to del Castillo
[22] and, independently, Z. I. Szab�o [54]. The simple proof presented here for
this part of the problem was inspired by a paper of P. N. Pandey [45].

In the following, by the scalar curvature of an isotropic Finsler manifold we
shall mean the function

R := K

F 2 = 1
(n− 1)F 2 trK

(see e.g. [50], p. 147), which is positive-homogeneous of degree 0. An isotropic
Finsler manifold is said to be of constant curvature, if its scalar curvature is a
constant function.



Chapter 7

The Landsberg tensor and

the stretch tensor of a

Finsler manifold

Using the Finslerian h-Berwald covariant derivative, we de�ne the Landsberg
tensor P of a Finsler manifold (M,F ) by the following formula:

P := −1
2∇hg.(7.1)

Lemma 7.1 For all vector �elds X, Y, Z ∈ X(M) we have
∇hg(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)E,(7.2)

therefore the Berwald curvature and the Landsberg tensor of a Finsler manifold
are related by

∇vE ◦B = −2P.(7.3)
Proof.

∇hg(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇Xhg)(Ŷ , Ẑ) =
Xhg(Ŷ , Ẑ)− g(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ)− g(Ŷ ,∇XhẐ) (6.1),(6.2)= Xh(Y v(ZvE)))−
(i∇Xh Ŷ )ZvE + (i∇i∇

Xh Ŷ Ẑ)E − Y v(i∇XhẐ)E + J[Y v,H∇XhẐ]E =
Xh(Y v(ZvE))− [Xh, Y v]ZvE − Y v([Xh, Zv]E) + J[Y v,HV[Xh, Zv]]E.

Here, as we have already seen in the proof of 3.1,
J[Y v,HV[Xh, Zv]] = [Y v, [Xh, Zv]] = iB(Ŷ , X̂)Ẑ = iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ

therefore

43
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∇hg(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)E + Y v(Xh(ZvE))−
Y v(Xh(ZvE)− Zv(XhE)) = (iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)E,

taking into account that H is conservative. Thus we have proved relation (7.2).
Relation (7.3) is merely a reformulation of (7.2). �

Remark. An immediate consequence of formula (7.3) is that any Berwald
manifolds have vanishing Landsberg tensor. The converse, whether there are
Finsler manifolds with vanishing Landsberg tensor which are not of Berwald
type is a long-standing question in Finsler geometry, and in spite of many e�orts,
it has not been answered until now.
Corollary 7.2 The Landsberg tensor of a Finsler manifold has the following
properties:
(i) it is totally symmetric;
(ii) δ ∈

{
X̃, Ỹ , Z̃

}
⇒ P(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) = 0;

(iii) ∇CP = 0, i.e., P is homogeneous of degree zero.
Indeed, (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of (7.2) and the correspond-

ing property of the Berwald tensor. Taking into account our calculations in the
proof of 3.5, we get for any vector �elds X, Y , Z on M

(∇CP) (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = C(P(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)) = −1
2C(iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)E =

−1
2([C, iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ]E + (iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)CE) = 0,

which proves (iii).
Corollary 7.3 If g is the metric tensor, S is the canonical spray of a Finsler
manifold, then ∇Sg = 0.

Proof. For any sections X̃, Ỹ in Sec( ◦π),
(∇Sg) (X̃, Ỹ ) = (∇h

δg
) (X̃, Ỹ ) = ∇hg(δ, X̃, Ỹ ) = −2P(δ, X̃, Ỹ ) 7.2 (ii)= 0.

�

Now we can easily deduce an important relation between the Cartan tensor
and the Landsberg tensor of a Finsler manifold.
Proposition 7.4 ∇SC[ = P.

Proof. Let X, Y , Z be vector �elds on M . Applying the hv-Ricci formula
(3.9), property (6.8), and Corollary 7.2 (ii), we obtain:
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2 (∇SC[) (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇h
δ∇vg(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇h∇vg(δ, X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) =

∇v∇hg(X̂, δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇Xv∇hg(δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) = −2 (∇XvP) (δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) =
−2XvP(δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) + 2P(∇Xvδ, Ŷ , Ẑ) = 2P(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ).

This proves the Proposition. �

Having these results, we can present a simple index-free proof of Proposition
3.1 in our paper [8].
Proposition 7.5 If the Landsberg tensor of a Finsler manifold depends only
on the position, then it vanishes identically, i.e., ∇vP = 0 implies that P = 0.

Proof. Applying the preceding Proposition, the Ricci formula (3.9), and tak-
ing into account Corollary 3.4, for any vector �elds X, Y , Z on M we have

P(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇SC[)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇hC[)(δ, X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) =1
2(∇h∇vg)(δ, X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = 1

2(∇v∇hg)(X̂, δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) = −(∇vP)(X̂, δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) = 0.
�

By the stretch tensor of (M,F ) we mean the tensor � ∈ T04( ◦π) given by
1
2�(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ) := ∇hP(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hP(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃, Ũ).(7.4)

Corollary 7.6 The stretch tensor of a Finsler manifold is homogeneous of de-
gree zero.

Proof. It is enough to show that ∇C∇hP = 0. Let X, Y , Z, U be vector
�elds on M . Using the Ricci formula (3.8) taking into account Corollary 7.2 (ii),
and the homogeneity property ∇hδ = 0, we obtain
(∇C∇hP)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) = (∇v∇hP)(δ, X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) = ∇h∇vP(X̂, δ, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) =

(∇Xh∇vP)(δ, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) = Xh(∇vP(δ, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û))−∇vP(δ,∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)−
∇vP(δ, Ŷ ,∇XhẐ, Û)−∇vP(δ, Ŷ , Ẑ,∇XhÛ) = Xh((∇CP)(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û))−

(∇CP)(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)− (∇CP)(Ŷ ,∇XhẐ, Û)− (∇CP)(Ŷ , Ẑ,∇XhÛ) = 0,
since P is homogeneous of degree 0. �

Now we verify by an index-free argument the following result of our above
mentioned paper [8]:
Proposition 7.7 If the stretch tensor of a Finsler manifold depends only on
the position, then it vanishes identically, i.e., ∇v� = 0 implies that � = 0.

Proof. Let X, Y , Z, U , V be vector �elds on M .
Step 1 By our assumption

0 = (∇v�)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , V̂ ) = Xv(�(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , V̂ )) = 2(Xv(∇hP(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , V̂ )−
∇hP(Ẑ, Ŷ , Û , V̂ ))) = 2(∇v∇hP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , V̂ )−∇v∇hP(X̂, Ẑ, Ŷ , Û , V̂ ))),
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hence
∇v∇hP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , V̂ ) = ∇v∇hP(X̂, Ẑ, Ŷ , Û , V̂ ).

Since this is a tensorian relation, we also have
∇v∇hP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ) = ∇v∇hP(X̂, Ẑ, Ŷ , Û , δ).(7.5)

Now, by the Ricci formula (3.9) and Corollary 7.2 (ii),
∇h∇vP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ) = ∇v∇hP(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ, Û , δ) (7.5)= ∇v∇hP(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂, Û , δ) (3.9)=

∇h∇vP(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂, Û , δ),
so ∇h∇vP(., ., ., ., δ) is symmetric in its �rst and third variables:

∇h∇vP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ) = ∇h∇vP(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂, Û , δ).(7.6)
Step 2 We show that

∇hP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) +∇h∇vP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ) = 0.(7.7)
We start out the identity P(Ẑ, Û , δ) = 0. Operating on both sides �rst by Y v,
and next by Xh, we obtain

0 = Y v(P(Ẑ, Û , δ)) = ∇vP(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ) +P(Ẑ, Û , Ŷ ) =
P(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) +∇vP(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ);

0 = Xh(P(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)) + Xh(∇vP(Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ)) = (∇hP)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) +
(∇h∇vP)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ)+P(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)+P(Ŷ ,∇XhẐ, Û)+P(Ŷ , Ẑ,∇XhÛ)+

∇vP(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ) +∇vP(Ŷ ,∇XhẐ, Û , δ) +∇vP(Ŷ , Ẑ,∇XhÛ , δ).
Since, for example,

∇vP(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ) = [Xh, Y v]P(Ẑ, Û , δ)−P(Ẑ, Û ,∇[Xh,Y v]δ) =
−P(Ẑ, Û ,V[Xh, Y v]) = −P(Ẑ, Û ,∇Xh Ŷ ) = −P(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ, Û),

the last six terms cancel in pairs on the right-hand side of the above relation.
So we get (7.7).

Step 3 Interchanging X̂ and Ŷ in (7.7), we �nd
0 = ∇hP(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ, Û) +∇h∇vP(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ, Û , δ) =
∇hP(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ, Û) +∇h∇vP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û , δ),

since, by Step 1, the second term does not change under the permutations
(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ)→ (Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂)→ (X̂, Ẑ, Ŷ )→ (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ).

The last relation and (7.7) imply that
∇hP(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û) = ∇hP(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ, Û)

whence � = 0. �

The next important observation gives an index-free reformulation of relation
(3.3.2.5) in [38]. For completeness we present here a di�erent proof, using our
formalism.
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Proposition 7.8 For any sections X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ in �( ◦π),
∇vE ◦ ∇vH(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ) = �(Z̃, Ỹ , X̃, Ũ).(7.8)

Proof. It is enough to check the relation for basic vector �elds X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û .
Then

∇vE(∇vH(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)) (1.14)= (i∇vH(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û))E (4.5)=
i(∇hB(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂, Û)−∇hB(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂, Û))E.

Here
∇hB(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂, Û) = (∇Y hB)(Ẑ, X̂, Û) =

∇Y h(B(Ẑ, X̂)Û)−B(∇Y hẐ, X̂)Û −B(Ẑ,∇Y hX̂)Û −B(Ẑ, X̂)∇Y hÛ ,
and by (2.7)

∇Y hB(Ẑ, X̂)Û = V
[
Y h, iB(Ẑ, X̂)Û].

Therefore, applying (7.3) we get
i∇hB(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂, Û)E = [Y h, iB(Ẑ, X̂)Û]E+

2P(∇Y hẐ, X̂, Û) + 2P(Ẑ,∇Y hX̂, Û) + 2P(Ẑ, X̂,∇Y hÛ).
Since Y hE = 0 by (6.21), at the right-hand side the �rst term is

Y h((iB(Ẑ, X̂)Û)E) (7.3)= −2Y hP(Ẑ, X̂, Û),
and hence

i∇hB(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂, Û)E = −2∇hP(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂, Û).
In the same way we �nd that

i∇hB(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂, Û)E = −2∇hP(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂, Û).
Hence

∇vE(∇vH(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, Û)) = 2(∇hP(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂, Û)−∇hP(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂, Û)) (7.4)=
�(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂, Û),

as was to be proved. �

Corollary 7.9 R-quadratic Finsler manifolds have vanishing stretch tensor.



Chapter 8

Orthogonal projection along

the canonical section and

its applications

Throughout, let (M,F ) be an n-dimensional Finsler manifold, n ≥ 2.
We de�ne a map p : Sec( ◦π)→ Sec( ◦π) by

p(X̃) := X̃ − g(X̃, δ)
g(δ, δ) δ.(8.1)

Then p is obviously C∞( ◦TM)-linear, i.e.,
p ∈ End(Sec( ◦π)) ∼= T11( ◦π),

and
Ker(p) = span(δ).

For any section X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π) we have

p2(X̃) = p(X̃ − g(X̃, δ)
g(δ, δ) δ) = p(X̃)− g(X̃, δ)

g(δ, δ) p(δ) = p(X̃);
hence p2 = p. So p is a projection operator onto

(span(δ))⊥ := {X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π) | g(X̃, δ) = 0}
along span(δ), called the orthogonal projection along δ.

Since g(δ, δ) = 2E, and by (6.10)
g(X̃, δ) =: θ(X̃) = ∇vE(X̃) = F∇F (X̃),
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p may be written in the more compact forms
p = 1− 1

2E∇vE ⊗ δ = 1− 1
F
∇vF ⊗ δ.(8.2)

Lemma 8.1 The h-Berwald di�erential of the orthogonal projection along δ
vanishes. Its trace is n− 1.

Proof. For any vector �elds X, Y on M we have
∇hp(X̂, Ŷ ) = (∇Xhp)(Ŷ ) = ∇Xhp(Ŷ )− p(∇Xh Ŷ ) =

V[Xh, ip(Ŷ )]−p(V[Xh, Y v]) = V[Xh, Y v− Y vF
F

C]−V[Xh, Y v]+ 1
F
[Xh, Y v]Fδ =

V[Xh, Y v]− V[Xh, Y vF
F

C]− V[Xh, Y v] + 1
F

Xh(Y vF )δ =
−Xh

(
Y vF
F

)
δ + 1

F
Xh(Y vF )δ = − 1

F
Xh(Y vF )δ + 1

F
Xh(Y vF )δ = 0.

The second assertion is immediate:
trp (8.2)= tr(1− 1

F
∇vF ⊗ δ) = tr1− 1

F
tr(∇vF ⊗ δ) (1.8)= n− 1

F
∇vF (δ) =

n− 1
F

CF = n− 1.
�

By the projected tensor of a tensor of K ∈ T0
k( ◦π) or of L ∈ T1

k( ◦π) we mean
the tensors pK and pL given by

pK(X̃1, . . . , X̃k) := K(pX̃1, . . . ,pX̃k)
and

pL(X̃1, . . . , X̃k) := p(L(pX̃1, . . . ,pX̃k)),
respectively.

The following observation is immediate from the de�nitions.
Lemma 8.2 Let K ∈ T0

k( ◦π), L ∈ T1
k( ◦π) . If

δ ∈
{

X̃1, . . . , X̃k

}
⇒ K(X̃1, . . . , X̃k) = 0 , L(X̃1, . . . , X̃k) = 0,

then pK = K, pL = p ◦ L.
Examples. (1) By the Lemma and Corollaries 3.4, 7.2(ii), the Cartan tensors

and the Landsberg tensor remain �x under orthogonal projection along δ:
pC[ = C[ , pC = C , pP = P.

(2) The projected tensor of the metric tensor g is the angular metric tensor
η. Indeed, for any vector �elds X, Y on M ,
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pg(X̂, Ŷ ) := g(p(X̂),p(Ŷ )) = g(X̂ − 1
2E (XvE)δ, Ŷ − 1

2E (Y vE)δ) = g(X̂, Ŷ )−
1
2E (XvE)g(δ, Ŷ )− 1

2E (Y vE)g(X̂, δ) + 1
4E2 (XvE)(Y vE)g(δ, δ) (6.10),(6.14)=

g(X̂, Ŷ )− 1
F 2 (XvE)∇vE(Ŷ )− 1

F 2 (Y vE)∇vE(X̂) + 1
F 2 (XvE)(Y vE) =

(g − 1
F 2∇vE ⊗∇vE)(X̂, Ŷ ) = (g −∇vF ⊗∇vF )(X̂, Ŷ ) = η(X̂, Ŷ ).

(3) With the help of the projection operator p, the Jacobi endomorphism
of an isotropic Finsler manifold given by (8.2) may be written in the extremely
simple form K = Kp = F 2Rp.
Lemma 8.3 The projected tensor of the Berwald curvature of a Finsler mani-
fold is

pB = B+ 1
E
P⊗ δ.(8.3)

Proof. By (3.6) and Corollary 8.2, pB = p ◦ B. Now, for any vector �elds
X, Y , Z on M ,

(pB)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = p(B(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ) (8.2)= B(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ − 1
2E (iB(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)Eδ

(7.3)=
B(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ + 1

E
P(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)δ = (B+ 1

E
P⊗ δ)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ),

hence our statement. �

Lemma 8.4 The projected tensor of the Douglas curvature is
pD = pB− 1

n + 1 trB� p = B+ 1
E
P⊗ δ − 1

n + 1 trB� p.(8.4)
Proof. First we check that D satis�es the condition of Corollary 8.2, i.e.,

D(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ = 0, if δ ∈
{

X̃, Ỹ , Z̃
}. Let, for example, X̃ := δ. Then

D(δ, Ỹ , Z̃) := B(δ, Ỹ , Z̃)− 1
n + 1(trB(δ, Ỹ )Z̃ + trB(Ỹ , Z̃)δ + trB(Z̃, δ)Ỹ )−

1
n + 1(∇CtrB)(Ỹ , Z̃)δ (3.6)= − 1

n + 1(trB(Ỹ , Z̃)δ +∇CtrB)(Ỹ , Z̃)δ).
By Lemma 3.5, B is homogeneous of degree −1, i.e., ∇CB = −B. Thus
∇CtrB = tr∇CB = −trB, and hence D(δ, Ỹ , Z̃) = 0. The other two cases
may be handled similarly. Now it follows that

pD = p ◦D (5.14)= pB− 1
n + 1(p(trB� 1) + p(∇vtrB⊗ δ)).

We show that the last term at the right-hand side vanishes, and the middle term
is just 1

n+1 trB� p. Indeed, for any vector �elds X, Y , Z on M we have
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p(trB� 1)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) := p(trB� 1(pX̂,pŶ ,pẐ)) (3.6),8.2=
p(trB(X̂, Ŷ )p(Ẑ) + trB(Ŷ , Ẑ)p(X̂) + trB(Ẑ, X̂)p(Ŷ )) =

trB(X̂, Ŷ )p(Ẑ) + trB(Ŷ , Ẑ)p(X̂) + trB(Ẑ, X̂)p(Ŷ ) = (trB�P)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ),
while

p(∇vtrB⊗ δ)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = p((∇v
pX̂

trB)(pŶ ,pẐ)δ) = 0,
since p(δ) = 0.

This concludes the proof of (8.4). �

Temporarily, for convenience, a Finsler manifold will be called a p-Berwald
manifold if its projected Berwald curvature vanishes, i.e., if it has the property

B+ 1
E
P⊗ δ = 0.(8.5)

First we characterize the R-quadratic p-Berwald manifolds.
Proposition 8.5 A p-Berwald manifold is R-quadratic, if and only if, its
stretch tensor vanishes.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is a consequence of Corollary 7.9. To
prove the su�ciency, we show that in a p-Berwald manifold we have

∇vH(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ) = 1
F 2�(Z̃, Ỹ , X̃, Ũ)⊗ δ ; X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ ∈ �( ◦π).(8.6)

Observe �rst that
∇hB (8.5)= −∇h( 1

E
P⊗ δ) (6.21),(2.5)= − 1

E
∇hP⊗ δ.

Now, applying Bianchi identity (4.5), we get
∇vH(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ) = ∇hB(Ỹ , Z̃, X̃, Ũ)−∇hB(Z̃, Ỹ , X̃, Ũ) =

− 1
E
(∇hP(Ỹ , Z̃, X̃, Ũ)−∇hP(Z̃, Ỹ , X̃, Ũ))⊗ δ

(7.4)= 1
F 2�(Z̃, Ỹ , X̃, Ũ).

This proves (8.6), whence the assertion follows. �

Our aim in the following is to show that p-Berwald manifolds do not consti-
tute a new class of special Finsler manifolds.
Lemma 8.6 Any p-Berwald manifold is a weakly Berwald manifold.

Proof. From our condition (8.5),
trB = − 1

E
tr(P⊗ δ).

By (1.10),
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tr(P⊗ δ) = iδP, where iδP(X̃, Ỹ ) := P(δ, X̃, Ỹ ).
To illustrate how our inductive de�nition (1.8), (1.9) works in such cases, we
verify this.

Let Ỹ1, Ỹ2 be sections in Sec( ◦π). Then
iỸ1tr(P⊗ δ) := tr(jỸ1P⊗ δ),

iỸ2iỸ1tr(P⊗ δ) = iỸ2tr(jỸ1P⊗ δ) := tr(jỸ2jỸ1P⊗ δ) = P(δ, Ỹ1, Ỹ1),
that is

tr(P⊗ δ)(Ỹ1, Ỹ2) = iδP(Ỹ1, Ỹ2),
so our formula is indeed true.

Now our assertion follows by using Corollary 7.2 (ii). �

Proposition 8.7 If (M,F ) is an at least 3-dimensional Finsler manifold, then
(M,F ) is a p-Berwald manifold, if and only if, it is a weakly Berwald Douglas
manifold.

Proof. If (M,F ) is a p-Berwald manifold, then it is weakly Berwald by Propo-
sition 8.6, therefore (8.4) reduces to pD = 0. However, by a theorem of T. Sak-
aguchi [51] (see also [67]), relation pD = 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of the
Douglas curvature under the condition dimM > 2.

Conversely, if (M,F ) is a weakly Berwald Douglas manifold, thenD = pD =
0 and trB = 0 imply by (8.4) that (M,F ) is a p-Berwald manifold. �

Corollary 8.8 The class of the at least 3-dimensional p-Berwald manifolds co-
incides with the class of the at least 3-dimensional Berwald manifolds.

Proof. By our remark at the end of Chapter 5, a Finsler manifold is a weakly
Berwald Douglas manifold, if and only if, it is a Berwald manifold. �

Remark. In the light of this result, Proposition 8.5 says nothing new, if
the base manifold is at least 3-dimensional. Indeed, Berwald manifolds have
vanishing Landsberg tensor, and hence vanishing stretch tensor. On the other
side, the canonical connection of a Berwald manifold is basic, which implies
that the a�ne curvature is a vertical lift, whose vertical di�erential vanishes
automatically. The exceptional 2-dimensional case will be treated in the next
chapter.

We conclude this chapter with a technically new proof of the Finslerian ver-
sion of classical Schur's lemma on isotropy. We begin with a useful preparatory
observation.
Lemma 8.9 (M,F ) is an isotropic Finsler manifold, if and only if, the curva-
ture tensor of its canonical connection is of the form

R = Fp ∧ (R∇vF + 1
3F∇vR),(8.7)

where R is the scalar curvature of (M,F ).
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Proof. Assume that (M,F ) is isotropic. Then, by (6.22), the Jacobi endo-
morphism of (M,F ) has the form

K = K(1− 1
F
∇vF ⊗ δ) , K := 1

n− 1trK.

In view of Proposition 4.8,
3R(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇vK(Ŷ , X̂)−∇vK(X̂, Ŷ ) ; X, Y ∈ X(M).

In the proof of 6.3, we have already determined the term ∇vK(X̂, Ŷ ). Using
this result, we obtain that
3R(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇vK(Ŷ )X̂ −∇vK(X̂)Ŷ − 1

F
((Y vK)(XvF )− (XvK)(Y vF ))δ −

K

F
((XvF )Ŷ − (Y vF )X̂) = (∇vK ∧ 1)(Ŷ , X̂)− 1

F
(∇vK ∧∇vF )⊗ δ(Ŷ , X̂)−

K

F
(∇vF ∧ 1)(X̂, Ŷ ) = (1 ∧ (∇vK + K

F
∇vF ) + 1

F
(∇vF ∧∇vK)⊗ δ)(X̂, Ŷ ).

We replace the identity operator 1 by p+ 1
F∇

vF ⊗ δ. Then
3R = p ∧ (∇vK + K

F
∇vF ) + 1

F
(∇vF ⊗ δ) ∧∇vK + K

F 2 (∇vF ⊗ δ) ∧∇vF +
1
F
(∇vF ∧∇vK)⊗ δ = Fp ∧

( 1
F
∇vK + R∇vF

)
.

Since
∇vK(X̂) = ∇v(RF 2)(X̂) = Xv(RF 2) = (XvR)F 2 + 2RFXvF =

(F 2∇vR + 2RF∇vF )(X̂),
it follows that in the isotropic case

R = Fp ∧ (R∇vF + 1
3F∇vR).

Conversely, suppose that the curvature of the canonical connection of (M,F )
can be written in this form. Then

K(X̂) (4.9)= R(X̂, δ) =
F (RF + 1

3F (CR))p(X̂)− F (R∇vF + 1
3F∇vR)(X̂)p(δ) = RF 2p(X̂),

so, by Example (3) above, (M,F ) is isotropic. �

Proposition 8.10 (generalized Schur lemma on isotropy). If (M,F ) is an at
least 3-dimensional isotropic Finsler manifold whose scalar curvature depends
only on the position, then (M,F ) is of constant curvature.
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Proof. Our condition on the scalar curvature means that ∇vR = 0, hence
the form (8.7) of the curvature of the canonical connection reduces to

R = FRp ∧∇vF = R(p⊗∇vE −∇vE ⊗ p).(8.8)
First we calculate the h-Berwald di�erential of R.

Let X, Y , Z be vector �elds on M . Note that
(∇Xh∇vE)(Ŷ ) = Xh(Y vE)−∇vE(∇Xh Ŷ ) = Xh(Y vE)−∇vE(V[Xh, Y v]) =

Xh(Y vE)− [Xh, Y v]E = Y v(XhE) = 0.
By this observation and Lemma 8.1 we �nd

(∇h(Rp⊗∇vE))(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇Xh(Rp⊗∇vE))(Ŷ , Ẑ) =
(XhR)p⊗∇vE(Ŷ , Ẑ) + R(∇Xhp⊗∇vE)(Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇hR⊗ p⊗∇vE(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) +

R((∇Xp)⊗∇vE + p∇Xh∇vE)(Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇hR⊗ p⊗∇vE(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ).
Similarly,

∇h(R∇vE ⊗ p) = ∇hR⊗∇vE ⊗ p,
therefore

∇hR = ∇hR⊗ (p⊗∇vE −∇vE ⊗ p).
Let

(S∇hR)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) := S(X,Y,Z)(∇hR)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ).
By the general Bianchi identity (2.9), S∇hR = 0. In our case this leads to the
equality
∇hR⊗ p⊗∇vE + p⊗∇vE ⊗∇hR +∇vE ⊗∇hR⊗ p−∇hR×∇vE ⊗ p−

∇vE ⊗ p⊗∇hR− p⊗∇hR⊗∇vE = 0.
Applying the inductive de�nition (1.8), (1.9), we calculate, term by term, the
trace of the left-hand side.

(i)
iX̂tr(∇hR⊗ p⊗∇vE) = tr(∇hR⊗∇vE ⊗ p(X̂)),

iŶ tr(∇hR⊗∇vE ⊗ p(X̂)) = ∇vE(Ŷ )∇hR(p(X̂)) = ∇vE(Ŷ )Hp(X̂)(R) =
∇vE(Ŷ )(XhR− ∇vF (X̂)

F
SR) = (∇hR⊗∇vE − (SR)∇vF ⊗∇vF )(X̂, Ŷ ),

thus
tr(∇hR⊗ p⊗∇vE) = ∇hR⊗∇vE − (SR)∇vF ⊗∇vF.

(ii)
iX̂tr(p⊗∇vE ⊗∇hR) = ∇vE(X̂)tr(p⊗∇hR),

iŶ tr(p⊗∇hR) = ∇hR(Ŷ )trp 8.1= (n− 1)∇hR(Ŷ ),
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hence
tr(p⊗∇vR⊗∇hR) = (n− 1)∇vE ⊗∇hR.

(iii)
iX̂tr(∇vE ⊗∇hR⊗ p) = ∇hR(X̂)tr(∇vE ⊗ p),

iŶ tr(∇vE ⊗ p) = ∇vE(p(Ŷ )) = ip(Ŷ )E =
Y vE − ∇vF (Ŷ )

F
· 2E = F (Y vE)− F (Y vE) = 0,

thus
tr(∇vE ⊗∇hR⊗ p) = 0.

In the remainder three cases the calculation is similar. We obtain:
(iv)

tr(∇hR⊗∇vE ⊗ p) = ∇vE ⊗ tr(∇hR⊗ p) =
∇vE ⊗∇hR− (SR)∇vF ⊗∇vE,

(v)
tr(∇vE ⊗ p⊗∇hR) = ∇hR⊗ tr(∇vE ⊗ p) = 0,

(vi)
tr(p⊗∇hR⊗∇vE) = ∇hRtr(p⊗∇vE) = (n− 1)∇hR⊗∇vE.

Subtracting from the sum of the expressions obtained in (i)-(iii) the sum of
the next three ones, we �nd
0 = ∇hR⊗∇vE + (n− 1)∇vE ⊗∇hR−∇vE ⊗∇hR− (n− 1)∇hR⊗∇vE =

(n− 2)(∇vE ⊗∇hR) + (2− n)(∇hR⊗∇vE) =
(2− n)(∇hR⊗∇vE −∇vE ⊗∇hR) = (2− n)∇hR ∧∇vE.

By our assumption n ≥ 3 this implies
∇hR ∧∇vE = 0.

Evaluating the left-hand side on a pair (δ, X̂) , X ∈ X(M), it follows that
0 = SR∇vE(X̂)−∇hR(X̂) · 2E,

whence
∇hR = SE

2E ∇vE =: f∇vE.

Now, by the condition ∇vR = 0, for any vector �elds X, Y on M we have
0 = ∇h∇vR(Ŷ , X̂) (3.7)= ∇v∇hR(X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇v(f∇vE)(X̂, Ŷ ) =

(∇Xvf∇vE)(Ŷ ) = ((Xvf)∇vE + f∇Xv∇vE)(Ŷ ) =
(∇vf ⊗∇vE)(X̂, Ŷ ) + f(∇v∇vE)(X̂, Ŷ ),
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i.e.,
f∇v∇vE = ∇vf ⊗∇vE.

Since, by (F3), ∇v∇vE is �brewise non-degenerate, while the rank of
∇vf ⊗∇vE is at most 1 at any point, the last relation implies that the function
f is identically zero, and hence ∇hR = 0. Then, for any vector �eld ξ on ◦

TM ,
dR(ξ) = ξR = (hξ)R + (vξ)R = ∇hR(ξ) +∇vR(ξ) = 0;

therefore dR = 0. Since M is connected by our assumption at the very beginning,
relation dR = 0 implies that the function R is constant. �

Remark. Naturally, the generalized Schur lemma on isotropic Finsler man-
ifolds is a classical result. It is also due to Berwald, see [17]. A concise, but very
elegant index and argumentum free proof can be found in del Castillo's note
[22]. Our proof is technically new; its novelty lies in a consequent and index-free
use of the Berwald derivative and the inductively de�ned trace operator.



Chapter 9

Two-dimensional Finsler

manifolds

Throughout this chapter (M,F ) will be a two-dimensional, positive de�nite
Finsler manifold. By a Berwald frame of (M,F ) we mean a pair (`,m), where
` is the normalized support element �eld de�ned by (6.11), and m is a local
section of ◦

π satisfying
g(`,m) = 0 , g(m,m) = 1.(9.1)

By the usual orthogonalization process, such a section m may always be con-
structed. Indeed, we may �nd a nowhere vanishing local section X̃ of ◦

π such
that X̃ and ` are pointwise linearly independent. Then

Ỹ := X̃ − g(`, X̃)`
is nowhere zero at the points of the domain of X̃, and it is g-orthogonal to `:

g(`, Ỹ ) = g(`, X̃)− g(`, X̃)g(`, `) (6.12)= 0.
Let

m := 1√
g(Ỹ , Ỹ )

Ỹ .

Then (`,m) is a Berwald frame for (M,F ).
If (M,F ) is a non-Riemannian Finsler manifold, we may use another argu-

ment. In this case, by Deicke's theorem, there is an open subset U of M such
that the Cartan vector �eld ∗

C is nowhere zero on ◦
τ
−1(U). Let

m := 1√
g(∗C,

∗
C)

∗
C

over ◦
τ
−1(U). Then, by Lemma 6.1, (`,m) is a Berwald frame for (M,F ).
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Lemma 9.1 If (`,m) is a Berwald frame for the Finsler manifold (M,F ), then
∇C` = 0,(9.2)
∇Cm = 0;(9.3)

i.e., ` and m are positive-homogeneous of degree 0.
Proof. The �rst relation can be obtained by a straightforward calculation:

∇C` = ∇C
1
F

δ = C

( 1
F

)
δ + 1

F
∇Cδ = − 1

F 2 (CF )δ + 1
F
j[C,S] =

− 1
F 2Fδ + 1

F
δ = 0.

To prove the second, we consider the Fourier expansion of ∇Cm with respect
to the orthonormal frame (`,m):

∇Cm = g(∇Cm, `)` + g(∇Cm,m)m.

We show that both Fourier coe�cients vanish. Since g(m, `) = 0 and ∇Cg = 0,
0 = Cg(m, `) = (∇Cg)(m, `) + g(∇Cm, `) + g(m,∇C`) (9.2)= g(∇Cm, `).

Similarly,
0 = Cg(m,m) = (∇Cg)(m,m) + 2g(∇Cm,m) = 2g(∇Cm,m);

hence ∇Cm = 0. �

Lemma 9.2 If (`,m) is a Berwald frame for (M,F ), then the only non-zero
component of the curvature of the canonical connection with respect to (`,m) is

R(m, `) = g(R(m, `),m)m.(9.4)
Proof. We apply Fourier expansion again, with respect to the Berwald frame

(`,m). Then R(m, `) can be represented in the form
R(m, `) = g(R(m, `),m)m + g(R(m, `), `)`.

We are going to show that the second Fourier coe�cient vanishes. Obviously,
it is enough to check that g(R(m, `), δ) = 0. Using the Hilbert 1-form θ and
taking into account (6.10), we obtain

g(R(m, `), δ) = θ(R(m, `)) = F∇vF (R(m, `)) = F iR(m, `)F =
−F (v[Hm,H`]F ) = −F ([Hm,H`]F ) + F (h[Hm,H`]F ) = 0,

since the horizontal vector �elds kill the Finsler function F . �

This lemma brings the function
κ := g(R(m, `),m)(9.5)

into the spotlight; it is said to be the Gauss curvature of (M,F ).
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Lemma 9.3 Hypothesis as above. The Cartan tensor and the vector-valued
Cartan tensor of (M,F ) can be represented in the form

C[ = I∇v
mθ ⊗∇v

mθ ⊗∇v
mθ(9.6)

and
C = I∇v

mθ ⊗∇v
mθ ⊗m,(9.7)

respectively, where
I := g(C(m,m),m) = C[(m,m, m).

Proof. Since C and C[ vanish if one of their arguments is ` = 1
F δ, for any

vector �elds
X̃ = X1` + X2m , Ỹ = Y 1` + Y 2m

along ◦
τ we obtain

C(X̃, Ỹ ) = X2Y 2C(m,m) = g(X̃,m)g(Ỹ ,m)C(m,m).
Here

C(m,m) = g(C(m,m), `)` + g(C(m,m),m)m =
C[(m,m, `)` + g(C(m,m),m)m = g(C(m,m),m)m;

while, for example,
g(X̃,m) = g(m, X̃) = 1

2∇v∇vF 2(m, X̃) = 1
2(∇v

m∇vF 2)(X̃) =
(∇v

m(F∇vF ))(X̃) = ∇v
mθ(X̃).

Let I := g(C(m,m),m) = C[(m,m, m). Then
C(X̃, Ỹ ) = I∇v

mθ ⊗∇v
mθ ⊗m(X̃, Ỹ ),

which proves (9.7). Thus
C[(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) = g(C(X̃, Ỹ ), Z̃) = I∇v

mθ ⊗∇v
mθ(X̃, Ỹ )g(m, Z̃) =

I∇v
mθ ⊗∇v

mθ ⊗∇v
mθ(X̃, Ỹ Z̃),

so (9.6) is also true. �

The function I introduced by the Lemma is said to be the main scalar of
the 2-dimensional Finsler manifold (M,F ). We obtain immediately the next
Corollary 9.4 A two-dimensional Finsler manifold reduces to a Riemannian
manifold, if and only if, its main scalar vanishes.

�
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Proposition 9.5 Let S,H, κ and I be the canonical spray, the canonical con-
nection, the Gauss curvature and the main scalar of (M,F ), respectively. If
(`,m) is a Berwald frame for (M,F ), then we have the following commutator
formulae:

[S, im] = −Hm,(9.8)
[H`,Hm] = κ(im),(9.9)

[Hm, im] = 1
F
H` + I(Hm) + (SI)im.(9.10)

Proof. Step 1 Consider the horizontal projector h := H ◦ j and the vertical
projector v = 1− h. Then

[S, im] = h[S, im] + v[S, im].
First we show that the second term is zero. Observe that

v[S, im] = iV[S, im] = i∇Sm,

since S is horizontal. Now, starting out the relation g(`,m) = 0, and taking into
account that ∇Sg = 0 by Corollary 7.3, we get:
0 = Sg(`,m) = (∇Sg)(`,m)+g(∇S`,m)+g(`,∇Sm) = g(∇S`,m)+g(`,∇Sm).
Here
∇S` = ∇S

1
F

δ = S( 1
F
)δ + 1

F
∇Sδ = 1

F
V[S, C] = − 1

F
V(S) = − 1

F
V ◦ H(δ) = 0,

therefore
g(`,∇Sm) = 0.

On the other side, from the relation g(m,m) = 1,
0 = Sg(m,m) = (∇Sg)(m,m) + 2g(m,∇Sm) = 2g(m,∇Sm).

Thus we have g(`,∇Sm) = g(m,∇Sm) = 0, hence ∇Sm = 0, which implies our
�rst claim. Now we can easily �nish the proof of (9.8):
[S, im] = h[S, im] = −F ◦ J[im,S] = −F ◦ im = −H ◦ V ◦ im+ J ◦ im = −Hm.

Step 2
[H`,Hm] = v[H`,Hm] + h[H`,Hm] = i ◦ V[H`,Hm] +H ◦ j[H`,Hm] =

−iR(`,m) +H ◦ j[H`,Hm].
We show that j[H`,Hm] = 0.

By the vanishing of the torsion of H we have
j[H`,Hm] = ∇H`m−∇Hm`.

In the right-hand side ∇H`m = F∇Sm = 0, since, as we have just seen, ∇Sm =
0. As to the second term, by the homogeneity of the canonical connection

t = ∇hδ (2.5)= 0,
hence
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∇Hm` = ∇HmFδ = Hm(F )δ + F∇Hmδ = F∇Hmδ = F t(m) = 0.
Thus we obtain

[H`,Hm] = −iR(`,m) = iR(m, `) (9.4)= ig(R(m, `),m)m (9.5)= κ(im),
so formula (9.9) is proved.

Step 3 We start again with the decomposition
[Hm, im] = i ◦ V[Hm, im] +H ◦ j[Hm, im] = i∇Hmm−H∇imm.

Next we calculate the covariant derivatives ∇Hmm and ∇imm. By Fourier ex-
pansion,

∇Hmm = g(∇Hmm, `)` + g(∇Hmm,m)m.

We show that the Fourier coe�cient in the �rst term vanishes. Applying the
usual trick, we obtain

0 = Hmg(m, `) = (∇Hmg)(m, `) + g(∇Hmm, `) + g(m,∇Hm`) =
(∇Hmg)(m, `) + g(∇Hmm, `),

since, as we have just seen, ∇Hm` = 0. Applying Corollary 7.2, the �rst term
of the right side of the above equality is

(∇Hmg)(m, `) = ∇hg(m, `,m) = −2P(m, `, m) = −2FP(m, δ, m) = 0.
Thus we get

∇Hmm = g(∇Hmm,m)m = 1
2(2g(∇Hmm,m)m) =

1
2(Hmg(m,m)− (∇Hmg)(m,m)) = −1

2∇hg(m,m, m)m = P(m,m, m)m.
By Proposition 7.4, the Cartan tensor and the Landsberg tensor are related by
∇SC[ = P. Using this,
P(m,m, m) = (∇SC[)(m,m, m) = S(C[(m,m, m)) + 3C[(∇Sm,m, m) Step 1=

S(C[(m,m, m)) 9.3= SI,
therefore

∇Hmm = P(m,m, m)m = (SI)m.

Finally, we calculate the covariant derivative ∇imm. As above, we consider
the Fourier expansion

∇imm = g(∇imm, `)` + g(∇imm,m)m.
Since

0 = img(m, `) = ∇img(m, `) + g(∇imm, `) + g(m,∇im`) =
∇vg(m, `,m) + g(∇imm, `) + g(m,∇im`) =

2FC[(m, δ, m) + g(∇imm, `) + g(m,∇im`) = g(∇imm, `) + g(m,∇im`),
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it follows that
g(∇imm, `) = −g(∇im`,m) = −g(j[im,H`],m) = −g(j[im,

1
F

S],m) =
− 1

F
g(j[im,S],m)− g(j(im 1

F
)S, m) = − 1

F
g(m,m) = − 1

F
.

As to the second term of the Fourier expansion,
0 = img(m,m) = (∇img)(m,m) + 2g(∇imm,m),

hence
g(∇imm,m) = −1

2∇vg(m,m, m) = −C[(m,m, m) =: −I.

Thus
∇imm = − 1

F
`− Im,

therefore
[Hm, im] = i(SI)m + 1

F
H` + I(Hm) = 1

F
H` + I(Hm) + (SI)im,

as was to be shown. �

Remark. Relation (9.8) can also be written in the form
[H`, im] = − 1

F
Hm.(9.11)

Indeed,
[S, im] = [Hδ, im] = [F (H`), im] = F [H`, im]− im(F )H`.

Here
im(F ) = ∇vF (m) = 1

F
F∇vF (m) = 1

F
θ(m) = 1

F
g(m, δ) = g(m, `) = 0,

therefore
[H`, im] = 1

F
[S, im] (9.8)= − 1

F
Hm.

Corollary 9.6 We have the following formulae for the covariant derivatives of
the members of a Berwald frame (`,m):

∇i`` = 0,(9.12)
∇H`` = 0,(9.13)
∇im` = 1

F
m,(9.14)

∇Hm` = 0,(9.15)
∇i`m = 0,(9.16)
∇H`m = 0,(9.17)

∇imm = − 1
F

`− Im,(9.18)
∇Hmm = (SI)m.(9.19)
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Proof. Indeed, i` = i( 1
F δ) = 1

F C, so (9.12) and (9.16) are consequences of
(9.2) and (9.3). Since H` = H( 1

F δ) = 1
F S, (9.13) and (9.17) follow from the

relations ∇S` = 0 and ∇Sm = 0, obtained in the proof of Proposition 9.5.
(9.15) and (9.19) were also proved above. Finally,

∇im` = j[im,H`] = −j[H`, im] (9.11)= j( 1
F
Hm) = 1

F
m

and
∇imm = j[im,Hm] (9.10)= −j( 1

F 2S + I(Hm) + (SI)im) =
− 1

F 2 δ − Im = − 1
F

`− Im,
so (9.14) and (9.18) are also true. �

Remark. There is another method to derive the basic relations (9.8)-(9.19).
First we calculate the covariant derivatives (9.12)-(9.19) using di�erent tech-
niques, and next we apply the Ricci formulae (2.8), (3.7) to obtain the commu-
tator formulae (9.8)-(9.10).

Example. In view of (2.8), for any function f ∈ C∞( ◦TM) we have
(∇h∇hf)(`,m)− (∇h∇hf)(m, `) = −iR(`,m).

Here
(∇h∇hf)(`,m) = H`(Hm(f))−∇hf(∇H`m),
(∇h∇hf)(m, `) = Hm(H`(f))−∇hf(∇Hm`).

Now, as in Step 1 and Step 2 in the proof of 9.5, we can show that
∇H`m = ∇Hm` = 0.

So we obtain
[H`,Hm]f = −iR(`,m)f (9.4)= (ig(R(m, `)m,m)m)f = κ(im)f ,

which proves (9.9).
Proposition 9.7 (Berwald identity). Let S be the canonical spray of (M,F ).
Specifying a Berwald frame (`,m), the Gauss curvature κ and the main scalar
I of (M,F ) are related by

Iκ + (im)κ + 1
F

S(SI)I = 0.(9.20)
Proof. Applying the Jacobi identity to the vector �elds H`, Hm and im,

taking into account relations (9.8)-(9.11) and the property ∇hF = 0, we get
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0 = [H`, [Hm, im]] + [Hm, [im,H`]] + [im, [H`,Hm]] =
[H`,

1
F
H` + I(Hm) + (SI)im] + [Hm,

1
F
Hm] + [im,κ(im)] =

((H`)I)Hm + I[H`,Hm] +H`(SI)im + (SI)[H`, im] + (im)κ(im) =
SI

F
Hm+(Iκ)im+ 1

F
S(SI)im− SI

F
Hm+(imκ)im = (Iκ+ 1

F
S(SI)+(im)κ)im,

thus proving the Berwald identity. �

Proposition 9.8 The Jacobi endomorphism of (M,F ) has the form
K = κF1− κ∇vF ⊗ δ,(9.21)

hence the canonical spray of (M,F ) is isotropic.
Proof. We evaluate both sides of (9.21) at the members of the Berwald frame

(`,m).
K(`) := V[S,H`] = V[F (H`),H`] = V(−((H`)F )H` + F [H`,H`]) = 0;

K(m) := V[S,Hm] = V[F (H`),Hm] = V(−((Hm)F )H` + F [H`,Hm]) (9.9)=
FV(κim) = (κF )m;

(κF1−κ∇vF⊗δ)(`) = (κF )`−κ∇vF (`)δ (6.14)= (κF )`−κδ = (κF )`−(κF )` = 0,
(κF1− κ∇vF ⊗ δ)(m) = (κF )m− κ∇vF (m)δ (6.10)= (κF )m− κ

1
F

θ(m)δ =
(κF )m− κg(m,F`)` = (κF )m.

These prove our assertion. �

Remarks. (1) Since the function K := 1
n−1 trK = trK equals to

g(K(m),m) = g(κFm,m) = κF,

the Jacobi endomorphism of (M,F ) can also be written in the form
K = K(1− 1

F
∇vF ⊗ δ),

which is just formula (6.22) obtained in the proof of Theorem 6.3.
(2) Now we can easily check that the Weyl endomorphism of (M,F ) is the

zero transformation.
Formula (5.15) reduces to the following:

W◦ = K− κF1+ (trR)⊗ δ.

As we have just seen, trK = κF . Since
(trR)(`) = g(R(`, `), `) + g(R(m, `),m) = κ,

(trR)(m) = g(R(`,m), `) + g(R(m,m),m) = 0,
we obtain
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W◦(`) = K(`)− (κF )` + κδ = −(κF )` + (κF )` = 0,
W◦(m) = K(m)− (κF )m = (κF )m− (κF )m = 0.

This remark and Proposision 9.8 con�rm that condition dimM ≥ 3 in The-
orem 6.3 may indeed be omitted.
Proposition 9.9 The only surviving component of the Berwald curvature of
(M,F ) is

B(m,m)m = −2SI

F
` + (im(SI) + (Hm)I)m,(9.22)

therefore (M,F ) is a Berwald manifold, if and only if, the h-Berwald di�erential
of its main scalar vanishes.

Proof. By Corollary 3.4, B is indeed completely determined by the section
B(m,m)m. Using (9.18), (9.19) and (9.10), we obtain

B(m,m)m = ∇im∇Hmm−∇Hm∇imm−∇[im,Hm]m =
∇im(SI)m +∇Hm( 1

F
` + Im) +∇ 1

F H`+I(Hm)+(SI)imm = im(SI)m−
(SI)( 1

F
`+Im)− 1

F 2Hm(F )`+((Hm)I)m+I(SI)m+I(SI)m−SI

F
`−(SI)Im =

im(SI)m− 2SI

F
` + ((Hm)I)m = −2SI

F
` + (im(SI) + (Hm)I)m;

therefore
B = 0 ⇔ SI = 0 and im(SI) + (Hm)I = 0 ⇔

(H`)I = 0 and (Hm)I = 0 ⇔ ∇hI = 0.
�

Lemma 9.10 The only nonzero component of the trace of the Berwald tensor
is the function

(trB)(m,m) = im(SI) +Hm(I).(9.23)
Proof. Using the orthonormal frame (`,m), trB can be determined as in the

Riemannian case; cf., e.g., [48], p.38. So we have
(trB)(m,m) = g(B(`,m)m, `) + g(B(m,m)m,m) =

g(B(m,m)m,m) (9.22)= im(SI) +Hm(I).
�

Proposition 9.11 The only nonzero component of the Douglas curvature of
(M,F ) is D(m,m)m; it is given by

D(m,m)m = −1
3(

3SI

E
+ im(im(SI)) + im(Hm(I)) + 2Iim(SI) + 2I(Hm)I)δ.

(9.24)
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Proof. In the previous chapter we have already remarked that D vanishes if
one of its argument is from span(δ), so D is indeed determined by D(m,m)m.
Now we calculate this component. By de�nition,

D(m,m)m = B(m,m)m− (trB(m,m))m− 1
3(∇vtrB)(m,m, m)δ;

our only task is to evaluate the last term at the right-hand side.
(∇vtrB)(m,m, m) = (∇imtrB)(m,m) = im(trB(m,m))−

2trB(∇imm,m) (9.23),(9.18)= im(im(SI) +Hm(I)) + 2trB(Im,m) =
im(im(SI)) + im(Hm(I)) + 2Iim(SI) + 2IHm(I).

Now, putting together (9.22), (9.23) and this result, we get
D(m,m)m = −2SI

F
` + (im(SI +Hm(I))m− (im(SI) +Hm(I))m−

1
3(im(im(SI)) + im(Hm(I)) + 2Iim(SI) + 2IHm(I))δ =

−1
3
(3SI

E
+ im(im(SI)) + im(Hm(I)) + 2Iim(SI) + 2I(Hm)I

)
δ.

�

Proposition 9.12 The only surviving component of the Landsberg tensor of
(M,F ) is

P(m,m, m) = SI,(9.25)
therefore (M,F ) has vanishing Landsberg tensor, if and only if, its main scalar
is a �rst integral of the canonical spray, i.e., SI = 0.

Proof. By Corollary 7.2, P is indeed completely determined by the function
P(m,m, m). It was shown in Step 3 of the proof of 9.5 that

∇Hmm = P(m,m, m)m.

Comparing this relation with (9.19) we obtain (9.25). �

Remark. We have already shown in general that the direction indepen-
dence of the Landsberg tensor implies its vanishing (Proposition 7.5). In the
2-dimensional case this conclusion may be deduced immediately:
∇vP(m, `,m, m) = (∇imP)(`,m, m) = im(P(`,m,m))−P(∇im`,m, m)−

2P(`,∇imm,m) 7.2= −P(∇im`,m,m) (9.14)= − 1
F
P(m,m, m),

hence ∇vP = 0 implies P = 0.
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Lemma 9.13 The only not necessarily vanishing component of the stretch ten-
sor of (M,F ) is

�(`,m,m, m) = 2
F

S(SI).(9.26)
Proof. 7.2 (ii) and relations ∇H`` = ∇Hm` = 0 imply immediately that

if ` ∈
{

X̃, Ỹ , Z̃
}, then ∇hP(`, X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) = ∇hP(m, X̃, Ỹ , Z̃) = 0.

Thus � is indeed uniquely determined by its value on the quadruple (`,m,m, m).
Now we calculate:

�(`,m,m, m) = 2∇hP(`,m, m, m) =
2(H`(P(m,m, m))− 3∇hP(∇H`m,m, m)) = 2

F
S(P(m,m, m)) (9.25)= 2

F
S(SI).

�

Corollary 9.14 (M,F ) has vanishing stretch tensor, if and only if, its Gauss
curvature satis�es

Iκ + (im)κ = 0.
In particular, 2-dimensional Finsler manifolds of vanishing Gauss curvature
have vanishing stretch tensor.

Proof. From relation (9.26) and the Berwald identity (9.20) we obtain
Iκ + im(κ) + 1

2�(`,m,m, m) = 0,
whence our assertion. �

Proposition 9.15 (M,F ) is a p-Berwald manifold, if and only if, its main
scalar satis�es the PDE

(im)SI + (Hm)I = 0.
Proof. By de�nition, (M,F ) is a p-Berwald manifold if B+ 1

EP⊗ δ = 0. In
view of the preceding two propositions, this condition takes the following form:

0 = B(m,m, )m + 1
E
P(m,m, m)δ =

−2SI

F
` + (im(SI) + (Hm)I)m + 2

F
(SI)` = (im(SI) + (Hm)I)m,

whence our assertion. �

Corollary 9.16 The class of the 2-dimensional p-Berwald manifolds is the
same as the class of the 2-dimensional weakly Berwald manifolds.
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Proof. This is immediate from the Proposition and Lemma 9.10. �

Corollary 9.17 A 2-dimensional Finsler manifold is a Berwald manifold, if
and only if, it is a weakly Berwald (or, equivalently, p-Berwald) manifold and
has vanishing Landsberg tensor.

Proof. The necessity is obvious: all Berwald manifolds have traceless Berwald
curvature and vanishing Landsberg tensor (see the Remark after Lemma 7.1).

Conversely, if (M,F ) is a 2-dimensional weakly Berwald manifold with van-
ishing Landsberg tensor, then trB = 0 implies by Lemma 9.10

im(SI) +Hm(I) = 0,
and here SI = 0, by Proposition 9.12. So

(∇hI)(`) = (H`)I = 1
F

SI = 0 , (∇hI)(m) = Hm(I) = 0,
hence ∇hI = 0, therefore (M,F ) is a Berwald manifold by Proposition 9.9. �

Remark. Corollary 9.17 has also been obtained by S. B�acs�o and R.
Yoshikawa ([11]), using the tools of classical tensor calculus.



Chapter 10

Rapcs�ak's equations: some

consequences and

applications

Following the terminology of [61] we say that a spray is Finsler-metrizable
in a broad sense or, after Z. Shen [52], projectively Finslerian, or, less precisely,
projectively metrizable, if there exists a Finsler function whose canonical spray is
projectively related to the given spray. If, in particular, the projective relation
is trivial in the sense that the projective factor vanishes, then the spray will
be called Finsler metrizable in a natural sense or Finsler variational. In this
section, after some preparations, we establish di�erent conditions concerning
both types of metrizability of a spray.
Proposition 10.1 Let (M,F ) and (M,F ) be Finsler manifolds, and let the
geometric data arising from F be distinguished by bar. Suppose that the cano-
nical sprays S and S of (M,F ) and (M,F ) are projectively related, namely
S = S − 2PC. Then

2P = SF

F
,(10.1)

and
∇SC[ = PC[ +P.(10.2)

Proof. Since S is horizontal with respect to the canonical connection of
(M,F ), we obtain

0 = S F = (S − 2PC)F = SF − 2PF ,

so (10.1) is valid. To prove the second relation, let X, Y , Z be arbitrary vector
�elds on M . Then, applying (5.8) and (6.8),
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(
∇SC[

) (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = S(C[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ))− C[(∇SX̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)− C[(X̂,∇S Ŷ , Ẑ)−
C[(X̂, Ŷ ,∇SẐ) = S(C[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)) + 2PC(C[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ))− C[(∇SX̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)−

C[(X̂,∇S Ŷ , Ẑ)− C[(X̂, Ŷ ,∇SẐ) + 3PC[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ).
Since C[ is homogeneous of degree −1,

CC[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇CC[

) (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = −C[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ),
so we get(
∇SC[

) (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇SC[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) + PC[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) 7.4= (P+ PC[)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ),
thus proving Proposition 10.1. �

Lemma 10.2 Let a spray S over M be given. Let H be the Ehresmann connec-
tion associated to S, and let h := H ◦ j be the horizontal projector associated to
H. Then for any smooth function F on ◦

TM we have
2dhF = d(F − CF )− iSddJF + dJiSdF.(10.3)

This useful relation was found by J. Klein, see [29], section 3.2. Its validity
may be checked by brute force, evaluating both sides of (10.3) on vertical lifts
Xv and complete lifts Xc, X ∈ X(M). It is possible, however, to verify (10.3)
also by a more elegant, completely `argumentum-free' reasoning, see again [29],
and [57].
Proposition 10.3 Let (M,F ) be a Finsler-manifold with energy function E :=
12F

2 and canonical spray S, given by iSddJE = −dE on ◦
TM . Suppose S is a

further spray over M , and let H be the Ehresmann connection associated to S.
S is projectively related to S, if and only if, for each vector �eld X ∈ X(M)

we have
(R1) 2XhF = Xv(SF ) (Xh := HX̂).

Proof. Let H be the canonical connection of (M,F ). Suppose �rst that S

and S are projectively related, namely S = S−2PC, P ∈ C∞( ◦TM)∩C1(TM).
If X ∈ X(M), Xh = H(X̂), Xh = H(X̂), then

Xh = Xh − PXv − (XvP )C
by (5.4). By Proposition 10.1 we have 2P = SF

F
. Since H is conservative, then

we obtain:
0 = 2XhF = (2Xh − SF

F
Xv −Xv(SF

F
)C)F =

2XhF − SF

F
(XvF )− 1

F
Xv(SF )F + 1

F
2 (SF )(XvF )F = 2XhF −Xv(SF ).
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This proves the validity of (R1) if S and S are projectively related.
Conversely, suppose that (R1) is satis�ed. Then, for all X ∈ X(M),

2XhE = 2F (XhF ) (R1)= F (Xv(SF )) = Xv(SE)− (XvF )(SF ).(10.4)
Since E − CE = −E, we obtain by Lemma 10.2

dJiSdE − 2dhE = iSddJE + dE.(10.5)
Next we prove that the left-hand side of (10.5) equals to SF

F
iCddJE.

An easy calculation shows, on the one hand, that for any vector �eld X on
M ,

(dJiSdE − 2dhE)(Xv) = 0 = SF

F
iCddJE(Xv).

On the other hand,
(dJiSdE − 2dhE)(Xc) = JXc(iSdE)− 2(hXc)E =

Xv(SE)− 2XhE (10.4)= (XvF )(SF ),
while

SF

F
iCddJE(Xc) = SF

F
ddJE(C,Xc) =

SF

F

(
CdJE(Xc)−XcdJE(C)− dJE[C,Xc]) = SF

F
C(XvE) =

SF

F
([C,Xv]E + Xv(CE)) = SF

F
(XvE) = (SF )(XvF ),

hence
dJiSdE − 2dhE = SF

F
iCddJE,(10.6)

as we claimed. (10.5) and (10.6) imply that
iSddJE + dE = iSF

F
C

ddJE

whence
i
S−SF

F
C

ddJE = −dE.

Since S is uniquely determined on ◦
TM by the `Euler-Lagrange equation'

iSddJE = −dE, we conclude that S = S − SF
F

C, which proves the Proposi-
tion. �

(R1) provides a necessary and su�cient condition for the Finsler-
metrizability of a spray in a broad sense. In terms of classical tensor calculus,
it was �rst formulated by A. Rapcs�ak [49], so it will be quoted as Rapcs�ak's
equation for F with respect to S.

Now we derive a 'more intrinsic' expression of (R1), showing that it can also
be written in the form
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(R2) ∇S∇vF = ∇hF .
Indeed, for any vector �eld X ∈ X(M) we have

∇S∇vF (X̂) = S(XvF )−∇vF (∇SX̂) = S(XvF )− (i∇SX̂)F =
S(XvF )− v[S, Xv]F (2.2)= S(XvF )− (vXc)F = S(XvF )−XcF + XhF =

[S, Xv]F + Xv(SF )−XcF + XhF (2.2)=
(Xc − 2Xh)F + Xv(SF )−XcF + XhF = Xv(SF )−XhF ,

hence
∇S∇vF = ∇hF ⇔ Xv(SF )−XhF = XhF for all X ∈ X(M).

This proves the equivalence of (R1) and (R2). Rapcs�ak equations (R1), (R2)have several further equivalents, we collect here some of them:
(R3) iSddJF = 0;
(R4) iδ∇h∇vF = ∇hF ;
(R5) dhdJF = 0;
(R6) ∇h∇vF (X̃, Ỹ ) = ∇h∇vF (Ỹ , X̃) ;
(R7) ∇v∇hF (X̃, Ỹ ) = ∇v∇hF (Ỹ , X̃)
(in (R6) and (R7) X̃ and Ỹ are arbitrary sections along ◦

τ).
Details on a proof of the equivalence of conditions (R1)-(R7) can be found

in [61], [57], [58], [59]. We note only that the equivalence of (R6) and (R7) is animmediate consequence of the Ricci identity (3.7), while the equivalence of (R2)and (R4) follows from the identity iδ∇h∇vF = ∇S∇vF .
Proposition 10.4 (criterion for Finsler variationality). Let S be a spray over
M , and let H be the Ehresmann connection associated to S. S is the canonical
spray of a Finsler manifold (M,F ), if and only if, dF ◦ H = 0.

Proof. The necessity is obvious since the canonical connection of (M,F ) is
conservative. To prove the su�ciency, suppose that dF ◦ H = 0. Then for all
X ∈ X(M) we have

dF ◦ H(X̂) = dF (Xh) = XhF = 0.(10.7)
Since the horizontal lifts Xh, X ∈ X(M) generate the C∞( ◦TM)-module of H-
horizontal vector �elds, this implies that for any H-horizontal vector �eld ξ on
◦
TM we have ξF = 0. In particular, S is also H-horizontal, so SF = 0 holds
too. Then Rapcs�ak's equation (R1) is valid trivially: both sides of the relation
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vanish identically. By Proposition 10.3, from this it follows that S and S are
projectively related:

S = S − 2PC , P ∈ C1(TM) ∩ C∞( ◦TM).
However, P

(10.1)= 12 SF
F

= 0, so we obtain the required equality S = S. �

Remark. In his excellent textbook [31], written in a 'semi-classical style', D.
Laugwitz formulates and proves the following theorem: The paths of a system
(xi)′′ +2Hi(x, x′) = 0 (i ∈ {1, . . . n}) are the geodesics of a Finsler function F ,
if and only if, F is invariant under the parallel displacement

dξi

dt
+ Hi

r(x, ξ)dxr

dt
= 0 , Hi

r := ∂Hi

∂yr

associated with the sytem of paths. ([31], Theorem 15.8.1.) Here we slightly
modi�ed Laugwitz's formulation and notation. The 'system', actually a SODE,
is given in a chart (τ−1(U), (xi, yi)) on TM , induced by a chart (U , (ui)) on M ,
so the coordinate functions are

xi := ui ◦ τ = (ui)v , yi := (ui)c ; i ∈ {1, . . . , n} .

It may be easily seen that our Proposition 10.4 is just an intrinsic reformulation
of Laugwitz's metrization theorem. Laugwitz's proof takes more than one page
and applies a totally di�erent argument.
Corollary 10.5 (the uniqueness of the canonical connection). Let (M,F ) be
a Finsler manifold. If H is a torsion-free, homogeneous Ehresmann connection
over M such that dF ◦ H = 0, then H is the canonical connection of (M,F ).

Proof. Since H is torsion-free and homogeneous, Corollary 6 in section 3 of
[57] assures that H is associated to a spray. Then the condition dF ◦ H = 0
implies by the preceding Proposition that this spray is the canonical spray, and
hence H is the canonical connection of (M,F ). �

Remark. The uniqueness proof presented here is based, actually, on the
Rapcs�ak equations. The idea that they may be applied also in this context is
due to Z. I. Szab�o [55].

Our next results may be considered as necessary conditions for the Finsler
metrizability of a spray in a broad sense.
Proposition 10.6 Let S be a spray over M , and let ∇ = (∇h,∇v) be the
Berwald derivative induced by the Ehresmann connection associated to S. If a
Finsler function F : TM → R satis�es one (and hence all) of the Rapcs�ak
equations with respect to S, then

∇S∇v∇vF = 0.(10.8)
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Proof. For any vector �elds X, Y on M we have(
∇S∇v∇vF ) (X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇h∇v(∇vF )(δ, X̂, Ŷ ) (3.9)=

∇v∇h(∇vF )(X̂, δ, Ŷ ) +∇vF (B(X̂, δ)Ŷ ) (3.6)= ∇v∇h(∇vF )(X̂, δ, Ŷ ) =
Xv (∇h∇vF (δ, Ŷ ))−∇h∇vF (X̂, Ŷ ) (3.7)= Xv (∇v∇hF (Ŷ , δ))−∇v∇hF (Ŷ , X̂) =

Xv(Y v(SF )−∇hF (Ŷ ))− Y v(XhF ) (R1)= Xv(2Y hF − Y hF )− Y v(XhF ) =
Xv(Y hF )− Y v(XhF ) = ∇v∇hF (X̂, Ŷ )−∇v∇hF (Ŷ , X̂) (R7)= 0.

�

Corollary 10.7 Under the assumptions of the Proposition above, let
µ := ∇v∇vF (6.16)= 1

F
η,

where η is the angular metric tensor of the Finsler manifold (M,F ). Then
∇S∇vµ +∇hµ = 0.(10.9)

Proof. Let Y,Z ∈ X(M). Then by Proposition 10.6,
∇hµ(δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇S∇v∇vF (Ŷ , Ẑ) = 0.

Operating on both sides by Xv, where X ∈ X(M), we obtain
0 = Xv(∇hµ(δ, Ŷ , Ẑ)) = (∇Xv∇hµ) (δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) +∇hµ(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) =

∇v∇hµ(X̂, δ, Ŷ , Ẑ) +∇hµ(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) (3.9),(3.6)=
∇h∇vµ(δ, X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) +∇hµ(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇S∇vµ +∇hµ)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ),

which proves the Corollary. �

Theorem 10.8 Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold with canonical spray S; let
λ := ∇vF

F
, µ := ∇v∇vF ; and let C[ and P be the Cartan and the Landsberg

tensor of (M,F ), respectively. If F satis�es one (and hence all) of the Rapcs�ak
equations with respect to a spray S, and P is the projective factor between S
and S, then

∇hµ = Sym(λ⊗ µ) + 2
F
(PC[ −P).(10.10)

Proof.
∇hµ (10.9)= −∇S∇vµ (6.19)= −2∇S

( 1
F

C[

)
+∇SSym(λ⊗ µ) =

2SF

F
2 C[ −

2
F
∇SC[ + Sym(∇Sλ⊗ µ + λ⊗∇Sµ) (10.1),(10.2),(10.8)=

4P
F

C[ −
2P
F

C[ −
2
F
P+ Sym(∇Sλ⊗ µ) = Sym(∇Sλ⊗ µ) + 2

F
(PC[ −P).
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�

Remark. Relation (10.10) is an intrinsic, index and argumentrum free ver-
sion of formula (2.4) in [2].
Corollary 10.9 If a Finsler function F satis�es a Rapcs�ak equation with re-
spect to a spray S, and (∇h,∇v) is the Berwald derivative induced by S, then
the tensor ∇hµ = ∇h∇v∇vF is totally symmetric.

Proof. The total symmetry of ∇hµ can be read from (10.10). �

Remark. We show that the total symmetry of ∇hµ (modulo a Rapcs�ak
equation) may also be veri�ed immediately, independently of (10.10).

Using the Ricci formula (3.9), for any vector �elds X, Y , Z on M we have
∇h∇v∇vF (X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇v∇h∇vF (Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ) +∇vF (B(Ŷ , X̂)Ẑ).

The second term at the right-hand side is totally symmetric by Lemma 3.2, so
our only task is to show that the �rst term also has this symmetry property.
Since

∇v∇hF (X̂, Ŷ ) = Xv(Y hF ) , ∇v∇hF (Ŷ , X̂) = Y v(XhF ),
Rapcs�ak's equation (R7) implies that

Xv(Y hF ) = Y v(XhF ) ; X, Y ∈ X(M).(10.11)
Thus
∇v∇h∇vF (Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ) = Y v(∇h∇vF (X̂, Ẑ)) = Y v(Xh(ZvF )−∇vF (∇XhẐ)) =

Y v(Xh(ZvF )− [Xh, Zv]F ) = Y v(Zv(XhF )) = Zv(Y v(XhF )) (10.11)=
Zv(Xv(Y hF )) = Xv(Zv(Y hF )) (10.11)= Xv(Y v(ZhF )) = Y v(Xv(ZhF )),

as was to be checked.
Proposition 10.10 Let S be a spray over M , and suppose that a Finsler func-
tion F : TM → R satis�es a Rapcs�ak equation with respect to S. If R is the
curvature of the Ehresmann connection associated to H, then

S(X̂,Ŷ ,Ẑ)µ(R(X̂, Ŷ ), Ẑ) = 0.(10.12)

Proof. Let (∇h,∇v) be the Berwald derivative determined by H. First we
show that

∇h∇h`[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ)(10.13)
(`[ := ∇vF ; X, Y, Z ∈ X(M)) is symmetric in its last two arguments. Indeed,
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∇h∇h`[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = (∇Xh(∇h`[)) (Ŷ , Ẑ) =
Xh(∇h`[(Ŷ , Ẑ))−∇h`[(∇Xh Ŷ , Ẑ)−∇h`[(Ŷ ,∇XhẐ) (R6)= Xh(∇h`[(Ẑ, Ŷ ))−
∇h`[(∇XhẐ, Ŷ )−∇h`[(Ẑ,∇Xh Ŷ ) = (∇Xh(∇h`[)) (Ẑ, Ŷ ) = ∇h∇h`[(X̂, Ẑ, Ŷ ),
which proves our claim.

Next we apply the Ricci identity (4.7) to (10.13):
∇h∇h`[(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = ∇h∇h`[(Ŷ , X̂, Ẑ)− `[(H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ)− µ(R(X̂, Ŷ ), Ẑ).

Interchanging X̂, Ŷ and Ẑ cyclically:
∇h∇h`[(Ŷ , Ẑ, X̂) = ∇h∇h`[(Ẑ, Ŷ , X̂)− `[(H(Ŷ , Ẑ)X̂)− µ(R(Ŷ , Ẑ), X̂),
∇h∇h`[(Ẑ, X̂, Ŷ ) = ∇h∇h`[(X̂, Ẑ, Ŷ )− `[(H(Ẑ, X̂)Ŷ )− µ(R(Ẑ, X̂), Ŷ ).

We add these three relations. Then, using the Bianchi identity (4.3) and the
symmetry of ∇h∇h`[ in its last two variables, relation (10.12) drops. �

Remark. In the language of classical tensor calculus, relation (10.12) was
�rst formulated by A. Rapcs�ak [49]. For another index-free treatment, using
Grifone's formalism, we refer to [61].
Lemma 10.11 Let a spray S : TM → TTM and a Finsler function
F : TM → R be given. If µ := ∇v∇vF ; R is the curvature, and K is the Ja-
cobi endomorphism of the Ehresmann connection associated to S, then relation
(10.12) is equivalent to the condition

µ(K(X̂), Ŷ ) = µ(X̂,K(Ŷ )) ; X, Y ∈ X(M).(10.14)
Proof. We recall that by (4.9), K and R are related by

K(X̃) = R(X̃, δ) , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π).
(10.12)⇒(10.14) By assumption, for any vector �elds X, Y on M we have

µ(R(X̂, δ), Ŷ ) + µ(R(δ, Ŷ ), X̂) + µ(R(Ŷ , X̂), δ) = 0,
or, equivalently,

µ(K(X̂), Ŷ )− µ(X̂,K(Ŷ )) = µ(R(X̂, Ŷ ), δ).
We show that the right-hand side vanishes.

µ(R(X̂, Ŷ ), δ) = ∇v∇vF (δ,R(X̂, Ŷ )) = (∇C∇vF )(R(X̂, Ŷ )) =
C(iR(X̂, Ŷ )F )−∇vF (∇C(R(X̂, Ŷ ))) = C(iR(X̂, Ŷ )F )−

∇vF (∇CR(X̂, Ŷ )) (4.3)= C(iR(X̂, Ŷ )F )− iR(X̂, Ŷ )F = [C, iR(X̂, Ŷ )]F =
[C, [X, Y ]h − [Xh, Y h]] = −[C, [Xh, Y h]] = [Xh, [Y h, C]] + [Y h, [C,Xh]] = 0,
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taking into account the homogeneity of the associated Ehresmann connection.
(10.14)⇒(10.12) We operate by Xv on both sides of the relation

µ(K(Ŷ ), Ẑ) = µ(Ŷ ,K(Ẑ)), and permute the variables cyclically. Then we ob-
tain:

Xv(µ(K(Ŷ ), Ẑ)) = Xv(µ(Ŷ ,K(Ẑ))),
Y v(µ(K(Ẑ), X̂)) = Y v(µ(Ẑ,K(X̂))),
Zv(µ(K(X̂), Ŷ )) = Zv(µ(X̂,K(Ŷ ))).

Applying the product rule,
∇vµ(X̂,K(Ŷ ), Ẑ)−∇vµ(X̂, Ŷ ,K(Ẑ)) = µ(Ŷ ,∇vK(X̂, Ẑ))− µ(∇vK(X̂, Ŷ ), Ẑ),
∇vµ(Ŷ ,K(Ẑ), X̂)−∇vµ(Ŷ , Ẑ,K(X̂)) = µ(Ẑ,∇vK(Ŷ , X̂))− µ(∇vK(Ŷ , Ẑ), X̂),
∇vµ(Ẑ,K(X̂), Ŷ )−∇vµ(Ẑ, X̂,K(Ŷ )) = µ(X̂,∇vK(Ẑ, Ŷ ))− µ(∇vK(Ẑ, X̂), Ŷ ).
Now we add these three relations. Since ∇vµ = ∇v∇v∇vF is totally symmetric,
we obtain

0 = µ(∇vK(Ŷ , X̂)−∇vK(X̂, Ŷ ), Ẑ)+
µ(∇vK(Ẑ, Ŷ )−∇vK(Ŷ , Ẑ), X̂)+

µ(∇vK(X̂, Ẑ)−∇vK(Ẑ, X̂), Ŷ ) (4.8)=
3(µ(R(X̂, Ŷ ), Ẑ) + µ(R(Ŷ , Ẑ), X̂) + µ(R(Ẑ, X̂), Ŷ )) =

3 S(X̂,Ŷ ,Ẑ)µ(R(X̂, Ŷ ), Ẑ),
and this ends the proof. �

Corollary 10.12 (the self-adjointness condition). If a Finsler function
F : TM → R satis�es a Rapcs�ak equation with respect to a spray over M , then
the Jacobi endomorphism K determined by the spray is self-adjoint with respect
to the symmetric type (02) tensor µ = ∇v∇vF , i.e.,

µ(K(X̃), Ỹ ) = µ(X̃,K(Ỹ )) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).
�



Chapter 11

Summary

In the following we present a brief survey of chapter contents.
Chapter 1 In this chapter we give the necessary preliminaries. We collect

the most indispensable concepts and facts from basic di�erential geometry, and
standardize our notation and terminology. We �x the main scene of our consid-
erations: this is the Finsler bundle

◦
π : ◦

TM ×M TM →
◦
TM,

the pull-back of the tangent bundle τ : TM → M over the projection of the slit
tangent bundle ◦

τ : ◦
TM → M . We also need the vector bundle

π : TM ×M TM → TM,

the pull-back of τ over τ . The modules of sections of these vector bundles will
be denoted by Sec( ◦π) and Sec(π), respectively. We introduce a canonical tensor
derivation, the vertical derivation ∇v, over the tensor algebra of the C∞( ◦TM)-
module Sec( ◦π).

The only new technicality is the inductively de�ned trace operator acting on
type ( 1

s+1
) tensor �elds along ◦

τ . This will be proved to be e�ective and useful
in our coordinate-free calculations. For completeness, we reproduce a simple
proof of the di�erential Bianchi identity in the context of general vector bundles.

Chapter 2 Here we �x what we mean by an Ehresmann connection and
a spray. We also introduce some mutations of a spray: semispray, second-order
vector �eld, a�ne spray. All this is necessary since we �nd di�erent and non-
equivalent de�nitions for these basic concepts in the literature. We recall the
fundamental relation between an Ehresmann connection and a semispray, dis-
covered (independently) by M. Crampin and J. Grifone. We de�ne the most
important technical tool of our calculations, the Berwald derivative ∇. It is
built of a horizontal part ∇h determined by an Ehresmann connection, and the
vertical derivative ∇v.
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We derive a horizontal Ricci identity for functions, in which the curvature
tensor R of the Ehresmann connection appears. We prove the following Bianchi
identity for the horizontal di�erential of the curvature:

S(X,Y,Z)(∇hR)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = 0.
To our knowledge, this simple and useful relation has not appeared in the liter-
ature (at least in this form). It corresponds the Bianchi identity

[h, R] = 0
in Proposition I.61 in Grifone's paper [27], where the symbol [, ] means
Fr�olicher-Nijenhuis bracket, whose evaluation is quite di�cult. A similar
Bianchi identity was obtained also by M. Crampin [19], but in a quite arti�cal
manner.

Chapter 3 This chapter is devoted to a brief discussion of the Berwald
curvature of an Ehresmann connectionH. Consider the usual curvature operator
R∇(ξ, η) : Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π) 7→ R∇(ξ, η)Z̃ := ∇ξ∇ηZ̃ −∇η∇ξZ̃ −∇[ξ,η]Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π)

of the Berwald derivative ∇ (ξ and η are �xed vector �elds on ◦
TM). Then the

Berwald curvature B of H is de�ned by
B(X̃, Ỹ ) := R∇(iX̃,HỸ ) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).

(The C∞( ◦TM)-linear map i identi�es the module Sec( ◦π) with the module of
vertical vector �elds on ◦

TM .)
Beside some technicalities (convenient formulae for calculations of B, sym-

metry and homogeneity properties, Ricci identities involving B), we show that
the Berwald curvature vanishes, if and only if, the horizontal derivative arising
from the connection is \h-basic", i.e., roughly speaking, it is the natural lift of a
covariant derivative operator on the base manifold. More precisely, B vanishes,
if and only if, there is a covariant derivative operator D on M , such that

∇ĥ
X

Ŷ = D̂XY ; X, Y ∈ X(M);
X̂(v) := (v,X(τ(v))) , v ∈

◦
TM.

Chapter 4 In this chapter we discuss the a�ne curvature H of an Ehres-
mann connection, with speci�c emphasis on the case when the Ehresmann con-
nection is generated by a spray. By de�nition,

H(X̃, Ỹ ) := R∇(HX̃,HỸ ) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).
Our terminology (`a�ne curvature') follows Berwald's usage [17]. If ∇vH = 0,
we say after Z. Shen that the Ehresmann connection is R-quadratic.
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We derive between the a�ne curvature H and the curvature R of H the
following relations:

H(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ = ∇vR(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ );
R(X̃, Ỹ ) = H(X̃, Ỹ )δ , if H is homogeneous.

(δ : v ∈ TM 7→ δ(v) := (v, v) is the canonical section of π.)
Also in the homogeneous case, we show that R is homogeneous of degree 1,

and H is homogeneous of degree 0.
We assume now that the Ehresmann connection H is torsion-free.

We deduce
the algebraic Bianchi identity S(X,Y,Z)H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ = 0,
and the di�erential Bianchi identity

∇vH(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hB(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃, Ũ) +∇hB(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ , Ũ) = 0.
As further technicalities, we derive the Ricci formulae for the repeated hor-

izontal di�erential of sections and 1-forms; they involve the a�ne curvature.
After these, we de�ne and derive in an index-free manner the basic relations

which served, in the language of tensor calculus, as the de�nitions of the basic
curvature data in Berwald's classical paper [17]. Let a spray S over M be given.
(In Berwald's treatment the role of S is played by a system of second-order
di�erential equations written in terms of local coordinates.) The a�ne deviation
tensor (Berwald's terminology) or the Jacobi endomorphism of S is the type(11) tensor �eld K along ◦

τ given by
K(X̃) := V[S,HX̃] , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π),

where H is the Ehresmann connection associated to S, and V is the vertical
map belonging to H (V ◦ H = 0, V ◦ i = identity). We show in our formalism
that the curvature of H and the a�ne deviation tensor are related by

R(X̃, Ỹ ) = 1
3(∇vK(Ỹ , X̃)−∇vK(X̃, Ỹ )) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).

We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of the atness and the
isotropy of a spray. In both cases, by de�nition, the Jacobi endomorphism has a
very speci�c form. It turns out immediately that atness implies the vanishing
of the Jacobi endomorphism, whence the curvature and the a�ne curvature
also vanish. Isotropic sprays will be studied in some detail in the Finslerian case.

Chapter 5 Two sprays, S and S, over a smooth manifold M are said to be
projectively related if

S = S − 2PC,
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where the projective factor P is a positive-homogeneous function of degree 1
(smooth on ◦

TM), and C := i ◦ δ is the Liouville vector �eld. The transition
from S to S is mentioned as a projective change.

In this chapter �rst we review some basic facts concerning a projective change
of a spray. Then all of the basic geometric data (Ehresmann connection and its
associated objects, horizontal derivative, Berwald curvature, Jacobi endomor-
phism,...) of the spray change; we give the explicit formulas for these changes.
We show that the Berwald curvature and its trace remain invariant under a
projective change at the same time. The criterion of their invariance leads to a
simple PDE for the projective factor, which we solve without using coordinates.

We recall an intrinsic de�nition of the two basic projectively invariant
tensors, the Douglas curvature (D), which may be constructed from the
Berwald curvature, and the Weyl endomorphism (W◦), which may be built
from the Jacobi endomorphism. As for the Weyl endomorphism (or projective
deviation tensor in Berwald's usage), we adopted del Castillo's de�nition [22],
mutatis mutandis, but we expressed it in a more convenient form in terms of
K, trK and their vertical di�erentials.

Chapter 6 We begin with the de�nition of a Finsler function and its fun-
damental geometric data (Hilbert 1-form, normalized supporting element �eld,
angular metric tensor, Cartan tensor, Landsberg tensor). We present some sim-
ple, more or less technical, observations about these basic objects. Next we
recall an intrinsic de�nition of the canonical spray of a Finsler manifold. The
construction is just a �ne intrinsic reformulation of the Euler-Lagrange equation
of the energy functional. From this point, our general principles may be realized
according to the scheme

Finsler function −→ canonical spray −→ Ehresmann connection −→
curvatures.

Note that the Ehresmann connection determined by the canonical spray of a
Finsler manifold is said to be the canonical connection or Berwald connection of
the Finsler manifold. From this connection, as in the general theory, a covariant
derivative operator can be obtained by linearization in the Finsler bundle ◦

π :
◦
TM×M TM →

◦
TM , this is the (Finslerian) Berwald derivative. (It is dangerous

to confuse the Berwald connection with the Berwald derivative!)
The only truly interesting result in this chapter is essentially classical. In his

paper [17] Berwald has shown that an at least 3-dimensional isotropic Finsler
manifold has vanishing Weyl endomorphism. (His formulation is distinct to
some extent, but equivalent.) It was discovered by L. del Castillo and, indepen-
dently, by Z. I. Szab�o, that the converse of Berwald's theorem is also true. We
give here a simple proof of this important observation. (Berwald himself also
proved the converse, but he used an additional condition.) For completeness, we
also present an independent proof of Berwald's above mentioned statement; in
fact, this is the harder part. Note that in Berwald's and Szab�o's formulation it
is assumed that the Finsler manifold is at least 3-dimensional. In our treatment
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this condition is superuous. However, we shall discuss the 2-dimensional
case repeatedly in Chapter 9. Then we shall check that the Weyl tensor is
automatically zero (which is a well-known fact), while the canonical spray is
isotropic (this will be obtained as an easy consequence).

Chapter 7 Finsler geometric objects are typically position and direction
dependent. It may happen, however, that some of them depend only on the
position. Mathematically expressed: some Finsler geometric objects may have
vanishing vertical di�erential. We mention here an important, classical example.
In an n-dimensional, isotropic Finsler manifold (M,F ) may be de�ned by the
scalar curvature function

R := 1
(n− 1)F 2 trK,

where K is the Jacobi endomorphism. It is positive-homogeneous of degree 0.
Berwald has shown in [17] that if R \depends only on the position", i.e., ∇vR =
0, and dimM ≥ 3, then the function R is constant. (It is presupposed that the
manifold is connected.) This is the Finslerian version of the well-known Schur
lemma from Riemannian geometry.

A systematic investigation of Finsler manifolds with direction-independent
data was initiated by S. B�acs�o and M. Matsumoto [5]. In this chapter we show
that the direction independence of the Landsberg tensor and the stretch tensor
holds only trivially, i.e., if these tensors vanish. We also prove that R-quadratic
Finsler manifolds have vanishing stretch tensor. To formulate these results more
explicitly, consider
the metric tensor g := 12∇v∇vF 2,
the Landsberg tensor P := − 12∇hg,
and the stretch tensor � de�ned by

�(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ) := 2(∇hP(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hP(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃, Ũ)).
Then we have
(1) ∇vP = 0 ⇒ P = 0;
(2) ∇v� = 0 ⇒ � = 0;
(3) ∇vH = 0 ⇒ � = 0.
Chapter 8 Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold with metric tensor g. First we

de�ne the orthogonal projection of the module of sections of the Finsler bundle
◦
π : ◦

TM ×M TM →
◦
TM onto the g-orthogonal complement of span(δ) (δ is the

canonical section). On Euclidean analogy, it may simply be given by

X̃ 7→ p(X̃) := X̃ − g(X̃, δ)
g(X̃, X̃)δ.
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In a more compact form,
p = 1− 1

F
∇vF ⊗ δ.

We also de�ne, what we mean by the projected tensor of a type (0k) or a type(1
k

) \Finsler tensor" (k ≥ 1).
Temporarily, we say that a Finsler manifold is a p-Berwald manifold, if the

projected tensor of its Berwald curvature vanishes. Our �rst observation is that
a p-Berwald manifold is R-quadratic, if and only if, its stretch tensor vanishes.
Next we show that the class of the at least 3-dimensional p-Berwald manifolds
is the same as the class of the at least 3-dimensional Berwald manifolds. Thus
we obtain a new characterization of Berwald manifolds in dimension n ≥ 3. This
result is strongly related to Sakaguchi's important theorem in [51], which states
that an at least 3-dimensional Finsler manifold is a Douglas manifold (i.e., has
vanishing Douglas curvature), if and only if, its projected Douglas curvature
vanishes. Sakaguchi's theorem plays an essential role in our proof.

Having the projection operator p, we may express the curvature of the
Berwald connection of an isotropic Finsler manifold (M,F ) in the very con-
venient form

R = Fp ∧ (R∇vF + 1
3F∇vR),

where R is the scalar curvature mentioned above. Conversely, if the curvature
R takes this form, then (M,F ) is isotropic. If, in addition, R `depends only on
the position', then we obtain

R = FR(p⊗∇vF −∇vF ⊗ p).
Starting from these observations, to demonstrate the e�ciency of our tools, we
conclude the Chapter with a new proof of the Finslerian Schur lemma.

Chapter 9 The greater part of this chapter consists essentially of transcrip-
tions in order to give an intrinsic formulation in our setup of Berwald's theory of
2-dimensional Finsler manifolds, explained by him so beautifully in terms of the
classical tensor calculus in [16]. In this process all ingredients of the preceding
chapters appear once again, but in a more transparent form. This transparency
is mostly due to the fact that we have an intrinsically constructed orthonor-
mal 2-frame, called Berwald frame, and we may apply Fourier expansion with
respect to this frame. So, on the one hand, this chapter may be considered as
an application of our tools and techniques to a concrete situation. On the other
hand, we �nd an opportunity to tie up some loose ends.

We give an explicit representation of the Jacobi endomorphism, and
conclude that all 2-dimensional Finsler manifolds are isotropic. On the other
hand, we can easily show that the Weyl endomorphism annulates both members
of the Berwald frame, and hence it is the zero transformation. We show that
a 2-dimensional Finsler manifold is p-Berwald, if and only if, it is weakly
Berwald, i.e., its Berwald curvature is traceless. We conclude, �nally, that a
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2-dimensional Finsler manifold is a Berwald manifold, if and only if, it is
weakly Berwald and has vanishing Landsberg tensor.

Chapter 10 Given a spray over a manifold M , we may ask:
When does a Finsler function exist such that its canonical spray is the given

spray? When does a Finsler function exist such that its canonical spray is pro-
jectively related to the given spray?

The �rst question is the problem of Finsler metrizability or Finsler-
variationality, the second one is the problem of Finsler metrizablity in a broad
sense or, briey, the problem of projective metrizability. In terms of the classi-
cal tensor calculus, A. Rapcs�ak has formulated two equivalent criteria for the
projective relatedness of the canonical sprays of two Finsler functions F and F
over the same manifold M . These criteria are mentioned as Rapcs�ak equations
nowadays. In Rapcs�ak equations we �nd the partial derivatives of F and the
spray coe�cients of the canonical spray of (M,F ), or the Christo�el symbols
of the Berwald connection of (M,F ). So it makes sense to speak of a Rapcs�ak
equation for a Finsler function with respect to a spray. In what follows, we use
the term in this sense. Then, obviously, Rapcs�ak equations give a key to attack
the problem of projective metrizability.

In the �rst essential step of this chapter we formulate one of the Rapcs�ak
equations in an intrinsic (�rst index-free, next index and argumentum-free) man-
ner. Using these new forms, we derive a simple necessary and su�cient condition
for Finsler variationality. Applying this criterion, we obtain an extremely simple
proof for the unicity of the canonical connection of a Finsler manifold.

The rest of the chapter is devoted to necessary conditions for projective
metrizability of a spray. The most interesting among them (with the most
di�cult proof) is the following:

If a Finsler function F : TM → R satis�es a Rapcs�ak equation with respect
to a spray over M , then the Jacobi endomorphism K determined by the spray is
\self-adjoint" with respect to the symmetric type (02) tensor µ := ∇v∇vF , i.e.,
for any sections X̃, Ỹ along ◦

τ we have
µ(K(X̃), Ỹ ) = µ(X̃,K(Ỹ )).



Chapter 12

�Osszefoglal�o

Az al�abbiakban fejezetr}ol-fejezetre haladva tekintj�uk �at a disszert�aci�o
tartalm�at.

1. fejezet Amunk�at a sz�uks�eges el}ozm�enyek r�ovid �osszefoglal�as�aval ind��tjuk.
Ebben a fejezetben azokat a legn�elk�ul�ozhetetlenebb di�erenci�algeometriai
fogalmakat �es t�enyeket gy}ujtj�uk �ossze, amelyekre a tov�abbiakban v�egig
t�amaszkodunk, r�ogz��tve egy�uttal az alapvet}o jel�ol�esbeli �es terminol�ogiai
meg�allapod�asokat is. A fejezet egyetlen, technikai szempontb�ol �erdekes
�ujdons�agot tartalmaz, a τ -menti ( 1

s+1
)-t��pus�u tenzormez}ok nyom�anak

egy indukt��v �ertelmez�es�et, amely k�es}obbi, k�ovetkezetesen indexmentes
sz�amol�asainkban hasznosnak �es hat�ekonynak fog bizonyulni. (Megjegyezz�uk,
hogy az oper�aci�o a koordin�at�as nyelvezetben term�eszetesen igen egyszer}u: �oss-
zegz�est jelent a kontavari�ans �es az els}o kovari�ans indexre.)

A teljess�eg kedv�e�ert reproduk�alunk egy egyszer}u bizony��t�ast a di�erenci�alis
Bianchi-azonoss�agra, amelyet �altal�anos (de v�eges rang�u) vektornyal�abon adott
kovari�ans deriv�al�asra fogalmazunk meg.

Vizsg�alataink sz��ntere a tov�abbiakban a τ : TM → M �erint}onyal�ab, ill. a
◦
τ : ◦

TM → M has��tott �erint}onyal�ab τ , ill. ◦
τ �altali visszah�uzottja, a

π : TM ×M TM → TM , ill. a ◦
π : ◦

TM ×M TM →
◦
TM

"pull-back" nyal�ab; nevezz�uk a r�ovids�eg kedv�e�ert az ut�obbit Finsler-nyal�abnak.
A ◦

π szel�esei �altal alkotott Sec( ◦π) C∞( ◦TM)-modulus tenzoralgebr�aj�an az
ismert elj�ar�assal bevezet�unk egy kanonikus tenzorderiv�aci�ot, a ∇v vertik�alis
di�erenci�al�ast.

2. fejezet R�ogz��tj�uk, hogy mit �ert�unk Ehresmann-konnexi�on, �es
eml�ekeztet�unk a spray fogalm�ara, valamint ennek k�ul�onb�oz}o verzi�oira (semi-
spray, m�asodrend}u vektormez}o, a�n spray). B�ar mindk�et fogalom j�ol ismert, a
pontos de�ni�al�asukra sz�uks�eg van, ugyanis az irodalomban sz�amos nem ekviva-
lens vari�ansukkal tal�alkozhatunk. Le��rjuk az Ehresmann-konnexi�ok �es a semi-
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sprayk k�oz�ott M. Crampin �es J. Grifone �altal fel��rt, alapvet}o kapcsolatot. Beve-
zetj�uk sz�amol�asaink legfontosabb technikai eszk�oz�et, a Berwald-deriv�al�ast (∇),
amely egy Ehresmann-konnexi�o �altal sz�armaztatott "horizont�alis r�esz"-b}ol (∇h)
�es a vertik�alis di�erenci�al�asb�ol �ep�ul fel. Egy ◦

TM -en �ertelmezett sima f�uggv�eny
m�asodik horizont�alis di�erenci�alj�ara levezetj�uk a hh-Ricci azonoss�agot. Ebben
fell�ep az alapulvett Ehresmann-konnexi�o R g�orb�uleti tenzora. Megmutatjuk,
hogy ennek horizont�alis di�erenci�alj�ara �erv�enyes a

S(X,Y,Z)(∇hR)(X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ) = 0
Bianchi-azonoss�ag. Ezzel a fontos rel�aci�oval nem tal�alkoztunk az irodalomban.
Tartalmilag azt fejezi ki, amit a J. Grifone alapvet}o dolgozat�anak [27] I.61
�all��t�as�aban szerepl}o

[h, R] = 0
rel�aci�o. Itt a [, ] szimb�olum az �un. Fr�olicher-Nijenhuis z�ar�ojel, amelynek
ki�ert�ekel�ese meglehet}osen hosszadalmas. Az �altalunk fel��rttal szorosan rokon �es
hasonl�o form�aj�u Bianchi-azonoss�agot nyert kor�abban M. Crampin is [18], de
sokkal kev�esb�e term�eszetes m�odon.

3. fejezet Az Ehresmann-konnexi�ok Berwald-g�orb�ulet�et vizsg�aljuk, amelyet
�ugy kapunk, hogy a Berwald-deriv�al�asb�ol sz�armaz�o szok�asos
R∇(ξ, η) : Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π) 7→ R∇(ξ, η)Z̃ := ∇ξ∇ηZ̃ −∇η∇ξZ̃ −∇[ξ,η]Z̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π)

g�orb�uleti oper�atort vertik�alis �es horizont�alis vektormez}ok�on �ert�ekelj�uk ki:
B(X̃, Ỹ ) := R∇(iX̃,HỸ ) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).

(Az i C∞( ◦TM)-line�aris lek�epez�es azonos��tja a Sec( ◦π) modulust a ◦
TM f�ol�otti

vertik�alis vektormez}ok modulus�aval.)
N�eh�any, a k�es}obbiekhez sz�uks�eges technikai jelleg}u eredm�eny (kisz�am��t�asi

formula, szimmetria- �es homogenit�asi tulajdons�agok, a B tenzort tartalmaz�o
Ricci-azonoss�agok) levezet�ese mellett megmutatjuk, hogy a Berwald-g�orb�ulet
pontosan akkor t}unik el, ha az Ehresmann-konnexi�ob�ol sz�armaz�o horizont�alis
deriv�al�as b�azikus abban az �ertelemben, hogy egy, az alapsokas�agon adott

D : X(M)× X(M) 7→ X(M) , (X, Y ) 7→ DXY

kovari�ans deriv�al�as term�eszetes liftje:
∇ĥ

X
Ŷ = D̂XY ; X, Y ∈ X(M);

X̂(v) := (v,X(τ(v))) , v ∈
◦
TM.
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4. fejezet Ebben a szakaszban az Ehresmann-konnexi�ok �un. a�n g�orb�ulet�et
diszkut�aljuk, k�ul�on�os tekintettel arra az esetre, amikor az Ehresmann-konnexi�ot
egy spray gener�alja a Crampin-Grifone konstrukci�o szerint. Az a�n g�orb�uletet
az Ehresmann-konnexi�ohoz csatolt Berwald deriv�al�asb�ol �ugy kapjuk, hogy an-
nak g�orb�uleti oper�ator�at k�et horizont�alis vektormez}on �ert�ekelj�uk ki:

H(X̃, Ỹ ) := R∇(HX̃,HỸ ) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π).
Terminol�ogi�ankban ("a�n g�orb�ulet") L. Berwald sz�ohaszn�alat�at k�ovetj�uk [17].
Amennyiben ∇vH = 0, Z. Shen nyom�an azt mondjuk, hogy az Ehresmann-
konnexi�o R-kvadratikus.

Levezetj�uk a H a�n g�orb�uleti �es az R g�orb�uleti tenzor k�oz�ott fenn�all�o
H(X̃, Ỹ )Z̃ = ∇vR(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ )

�es
R(X̃, Ỹ ) = H(X̃, Ỹ )δ , ha az Ehresmann-konnexi�o homog�en

kapcsolatot. (A m�asodik rel�aci�oban δ a v ∈ TM 7→ δ(v) := (v, v) ∈ TM×M TM
kanonikus szel�es.) Szint�en homog�en Ehresmann-konnexi�o eset�en megmutatjuk,
hogy az R g�orb�uleti tenzor els}ofok�u, a H a�n g�orb�ulet nulladfok�u homog�en.

A k�ovetkez}okre n�ezve feltessz�uk, hogy az alapulvett Ehresmann-konnexi�o
torzi�omentes, ami azzal ekvivalens, hogy tetsz}oleges X, Y ∈ X(M) vektormez}ok
eset�en

[Xh, Y v]− [Y h, Xv]− [X, Y ]v = 0.
Levezetj�uk a H tenzorra vonatkoz�o

S(X,Y,Z)H(X̂, Ŷ )Ẑ = 0
algebrai Bianchi-azonoss�agot, valamint a H �es a B tenzort tartalmaz�o

∇vH(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hB(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃, Ũ) +∇hB(Z̃, X̃, Ỹ , Ũ) = 0
di�erenci�alis Bianchi-azonoss�agot.

Tov�abbi, k�es}obbi meggondol�asainkhoz sz�uks�eges technikai eredm�enyk�ent
lesz�armaztatjuk a szel�esek �es az 1-form�ak m�asodik horizont�alis kovari�ans dif-
ferenci�alj�ara vonatkoz�o Ricci-formul�akat, ezekben a H a�n g�orb�uleti tenzor �es
az R g�orb�uleti tenzor l�ep fel.

Mindezek birtok�aban be-, ill. levezetj�uk azokat az �osszef�ugg�eseket, amelyek-
nek tenzorkomponensekben fel��rt alakj�at Berwald az alapvet}o g�orb�uleti adatok
de�ni�al�as�ara haszn�alta a m�ar eml��tett, klasszikus dolgozat�aban. A kiindul�opont
ekkor egy S spray (Berwaldn�al egy koordin�at�as form�aban fel��rt m�asodrend}u dif-
ferenci�alegyenlet). Tekintj�uk az S-b}ol sz�armaz�o H Ehresmann-konnexi�ot �es az
ehhez tartoz�o V vertik�alis lek�epez�est. A spray a�n elhajl�asi tenzora (Berwald
terminol�ogi�aja) vagy Jacobi-endomor�zmusa a

K(X̃) := V[S,HX̃] , X̃ ∈ Sec( ◦π)
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el}o��r�assal �ertelmezett K (11)-tenzor. Megmutatjuk, hogy K-b�ol H g�orb�uleti ten-
zora az

R(X̃, Ỹ ) = 1
3(∇vK(Ỹ , X̃)−∇vK(X̃, Ỹ )) ; X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π)

�osszef�ugg�es szerint kaphat�o meg.
A fejezetet egy spray laposs�ag�anak (atness) �es izotropi�aj�anak r�ovid,

el}ozetes diszkusszi�oj�aval z�arjuk. A Jacobi-endomor�zmus a de�n��ci�o �ertelm�eben
mindk�et esetben nagyon speci�alis alak�u. Azonnal kider�ul, hogy a laposs�ag igen
er}os megszor��t�ast jelent: a Jacobi-endomor�zmus elt}un�es�et vonja maga ut�an,
amib}ol k�ovetkezik, hogy a H a�n g�orb�uleti tenzor �es az R g�orb�uleti tenzor
is elt}unik. Az izotrop sprayk r�eszletesebb tanulm�anyoz�as�ara a Finsler-keretek
k�oz�ott ker��t�unk sort.

5. fejezet Azt mondjuk, hogy egy sprayn projekt��v v�altoztat�ast hajtunk
v�egre, ha hozz�aadjuk a Liouville vektormez}o egy f�uggv�enyszeres�et �ugy, hogy
eredm�eny�ul tov�abbra is sprayt kapjunk. Ehhez sz�uks�eges �es elegend}o, hogy a
k�erd�eses f�uggv�eny, amelyet projekt��v faktornak h��vunk, az �erint}osokas�agon C1-
oszt�aly�u, a has��tott �erint}osokas�agon sima, els}ofok�u pozit��v homog�en f�uggv�eny
legyen. M�as n�ez}opontb�ol: k�et spray projekt��ven ekvivalens, ha k�ul�onbs�eg�uk a
Liouville vektormez}o mondott tulajdons�ag�u f�uggv�enyszerese.

A fejezet ind��t�asak�ent a sprayk projekt��v v�altoztat�as�aval kapcsolatos alap-
vet}o t�enyeket tekintj�uk �at. A tipikus jelens�eg az, hogy projekt��v v�altoztat�as
sor�an a sprayhez csatolt, eddig eml��tett �osszes objektum (Ehresmann konnexi�o
�es a hozz�a csatolt lek�epez�esek, horizont�alis deriv�alt, Berwald-g�orb�ulet, Jacobi-
endormor�zmus, ...) v�altozik. Felsoroljuk, a horizont�alis Berwald-deriv�alt eset�en
pedig le is vezetj�uk az "eredeti" �es az "�uj" spray ezen geometriai adatainak
explicit kapcsolat�at. Megmutatjuk, hogy a B Berwald-g�orb�ulet a spray pro-
jekt��v v�altoztat�asa eset�en akkor �es csak akkor marad invari�ans, ha invari�ans
marad a nyoma. B invarianci�aj�anak krit�eriuma egy egyszer}u parci�alis di�e-
renci�alegyenletet ad a projekt��v faktorra, amelyet koordin�atamentes m�odon me-
goldunk.

Ismeretes, hogy k�et olyan alapvet}o tenzor konstru�alhat�o, amely egy spray
projekt��v v�altoztat�asa sor�an invari�ans marad: a Douglas-g�orb�ulet (D) �es a
Weyl-endomor�zmus (W◦); az el}obbi a Berwald-g�orb�uletb}ol, az ut�obbi a
Jacobi-endomor�zmusb�ol sz�armaztathat�o. Tov�abbi projekt��ven invari�ans tenzo-
rok nyerhet}ok D �es W◦ vertik�alis di�erenci�al�as�aval. C�elkit}uz�eseink szellem�eben
mind a Douglas-g�orb�uletet, mind a Weyl-endomor�zmust indexmentesen
vezetj�uk be. W◦ de�ni�al�asakor, v�altoztatva a v�altoztatand�okon, del Castillo
egy munk�aj�at [22] vett�uk alapul, megadtuk azonban e tenzornak egy j�oval
�attekinthet}obb, �es ��gy haszonosabbnak bizonyul�o el}o�all��t�as�at is.

6. fejezet Indul�ask�ent pontosan r�ogz��tj�uk, hogy mit �ert�unk Finsler-
f�uggv�enyen, bevezetve ��gy disszert�aci�onk m�asik k�ozponti fogalm�at.
Koordin�atamentesen de�ni�aljuk a Finsler-f�uggv�enyekhez csatolhat�o,
vizsg�alatainkban n�elk�ul�ozhetetlen geometriai adatokat (Hilbert 1-forma,
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normaliz�alt t�amaszelem-mez}o, sz�ogmetrika, Cartan-tenzorok, Landsberg-
tenzor), �es igazolunk ezekkel kapcsolatban n�eh�any, t�obb�e-kev�esb�e technikai
jelleg}u, de az alkalmaz�asok szempontj�ab�ol fontos �eszrev�etelt. Megadjuk egyebek
mellett egy Finsler-f�uggv�eny harmadik vertik�alis di�erenci�alj�anak kifejez�es�et
a kovari�ans Cartan-tenzor, a normaliz�alt t�amaszelem-mez}o �es a sz�ogmetrika
seg��ts�eg�evel.

Eml�ekeztet�unk a Finsler-f�uggv�enyek �altal meghat�arozott kanonikus spray
kordin�atamentes de�n��ci�oj�ara, amely az energia-funkcion�alhoz tartoz�o Euler-
Lagrange egyenlet egy �nom �es eleg�ans �atfogalmaz�as�an alapul. A kanonikus
spray birtok�aban a Finsler-geometriai vizsg�alatokhoz sz�uks�eges tenzori�alis ob-
jektumok a
Finsler-f�uggv�eny −→ kanonikus spray −→ Ehresmann-konnexi�o −→ g�orb�uletek
s�ema szerint vezethet}ok be, �es Finsler-kontextusban is alkalmazhat�okk�a v�alnak a
spray-elm�elet �altal�anos konstrukci�oi, technik�ai �es eredm�enyei. A kanonikus spray
�altal meghat�arozott Ehresmann-konnexi�ot ekkor Berwald-konnexi�onak (vagy
a Finsler-sokas�ag kanonikus konnexi�oj�anak) nevezz�uk. A Berwald-konnexi�ob�ol
az ismert (�es m�ar jelzett) m�odon sz�armaztathat�o a Berwald-deriv�al�as (amely
term�eszetesen nem t�evesztend}o �ossze a kiindul�o Berwald-konnexi�oval!).

A fejezet egyetlen igaz�an �erdekes eredm�enye egy klasszikus t�etel modern
interpret�al�asa �es bizony��t�asa. M�ar t�obbsz�or is id�ezett munk�aj�aban [17] Ber-
wald megmutatta, hogy egy legal�abb 3-dimenzi�os skal�arg�orb�ulet}u Finsler-sokas�ag
Weyl-endomor�zmusa elt}unik, �es egy tov�abbi felt�etel el}o��r�asa mellett a meg-
ford��t�ast is igazolta. Szab�o Zolt�an �eszrevette [54], hogy a megford��t�ashoz nincs
sz�uks�eg tov�abbi felt�etelre, teh�at egy legal�abb 3-dimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�ag pon-
tosan akkor skal�arg�orb�ulet}u, ha a Weyl-tenzora elt}unik. J�oval k�es}obb kider�ult,
hogy Berwald t�etel�enek ezt az �elesebb v�altozat�at Szab�o Zolt�annal l�enyeg�eben
egyidej}uleg, de t}ole teljesen f�uggelten�ul L. del Castillo is felfedezte [22], Ber-
waldr�ol nem t�eve eml��t�est. (del Castillo - J. Grifone nyom�an - teljesen index- �es
argumentummentes kalkulust alkalmazott; munk�aja val�osz��n}uleg ez�ert, tov�abb�a
a rendk��v�ul t�om�or fogalmaz�as �es a hi�anyos hivatkoz�asok miatt ker�ulte el a
Finsler-geometri�at t�obbs�eg�ukben a klasszikus tenzorkalkulus eszk�ozeivel m}uvel}o
kutat�ok �gyelm�et.)

Megjegyezz�uk, hogy a skal�arg�orb�ulet fogalm�at is Berwald vezette be, a
H g�orb�uleti tenzorhoz tartoz�o, a Riemann-geometri�ab�ol ismert elj�ar�assal
�ertelmezett metszetg�orb�ulet seg��ts�eg�evel, �es ehhez fel kellett tennie, hogy a
sokas�ag legal�abb 3-dimenzi�os. Mi a t�etel megfogalmaz�asakor skal�arg�orb�ulet}u
Finsler-sokas�ag helyett izotrop Finsler-sokas�agr�ol sz�olunk, �ertve ezen azt, hogy a
kanonikus spray izotrop. Ez a felt�etel a h�arom vagy magasabb dimenzi�os esetben
ekvivalens a Berwald �altal megk��v�ant skal�arg�orb�ulet}us�eggel, viszont k�et di-
menzi�oban is �ertelmes, �es ekkor is ekvivalens a Weyl-endomor�zmus elt}un�es�evel.
Azt mutatjuk meg teh�at, hogy egy legal�abb k�etdimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�ag pon-
tosan akkor izotrop, ha a Weyl-endomor�zmusa a z�erus transzform�aci�o. A
k�etdimenzi�os esetet a 9. fejezetben k�ul�on is diszkut�aljuk. Ellen}orizz�uk azt a
j�ol ismert t�enyt, hogy ekkor a Weyl-endomor�zmus automatikusan z�erus, �es
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megmutatjuk, hogy a kanonikus spray izotrop.
7. fejezet A Finsler-geometria objektumai tipikusan "hely- �es ir�anyf�ugg}ok",megt�ort�enhet azonban, hogy bizonyos objektum csakis a "helyt}ol f�ugg". Ez ma-

tematikailag �ugy fejezhet}o ki, hogy az illet}o objektum (kanonikus) vertik�alis
di�erenci�alja elt}unik. Felid�ez�unk ennek illusztr�al�as�ara egy nevezetes, klasszikus
p�eld�at. A Berwald �altal bevezetett skal�arg�orb�ulet-f�uggv�eny megadhat�o az

R = 1
(n− 1)F 2 trK

formul�aval, ahol F a Finsler-f�uggv�eny, n a sokas�ag dimenzi�oja, K pedig a (ka-
nonikus sprayb}ol sz�armaz�o) Jacobi-endomor�zmus. Ez nulladfok�u pozit��v ho-
mog�en f�uggv�eny, ami az�ert l�enyeges, mert egy 0-t�ol k�ul�onb�oz}o fok�u homoge-
nit�assal rendelkez}o �es csakis helyf�ugg}o objektum automatikusan z�erus. Ber-
wald megmutatta, hogy ha egy legal�abb 3-dimenzi�os, �osszef�ugg}o Finsler-sokas�ag
skal�arg�orb�ulete csakis helyf�ugg}o, azaz ha ∇vR = 0, akkor a skal�arg�orb�ulet konst-
ans.

Azoknak a Finsler-sokas�agoknak a szisztematikus talulm�anyoz�as�at, amelyek
hordoznak csakis a helyt}ol f�ugg}o geometriai objektumokat, B�acs�o S�andor �es
Makoto Matsumoto ind��totta el [5]. Folytatva ezeket a vizsg�alatokat, ebben a
fejezetben foglalkozunk az a�n g�orb�uleti tenzor, tov�abb�a a Landsberg-tenzor
(P) �es a stretch-tenzor (�) ir�anyt�ol val�o f�uggetlens�eg�enek konzekvenci�aival.

Jelentse g az adott Finsler-f�uggv�enyb}ol sz�armaz�o metrikus tenzort, azaz az12F 2 energiaf�uggv�eny m�asodik vertik�alis di�erenci�alj�at. Eml�ekeztet�unk r�a, hogy
a Landsberg-tenzort a

P := −1
2∇hg,

a stretch-tenzort pedig a
�(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ) := 2(∇hP(X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ)−∇hP(Ỹ , X̃, Z̃, Ũ))

formul�aval �ertelmezz�uk, ahol X̃, Ỹ , Z̃, Ũ a Finsler-nyal�ab tetsz}oleges szel�esei.
Eredm�enyeink a k�ovetkez}ok:

(1) A Landsberg-tenzor �es a stretch-tenzor ir�any-f�uggetlens�ege csakis
trivi�alisan teljes�ulhet, azaz

∇vP = 0 ⇒ P = 0 , ∇v� = 0 ⇒ � = 0.
(Megjegyezz�uk, hogy maga az eredm�eny nem trivi�alis, mert mind a P
tenzor, mind pedig a � tenzor nulladfok�u pozit��v homog�en!)

(2) Az R-kvadratikus - teh�at ir�any-f�uggetlen a�n g�orb�ulettel rendelkez}o -
Finsler-sokas�agok stretch-tenzora elt}unik.

8. fejezet Legyen (M,F ) Finsler-sokas�ag, g a metrikus tenzora. Euklideszi
anal�ogi�ara �ertelmezz�uk a Finsler-nyal�ab tetsz}oleges szel�es�enek a span(δ) alt�er
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g-ortogon�alis komplementer�ere val�o mer}oleges vet��t�es�et. A vet��t�esi oper�ator me-
gadhat�o az egyszer}u

p = 1− 1
F
∇vF ⊗ δ

formul�aval, ahol az 1 a Sec( ◦π) modulus identikus transzform�aci�oja. p
seg��ts�eg�evel �ertelemszer}uen de�ni�alhat�o a (0k) �es (1k) (k ≥ 1) t��pus�u Finsler-
tenzormez}ok (azaz ◦

τ menti tenzormez}ok) vet��tett tenzora. Egy Finsler-sokas�agot
ideiglenesen p-Berwald sokas�agnak mondunk, ha a Berwald-g�orb�ulet�enek
vet��tett tenzora elt}unik. Ezzel kapcsolatban megmutatjuk a k�ovetkez}oket:
(1) Egy p-Berwald sokas�ag pontosan akkor R-kvadratikus, ha a stretch-tenzora

elt}unik.
(2) Egy legal�abb 3-dimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�ag pontosan akkor p-Berwald so-

kas�ag, ha elt}unik a Berwald g�orb�ulete.
Az elt}un}o Berwald-g�orb�ulettel rendelkez}o Finsler-sokas�agok az �un. Berwald-
sokas�agok; ezek alkotj�ak a Finsler-sokas�agok legalaposabban kivizsg�alt oszt�aly�at
(ld. [55],[56]). A (2) eredm�eny �ugy interpret�alhat�o, mint a legal�abb 3-dimenzi�os
Berwald-sokas�agok egy �uj jellemz�ese. Ez szoros anal�ogi�at mutat T. Sakagu-
chi egy fontos t�etel�evel [51], amely szerint legal�abb 3-dimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�ag
eset�en a Douglas-g�orb�ulet vet��tettj�enek elt}un�ese ekvivalens mag�anak a Douglas-
g�orb�uletnek az elt}un�es�evel. Eredm�eny�unk bizony��t�as�aban Sakaguchinak ez a
t�etele l�enyeges szerepet j�atszik.

A p projekci�o-oper�ator birtok�aban egy izotrop Finsler-sokas�ag Berwald-
konnexi�oj�anak g�orb�ulete a sz�amol�asok szempontj�ab�ol igen k�enyelmes

R = Fp ∧ (R∇vF + 1
3F∇vR)

alakban fejezhet}o ki, ahol az R f�uggv�eny a m�ar eml��tett skal�arg�orb�ulet. Meg-
ford��tva, ha az R tenzor a fel��rt alak�u, akkor az (M,F ) Finsler-sokas�ag
skal�arg�orb�ulet}u.

Felhaszn�alva ezeket az �eszrev�eteleket, demonstr�aland�o az eszk�ozeink
hat�ekonys�ag�at, a fejezetet a Schur-lemma Finsler-verzi�oj�anak egy �uj bi-
zony��t�as�aval z�arjuk.

9. fejezet Berwald egyik tov�abbi, alapvet}o dolgozat�aban [16] a klasszikus
tenzorkalkulus nyelv�en kidolgozta a k�etdimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�agok elm�elet�enek
egy igen sz�ep megalapoz�as�at. A [68] dolgozat megadta ennek egy eleg�ans, mo-
dern interpret�aci�oj�at az Ehresmann-konnexi�ok �es Finsler-sokas�agok Grifone-f�ele
elm�elet�enek [27] keretei k�oz�ott. E fejezet jelent}os r�esz�et annak szentelj�uk, hogy
szint�en koordin�atamentes - �es ilyen �ertelemben "intrinsic" - form�aban kifejts�uk
a 2-dimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�agok elm�elet�enek alapjait az �altalunk haszn�alt, a
Grifone-f�el�en�el gazdas�agosabb "pull-back formalizmusban". A t�argyal�as sor�an
�ujra felt}unik az el}oz}oekben szerephez jutott fontos Finsler-geometriai objektu-
mok legt�obbje, de j�oval �attekinthet}obb alakban. Ez a jobb �attekinthet}os�eg - az
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alacsony �es konkr�et dimenzi�o mellett - annak k�osz�onhet}o, hogy rendelkez�es�unkre
�all egy intrinsic m�odon megkonstru�alt ortonorm�alt k�et�el-mez}o, a Berwald-f�ele
k�et�el-mez}o, �es hat�asosan alkalmazhat�o az erre vonatkoz�o Fourier-kifejt�es. Ily
m�odon ez a fejezet r�eszben �ugy tekinthet}o, mint eszk�ozeink �es technik�aink al-
kalmaz�asa egy speci�alisabb szitu�aci�oban; m�asr�eszt lehet}os�eg ad�odik arra, hogy
n�eh�any, mindeddig nyitva hagyott k�erd�est lez�arjunk:
(1) Megadjuk a Jacobi-endomor�zmus egy olyan el}o�all��t�as�at, amelyb}ol k�ozvet-

len�ul kiolvashat�o, hogy a k�etdimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�agok kanonikus
sprayje izotrop.

(2) Megmutatjuk, hogy a Weyl-endomor�zmus a Berwald-f�ele k�et�el-mez}o
mindk�et tagj�at annull�alja, �es ��gy a z�erustranszform�aci�o.

(3) Igazoljuk, hogy egy k�etdimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�ag pontosan akkor p-
Berwald sokas�ag, ha a Berwald-g�orb�ulete nyommentes. Ez azt jelenti, hogy
a k�etdimenzi�os p-Berwald sokas�agok oszt�alya egybeesik az �un. gyeng�en Ber-
wald Finsler-sokas�agok oszt�aly�aval.

(4) Bebizony��tjuk, hogy egy k�etdimenzi�os Finsler-sokas�ag pontosan akkor Ber-
wald sokas�ag, ha elt}un}o Landsberg-tenzorral rendelkez}o gyeng�en Berwald
sokas�ag.

10. fejezet Kijel�olve egy sokas�ag f�ol�ott egy sprayt, term�eszetes m�odon
vet}odnek fel a k�ovetkez}o, teoretikusan is igen �erdekes, �es p�eld�aul a �zikai al-
kalmaz�asok szempontj�ab�ol fontos k�erd�esek:
(A) Milyen felt�etelek mellett l�etezik olyan Finsler-f�uggv�eny az alapulvett so-

kas�agon, amelynek kanonikus sprayje egybeesik az adott sprayvel?
(B) Milyen felt�etelek mellett l�etezik olyan Finsler-f�uggv�eny az alapulvett so-

kas�agon, amelynek kanonikus sprayje projekt��ven ekvivalens a kijel�olt
sprayvel?

Az (A) k�erd�es a sprayk Finsler-metriz�alhat�os�ag�anak vagy Finsler-
vari�aci�oss�ag�anak probl�em�aja, a (B) k�erd�es pedig a sprayk t�agabb �ertelemben
vett Finsler-metriz�alhat�os�ag�a�e vagy projekt��v metriz�alhat�os�ag�a�e. Mindk�et
probl�ema igen neh�ez. Ha p�eld�aul a (B) esetben az adott spray a kanonikus
lapos spray Rn egy konvex ny��lt halmaza f�ol�ott, akkor Hilbert h��res IV.
probl�em�aj�anak Finsler-geometriai interpret�aci�oj�ahoz jutunk.

Az 1960-as �evek legelej�en Rapcs�ak Andr�as fontos l�ep�eseket tett a (B)
probl�ema megt�amad�as�anak ir�any�aban [49]. El}osz�or is, a klasszikus tenzorkal-
kulus nyelv�en, k�et, egym�assal ekvivalens, sz�uks�eges �es elegend}o felt�etelt fogal-
mazott meg arra vonatkoz�oan, hogy - a mi terminol�ogi�ankkal �elve - ugyanazon
sokas�ag f�ol�otti k�et Finsler-f�uggv�eny kanonikus sprayje projekt��ven ekvivalens
legyen. Ezekben az egyik Finsler-f�uggv�enyb}ol sz�armaz�o spray adatai �es a m�asik
Finsler-f�uggv�eny parci�alis deriv�altjai szerepelnek, ��gy vil�agos, hogy a Rapcs�ak-
egyenletek kulcsot adnak a (B) probl�ema vizsg�alat�ahoz.
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A fejezet els}o l�enyeges l�ep�esek�ent a Rapcs�ak-egyenletek egyik�et intrinsic
m�odon - el}osz�or indexmentes, majd index- �es argumentummentes form�aban
- fogalmazzuk meg. Alkalmazva a Rapcs�ak-egyenletek ��gy nyert �uj alakj�at,
egyszer}u sz�uks�eges �es elegend}o felt�etelt sz�armaztatunk le egy spray Finsler-
vari�aci�oss�ag�ara. Alkalmazva ezt a krit�eriumot, szint�en rendk��v�ul egyszer}u bi-
zony��t�ast adunk a Finsler-sokas�agok kanonikus konnexi�oj�anak unicit�as�ara.

A fejezet tov�abbi r�esz�eben sz�uks�eges felt�eteleket vezet�unk le egy spray
projekt��v metriz�alhat�os�ag�ara. A nyert eredm�enyek k�oz�ul a leg�erdekesebb (�es
legmunkaig�enyesebb) a k�ovetkez}o:

Ha egy F : TM → R Finsler-f�uggv�eny eleget tesz egy M f�ol�otti sprayre vonat-
koz�o Rapcs�ak-egyenletnek, akkor a sprayb}ol sz�armaz�o K Jacobi-endomor�zmus
"�onadjung�alt" a µ := ∇v∇vF szimmetrikus (02) tenzorra vonatkoz�oan, azaz

µ(K(X̃), Ỹ ) = µ(X̃,K(Ỹ ))
teljes�ul minden X̃, Ỹ ∈ Sec( ◦π) szel�es eset�en.
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